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Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit wird das Zusammenspiel der molekularen Konfiguration mit den elektri-
schen und optischen Eigenschaften einiger einzelner Nanostrukturen untersucht. Diese sind
Kohlenstoffnanoröhren (CNTs), Tetramangan-dekorierte Kohlenstoffnanoröhren und In-
As Nanodrähte, die jeweils mit hochauflösender Transmissionselektronenmikroskopie und
-spektroskopie (HR-TEM), Ramanstreuung sowie Tieftemperatur-Quantentransportmes-
sungen auf dem Niveau einzelner Bauteile untersucht werden. Diese Techniken messen
komplementäre Materialeigenschaften und ermöglichen, zusammen genommen, eine voll-
ständige Charakterisierung der einzelnen Nanostruktur.
Diese Korrelation wird durch eine neuartige Probengeometrie ermöglicht, die im Rahmen
der Arbeit entwickelt wurde. Hierbei werden verschiedene Lithographieschritte auf einer
TEM-Membran kombiniert. Das Verfahren ist kompatibel mit vielen (selbstorganisierten)
Nanostrukturen. Ferner werden Bauteil und Substrat entkoppelt, wodurch der Transport
sehr ungestört abläuft.
Eine einzelne, dreiwandige Kohlenstoffnanoröhre wird mittels HR-TEM als solche iden-
tifiziert und mit Ramanstreuung und elektrischem Transport bei Raumtemperatur unter-
sucht. Die optischen Eigenschaften und der Transportkanal können den einzelnen Wänden
zugeordnet werden.
Quantentransportexperimente werden an zwei weiteren Kohlenstoffnanoröhren durch-
geführt, die mittels HR-TEM als ein Zweierbündel aus einwandigen CNTs beziehungs-
weise als dreiwandige CNT identifiziert werden. Die entsprechenden Stabilitätsdiagramme
weisen komplexe Charakteristiken wie verhinderte Kreuzungen, Fano-förmige Coulomb-
maxima und Sägezahnmuster auf. Der ihnen zugrunde liegende Mechanismus kann nur
mit dem detaillierten Wissen der atomaren Struktur bestimmt werden. Genauer gesagt
können die Charakteristika mit kapazitiven und molekularen Interaktionen zwischen den
verschiedenen Elementen des Bauteils und der Umgebung modelliert werden.
Ebenfalls werden universellen Leitwertfluktuationen und die Phasenkohärenzlänge vier
einzelner InAs Nanodraht-Tansportbauteile untersucht. Zwei verschiedene Temperaturab-
hängigkeiten können beobachtet werden. Diese stehen nicht im Zusammenhang mit der
Kristallphasenmischung, da alle vier Nanodrähte diesbezüglich statistisch identisch sind,
wie eine HR-TEM Messung zeigt.
Die Eigenschaften der Kohlenstoffnanoröhren können durch chemische Funktionalisie-
rung verändert werden. In dieser Arbeit wird ein Verfahren vorgestellt, bei dem ein
Carboxylat-Ligandenaustausch die Kohlenstoffnanoröhre mit einem molekularem Tetra-
manganantiferromagneten dekoriert. Der Grad der Funktionalisierung kann über die Oxi-
dation der CNTs kontrolliert werden. Die Bedeckung wird mit Hell- und Dunkelfeld HR-
TEM sowie energiedispersiver Röntgen- und Elektronenenergieverlustspektroskopie über-
wacht, die die Mn-Verteilung auf der Kohlenstoffnanoröhre abbilden. Ramanstreuung und
SQUID-Messungen zeigen ebenfalls die erfolgreiche Bedeckung und die Integrität der
Hybride. Transportmessungen an funktionalisierten Kohlenstoffnanoröhrennetzwerken de-
monstrieren die Verwendbarkeit solcher Strukturen für Einzelhybridquantentransportbau-
teile.
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Zusammenfassend ist das entwickelte Probenformat sehr mächtig, den Einfluss spezifi-
scher struktureller Veränderungen auf die optischen und elektrischen Eigenschaften ein-
zelner Nanostrukturen zu untersuchen. Dies ist ein wichtiger Baustein für den Vergleich
zwischen theoretischen Vorhersagen und experimentellen Ergebnissen.
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Abstract
The interplay between the molecular configuration and the electrical and optical properties
of various individual nanostructures is studied in this thesis. These are carbon nanotubes
(CNTs), tetramanganese-decorated carbon nanotubes, and InAs nanowires that are in-
vestigated on the single-device level with high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
and spectroscopy (HR-TEM), Raman scattering, and low-temperature quantum transport
measurements. These techniques probe complementary material properties and can jointly
provide a comprehensive characterization of the individual nanostructure.
This correlation is achieved on a novel sample design developed in the course of this
thesis. It combines various lithographic steps on a TEM membrane and is compatible with
many (self-assembled) nanostructures. It decouples the device from the substrate, leading
to clean transport properties.
An individual triple-walled carbon nanotube, as identified using HR-TEM, is investi-
gated with Raman spectroscopy and room-temperature electrical transport. The optical
response and the transport channel can be assigned to the individual walls.
Quantum transport experiments are performed on two additional carbon nanotube de-
vices, identified with the HR-TEM as a two-fold bundle of single-walled CNTs and a triple-
walled CNT, respectively. The stability diagrams exhibit complex features as avoided
crossings, Fano-shaped coulomb peaks, and regular saw tooth patterns. Their origin is
only found with the detailed knowledge of about the atomic structure. More precisely,
these features can be modeled with capacitive and molecular interactions between the
various elements of the devices and the environment.
Universal conductance fluctuations and the phase-coherence length of four individual
InAs nanowire transport devices are likewise studied. Two different temperature depen-
dences can be measured. They are not related to a crystal phase mixing because all four
nanowires are statistically identical in these terms as determined by a HR-TEM measure-
ment.
The properties of carbon nanotubes can be modified by chemical functionalization. The
route proposed in this thesis is the decoration with a tetramanganese molecular anti-
ferromagnet via a carboxylate ligand exchange with the carbon nanotube. The degree
of functionalization can be controlled with the oxidation of the CNT. The decoration is
monitored with bright- and dark field HR-TEM as well as energy-dispersive X-ray and
electron energy loss spectroscopy that show the repartition of the Mn on the carbon na-
notubes. Raman spectroscopy and SQUID measurements provide further evidence of a
successful decoration and show the integrity of the hybrids. Transport experiments on
functionalized carbon nanotube networks demonstrate the integrability of such structures
into single-hybrid quantum transport devices.
In conclusion, the developed sample layout has a great potential to investigate the im-
pact of specific structural modifications on optical and electrical properties of individual
nanostructures. This is an important ingredient for the comparison of theoretical predic-
tions and experimental results.
v
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
Nanotechnology has been a highly active field of research in the past decades for it had two
driving forces, application and fundamental research with almost 30,000 publications in
the past year, increasing exponentially [Sco12]. The term has found its way into everyday
life, fiction, and countless products.
The birth of nanotechnology dates to 1959 when Richard P. Feynman held a lecture enti-
tled “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom”, in which he considered various applications
in the field of medicine, mechanical engineering, and electronics [Fey60]. The aim of using
nanotechnology for the latter is to reduce circuit sizes and likewise increase computing
power. This increased circuit density is the original formulation of the so-called Moore’s
law [Moo65] that states that the number of transistors crammed on a chip will double every
two years. It has proven surprisingly reliable although it is purely phenomenological and
was several times predicted to fail within the next decade [Moo65]. Consequently, today’s
microprocessors are in fact nanoprocessors and the physical barrier of the individual atom
is close [Lan12]. This can hamper the development due to considerable device-to-device
fluctuations – or trigger new concepts of unprecedented capabilities like spintronics and
quantum computing, where computation is not performed on the electron charge but on
its spin [Los98].
Apart from these application issues, nanotechnological methods enabled the exploration
of many fundamental quantum phenomena in solids and the discovery of new materials.
Several physics and chemistry Nobel prices have been awarded for basic research in this
area like the development of the scanning tunneling microscope [Bin82], the study of
the giant magnetoresistance in thin magnetic films [Bai88, Bin89] or the discovery of
fullerenes [Kro85] and graphene [Nov04]. Other prominent, recent examples of scientific
breakthroughs with nanotechnological methods are the splitting of Cooper pairs [Hof09,
Her10] or the first signatures of the Majorana fermion [Mou12].
My thesis aims at extending both the understanding and the functionality of material
systems that are of high relevance to the field of nanotechnology. Thereby, both driving
forces are merged in my work in order to take this research area to a matured state. I
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investigate fundamental physics in carbon nanotubes and InAs semiconductor nanowires,
two materials with a high technological potential. Both are self-assembled cylindrical
nanostructures with a high aspect ratio and have many possible applications ranging from
optoelectronics [Li06, Avo08] to quantum computing [Ind07, Tra09, Bau10] and from bio-
chemistry [Mar03, Du09] to solar energy [Wei09, Ham10]. They are mesoscopic systems,
meaning that they are large enough to be readily manipulated with current nanotechno-
logical methods and at the same time small enough to exhibit various quantum phenomena
originating from the propagation of individual electrons [Hei07].
One goal of my thesis is to understand in depth the properties of individual carbon na-
notube or InAs nanowire devices, with an emphasis on the electrical transport behaviour.
Most of the experiments performed so far on these material systems lack a direct compar-
ison of the lattice structure and the transport data because this requires an analysis with
usually incompatible investigation methods. I tackle this issue with a novel sample design
developed within the framework of this thesis. Low-temperature transport experiments,
optical spectroscopy, and transmission electron microscopy are combined by its means to
characterize the very same, freestanding nanostructure.
Each of these methods gives an information on the nanostructure that is complementary
to the others. The (quantum) transport experiments probe the electronic structure and
the interaction of the electrons with their environment as well as with the host lattice.
These structural properties can be imaged with atomic resolution in the transmission elec-
tron microscope. Raman spectroscopy finally probes the dynamics of the lattice and its
interaction with the electronic system. Their combination gives an insight on if, how and
to which extent structural modifications like bundling and multiple walls in the case of
the carbon nanotubes or stacking faults and polytypism in the case of the InAs nanowires
determine the electrical transport and the optical response of the investigated systems.
This novel sample design has the additional benefit of uncoupling the nanostructure from
the substrate, leading to an increased clarity of effects in the electrical transport mea-
surements. This is crucial since the suppression or control of detrimental environmental
influences is a key issue to understand the characteristics of a system and to develop novel
devices.
The second aim of my thesis is to modify the pristine carbon nanotube properties by
controlled functionalization. This issue is intimately linked to the first subject because
such a functionalization is a structural modification whose influence and degree has to
be monitored. I choose a covalent exohedral decoration with a tetramanganese cluster,
based on a ligand exchange between the carbon nanotube and the complex. This is a very
versatile route because the magnetic core is interchangeable, altering the spin center close
to the carbon nanotube. These experiments are part of the emerging field of molecular
spintronics. It combines nanotechnology with the versatility of chemical variations, all
on a mesoscopic system that can readily be controlled from our macroscopic world. The
resulting hybrids are again characterized by the three methods, electrical transport, Raman
scattering, and transmission electron microscopy and spectroscopy, demonstrating the
successful functionalization and analyzing the changes of the carbon nanotube properties.
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The thesis is divided into six chapters that discuss the material systems and experimental
techniques and present the obtained results. They are structured as follows:
Chapter II introduces the atomic structure and the electronic properties of the investi-
gated material systems, namely carbon nanotubes and InAs nanowires. Both prop-
erties are intimately linked and can vary substantially from one structure to the
other. The theory of Raman scattering and the major phonon modes of the carbon
nanotubes are likewise explained.
Chapter III explains the operating principles of the employed investigation methods, i.e.
Raman spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy, and low-temperature elec-
trical transport. It gives also an overview of the quantum transport phenomena
observed in the experimental chapters.
Chapter IV presents the sample design and the fabrication of the nanostructures. Its ca-
pabilities are exemplarily shown on an individual carbon nanotube transport device
that is comprehensively characterized by Raman spectroscopy and transmission elec-
tron microscopy, demonstrating that only a combination of these methods describes
the device completely.
Chapter V reports on low-temperature quantum transport measurements on InAs nano-
wires with transparent contacts, revealing universal conductance fluctuations that
are sensitive to the evolution of the electron phase-coherence with temperature.
These results are compared with transmission electron micrographs of the very same
nanowires that expose a number of stacking faults.
Chapter VI analyzes the stability diagrams of quantum dots formed within different car-
bon nanotube device structures, namely a triple-walled carbon nanotube and a two-
fold single-walled carbon nanotube bundle. They show a very different transport
behaviour and mutual coupling of their constituents. The structure was again mea-
sured by transmission electron microscopy.
Chapter VII finally introduces the tetramanganese cluster and the functionalization pro-
cedure. The resulting hybrids are analyzed with various element-sensitive operation
modes of the transmission electron microscope to obtain information on the clus-
ter repartition. These results are compared to Raman spectroscopy and transport
measurements that monitor the changes imposed on the carbon nanotubes by the
grafting process.
3

CHAPTER II
Basic properties of carbon nanotubes and InAs nanowires
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and InAs nanowires both exhibit some peculiar properties that
are quite different from their macroscopic counterparts graphite and bulk InAs crystals.
Their cylindrical shape, together with the extreme surface-to-volume ratio, make them
highly sensitive to structural and environmental changes. The nanoscale dimensions of
both material systems lead to the appearance of various quantum phenomena.
In other aspects however, the material systems differ fundamentally. Carbon nanotubes
are ideal one-dimensional ballistic conductors. The InAs nanowires, on the other hand,
conduct rather diffusively and three-dimensionally with certain two-dimensional contribu-
tions. Some of their properties are inherited from the respective bulk materials graphite
and InAs crystals or layers. In the following, I will introduce and derive some material
characteristics, focusing on the structural, electronic and optical properties. These de-
scriptions will be rather succinct and focused on aspects relevant for this work. More
details may be found in the literature cited.
II.1 Carbon nanotubes
Carbon has three major allotropes depending on the hybridization: sp3-hybridized dia-
mond, sp2-hybridized graphite with delocalized π-electrons and sp2-hybridized fullerenes.
All other modifications such as carbon nanotubes or graphene may be derived from these
fundamental forms. Although CNTs belong to the family of fullerenes [Hen06], they in-
herit the major properties used in this work from graphene, which is a single sheet of
graphite.
5
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II.1.1 The atomic and electronic structure
Atomic lattice of graphene and carbon nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes may be seen as a rolled-up sheet of graphene, resulting in many in-
herited properties [Rei04]. The hexagonal honeycomb lattice of the graphene sheet is
preserved. Here, each atom has three nearest neighbours with an interatomic distance of
aCC = 1.42Å [Odo00]. The carbon atoms form two triangular sublattices A and B as can
be seen in Fig. II.1(a).
Figure II.1: (a) Graphene consists of two triangular sublattices A and B with base vectors a1
and a2, offset by a nearest-neighbour distance aCC . A (n,m) CNT can be obtained by seamlessly
rolling up a graphene sheet along the chiral vector ch := na1 + ma2. The resulting length of
the CNT unit cell (yellow) is described by the translational vector τ . It is θ = (a1,ch). The
symmetric cases of a zigzag (θ = 0) and an armchair (θ = 30) nanotube are indicated in red.
(b) Transmission electron micrograph summarizing the various carbon nanotube structures. A
single- and a double-walled CNT form a bundle. Both are slightly defective and decorated with
amorphous carbon. The chiral angle can be determined from the individual graphene hexagons.
Two translational vectors a1 and a2 are needed along with the two sublattices to de-
scribe the graphene unit cell. A CNT can be constructed from the graphene sheet by
cutting out a rectangle defined by the chiral vector ch = na1 + ma2 with n,m ∈ N0 and
the translational vector τ . This rectangle can then be rolled up seamlessly with the chiral
vector ch describing the circumference. The resulting carbon nanotube is thus fully de-
scribed by the chiral indices (n,m) and its length L that is a multiple of |τ |. It is n ≥ m
by convention. All electrical and optical properties are determined by (n,m) except for
edge effects as will be discussed in the following [Krü07].
6
II.1 Carbon nanotubes
The chiral vector ch defines an angle 0◦ ≤ θ = (a1,ch) ≤ 30◦. The extreme cases
θ = 0◦ (m = 0) and θ = 30◦ (m = n) are called zigzag and armchair, respectively, due
to the shape around their circumference (cf. Fig II.1(a)). They are symmetric and special
selection rules apply for their electrical and optical properties (vide infra). All other cases
are chiral with the periodic zigzag or armchair-lines winding along the tube axis. An
as-grown CNT is capped with a fullerene-like structure [Cha01]. This is the reason why
carbon nanotubes belong to the fullerene material class.
The chiral indices (n,m), the chiral angle θ, the diameter D and the length of the
translational vector |τ | are related via [Dre01, Dre95]
sin θ =
√
3m
2
√
n2 + nm + m2
= aCC
π
√
3m
2D (II.1a)
D = aCC
√
3
π
√
n2 + nm + m2 (II.1b)
|τ | = aCC
√
3 (n2 + nm + m2)
gcd(2n + m, 2m + n) . (II.1c)
Here, gcd denotes the greatest common divisor. The chirality can be extracted from high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) measurements (cf. Fig. II.1) using
these relations.
The above description holds for single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). My mea-
surements are partly conducted on more complex systems, namely multi-walled CNTs
(MWCNTs) or bundles of both. These cases can be observed in the measurement shown in
Fig. II.1(b). MWCNTs are interstacked SWCNTs with an interlayer distance of 3.4. . . 3.9Å
depending on the wall diameter [Kia98] that I can observe in my transmission electron
micrographs.
Bundles of carbon nanotubes may consist of both SWCNTs and MWCNTs. Depending
on their chirality and curvature they ideally lie in mutual axial orientations of different
symmetry like hexagonal or tetragonal [Dre95], tied together by van-der-Waals forces. The
constituents interact electronically what has to be taken into account in order to interpret
the optical and transport measurements correctly [Goß11b].
The electronic band structure
The carbon nanotube band structure can be derived from the one of graphene. The route
via the so-called zone folding approximation is analogous to the CNT construction from
a graphene sheet. The tubular, one-dimensional CNT geometry modifies the graphene
band structure in two aspects. First, the one-dimensionality introduces a quantization of
the permitted k-vectors. Second, the bent graphene lattice leads to a different overlap
of the pz orbitals, i.e. a partial sp3-hybridization that makes them much more reactive
than flat graphene (cf. section II.1.4). Additionally, several curvature effects arise that
have only a corrective impact on the electrical transport in carbon nanotubes and are
not of relevance for the systems studied in this thesis [Sai00]. Nevertheless, the optical
7
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and vibrational properties are affected more strongly and new eigenmodes appear (see
section II.1.3). The carbon nanotube band structure will be derived from graphene in the
following, as discussed in more detail e.g. in [Rei04].
Already in 1947, almost 60 years before the first fabrication of graphene [Nov04], its
band structure was calculated using a tight-binding approximation allowing only nearest-
neighbour hopping [Wal47]. This yields
E±(k) = ±γ0
√
1 + 4
[
cos2
(
πkyaCC√
3
)
+ cos
(
πkyaCC√
3
)
cos (πkxaCC)
]
(II.2)
for the energy of the π-orbitals. The result is plotted in Figure II.2. All major features like,
e.g., the semimetallic character or the linear dispersion around K discussed in the following
are nicely reproduced, although a complete description needs to take more neighbours into
account [Rei02].1
Figure II.2: The electronic band
structure of graphene, calculated
with eq. (II.2). (a) Full structure
of the π-orbitals with electron- and
hole-like states (red and blue, re-
spectively). The Γ -point is in the
center of the graph. The valence
and conduction band touch each
other at the six K-points. (b) Close-
up of an arbitrary K-point. Elec-
trons and holes follow a linear dis-
persion in the vicinity of the K-
points.
The two-atomic hexagonal crystal structure is directly reflected in the dispersion of the
bonding, hole-like π- and the antibonding, electron-like π∗-bands. They have a maximum
band gap at the Γ -point and touch each other at six K-points. These K-points reside at
two non-equivalent sites K and K ′ like the A- and B-sublattices in the crystal structure.
The dispersion relation near these K-points is linear, leading to a vanishing effective mass
m∗ ∼ 1/(∂2E±/∂k2).
Indeed, the dispersion relation expanded around K can be described by the Dirac Hamil-
tonian for massless relativistic fermions [Dir28, Gei07]
Hˆ = vF
(
0 κˆx − iκˆy
κˆx + iκˆy 0
)
= vFσy · ˆκ (II.3)
1Next-nearest neighbour hopping, e.g., lifts the electron-hole symmetry and makes the hole-like π-orbital
shallower [CN09].
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rather than by the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation. Here, vF ≈ 106 m/s denotes the
Fermi velocity, σ
y
a Pauli spin matrix and ˆκ is the expansion of the wave vector ˆk around
K:
ˆκ := ˆk − K (II.4a)
ˆκ′ := ˆk − K ′. (II.4b)
This expansion is a good approximation for |E| < 1 eV. The two K-points or valleys
and their expansions κ are the reason for the ballistic conductance in carbon nanotubes
and graphene which is further discussed in section III.3.1 because a charge carrier cannot
simply trespass from one to the other. The affiliation to one valley is rather a quantum
number, the so-called pseudospin, that can have two values and can be treated like the spin
in the standard Dirac equation [Gei07]. Since the states close to E = 0 have contributions
from K and K ′, they are four-fold (two-fold spin and two-fold valley) degenerate. K and
K ′ are referred to as Dirac points and one speaks of Dirac cones due to this analogy.
The suppressed backscattering and the vanishing effective mass lead to a high mobility
μ  2 · 105 cm2/(Vs) independent of the charge carrier density n [Che08].
From graphene to carbon nanotubes
Rolling up the graphene sheet to form a carbon nanotube introduces a constraint to the
wave vector. In this so-called zone folding approximation [Ham92, Lou01, Rei04, Krü07],
electron waves along the circumference ch have to obey periodic boundary conditions while
wave vectors k‖ along the nanotube axis remain unconstrained
ch · k⊥ = 2πN ; (N ∈ N) (II.5a)
k‖ continuous. (II.5b)
The result of this discretization may be seen in Fig. II.3. The K-points do not neces-
sarily belong to the set of allowed k-vectors and thus CNTs come as semi-metallic and as
semiconducting species. The character can be predicted as [Lou01]:
(n − m)/3 = 0 ⇒ semimetallic like graphene: Eg = 0 (II.6a)
(n − m)/3 = N ⇒ small band gap: Eg ∼ O(meV) (II.6b)
(n − m)/3 	= N ⇒ semiconducting: Eg ∼ O(eV), (II.6c)
with N ∈ N. The tiny band gap of eq. (II.6b) originates from curvature effects and
approaches the case of eq. (II.6a) for increasing diameters D as 1/D2. It is so small that
both species are metallic at room temperature. Consequently, standard growth conditions
yield a ratio of 1:2 between metallic and semiconducting CNTs.
Another consequence of the reduced dimensionality is the appearance of van-Hove-
singularities in the carbon nanotube density of states as can be seen in the right parts of
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Figure II.3: Schematic carbon nanotube bandstructures, derived from graphene via zone-folding
approximation, see also Fig. II.2. (a,b) Graphene band structure (π-orbital, colour-coded is the
energetic distance to the Fermi energy). Superimposed are the allowed wave vectors of (a) a
metallic and (b) a semiconducting nanotube (gray lines). Note that the allowed wave vectors (a)
do include or (b) do not include the K-points. (c,d) Close-up of a K-point similar to Fig. II.2(b).
The black lines denote allowed k-vectors. k‖ denotes the direction along the carbon nanotube axis
while k⊥ is along the circumference. Depending on whether a K-point is included or not, one
obtains a (c) metallic or (d) semiconducting density of states (DOS). Eii marks optically allowed
transitions.
Figs. II.3(c,d). They play an important role in optical experiments because they strongly
enhance resonance features and will later be used for chirality assignment. However, the
singularities can also be observed, e.g., via scanning tunnelling spectroscopy [Wil98], elec-
trostatic force microscopy [Heo05] or in transport experiments [Ohn04].
II.1.2 Interaction of carbon nanotubes with light
Optical properties
Light shone on a carbon nanotube will interact with its electronic system (vide supra),
creating electron-hole pairs, i.e. excitons. They can directly relax back into the ground
state, which is the so-called Rayleigh scattering [Ray71]. The cross section of this pro-
cess is strongly enhanced when the incident photon is in resonance with an interband
10
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transition Eii. This is due to the high density of states at the van-Hove singularities (cf.
Fig. II.3(c+d)) and is one ingredient for chirality assignment, similar to what I will show
for the Raman spectroscopy [Joh10]. Transitions involving different band indices Eij with
i 	= j are strongly suppressed because they need a photon polarization perpendicular to
the tube axis whereas it must be parallel for a finite cross section due to the antenna
effect [Aji95, Dam99].
The interband transition energies Eii are found to be diameter-dependent as demon-
strated in the so-called Kataura plots [Kat99] shown in Fig. II.4. They map the diameter
to the optical transition energy for every chirality (n,m). The carbon nanotubes group as
a function of their family index
ν := mod(n − m, 3) ⇒ ν ∈ [0, 1, 2] (II.7)
that divides the semiconducting tubes in eq. (II.6c) in two groups depending on their
position with respect to the K-point. These families additionally describe a pointed shape
in the Kataura plot that leads to the definition of a branch index
ν ′ := 2n + m. (II.8)
The metallic branches ν ′ = 24 and ν ′ = 27 are exemplarily marked by the black lines in
Fig. II.4. The transition energies Eii are inversely proportional to the diameter, disregard-
ing the spread due to the branching.
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Figure II.4: Theoretical Kataura plot
calculated in the framework of a non-
orthogonal tight-binding model [Pop04].
It maps the diameter to the optical tran-
sition energy, with every point in the plot
being a specific chirality (n,m). The
first intraband transitions Eii are labeled
and the metallic branch indices ν′ = 24
(ν′ = 27) are exemplarily given by the
left (right) black trace. All transition en-
ergies are rigidly blueshifted by 0.3 eV to
account for excitonic effects and electron
correlations [Pop04, Mau05].
The displayed Kataura plot will be used for chirality assignment in the Raman exper-
iments. It is calculated with a non-orthogonal tight-binding model [Pop04] that takes
the curved CNT geometry into account, in contrast to the zone-folding approximation
described in section II.1.1 [Rei02, Rei04, Tho07]. It does not include excitonic effects, i.e.
the binding energy of the created electron-hole pair, but a rigid blueshift of the calculated
values by 0.3 eV can correct this issue [Pop04, Mau05]. The real transition energies can
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additionally be influenced by environmental effects such as bundling [Goß11a, O’C04].
These latter corrections are so small that they can be neglected for the systems discussed
in this thesis.
Raman scattering
An optically created exciton has the possibility to generate or annihilate a phonon instead
of directly relaxing back into its ground state. This so-called Raman scattering [Ram28]
gives detailed insight into the vibrational and therefore structural properties of the studied
carbon nanotube. I will use the various possible Raman processes for a chirality assign-
ment, to determine the integrity of the sample, and to monitor a chemical functionalization
in the experimental chapters of this thesis. Notably three phonon modes are important in
this context which will be introduced in the following.
The cross section for the Raman process is much smaller than for the Rayleigh scattering
because it is a higher order process. The discussed resonance effect thus plays an even
more important role for the detectability of the scattered light, since the intensity ratio
between on- and off-resonant processes is in the order of ∼ 103 [Dre05].2 The actual
resonance width depends on the phonon mode and ranges between 8meV for the radial
breathing modes [Jor01b] and hundreds of meV for the G± modes [Tel09].
The resonance condition can be fulfilled by either the incident (ωL) or the scattered
(ω′) photon, i.e.
ωL = Eii → Incoming resonance (II.9a)
ωL − ωphon = ω′ = Eii → Outgoing resonance, (II.9b)
where ωphon denotes the phonon energy. One or two maxima can be observed upon
tuning the wavelength of the incoming photon, depending on the relative size of the phonon
energy and the resonance width [Tel04, Duq10]. This is demonstrated in Fig. II.5, where
the resonance width is assumed to be smaller than the phonon energy as it is the case for
the G± modes (see next section).
Figure II.5: The Raman resonance condition
can be fulfilled by the incoming (ωL) or out-
going (ω′) photon. They differ by the phonon
energy ωG± (of the CNT G± phonon, in this
example). This results in two maxima of the Ra-
man scattering intensity IR in function of the
incoming photon energy. The sketched asymme-
try stems from a violation of the Frank-Condon
approximation (data taken from [Duq11]).
2Raman scattering was discovered in off-resonant systems where both intermediate states before and after
phonon creation are virtual [Ram28]. Resonant processes described here are single-resonant with one
real and one virtual intermediate state (cf. Fig. II.5) whereas some materials offer double-resonant
conditions, as e.g. the D Mode in graphite [Mau04].
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Two additional criteria have to be strictly met for the Raman process. First, the po-
larization tensor needs to be changed by the vibrating atoms, leading to a multitude of
Raman-silent phonon modes that are usually infrared active. Second, energy and momen-
tum need to be conserved. Therefore, only optical phonons in the center of the Brillouin
zone can be observed because the maximum transferable momentum from the photon to
the phonon is three orders of magnitude smaller than the extend of the Brillouin zone.3
II.1.3 Selected phonon modes in carbon nanotubes
A typical Raman spectrum of a carbon nanotube ensemble is shown in Fig. II.6. Three
major modes can be observed that are of particular interest for this work, videlicet the
radial breathing modes (RBMs), the defect-induced D mode and the high-energy or G±
modes (HEMs). They will be discussed in the following. Some of these phonons, namely
the D and G± modes, are inherited from the graphene similar to the electronic bandstruc-
ture, while others (RBMs) are inherent to carbon nanotubes. More detailed descriptions
may be found in [Jor03a, Dre05, Tho07].
  
Figure II.6: Typical Raman spectrum of
a carbon nanotube ensemble, taken at an
exciting wavelength of λL = 633 nm. Ra-
dial breathing and both high-energy modes
as well as the defect D mode are high-
lighted and the respective atom vibrations
are sketched. Other maxima are combina-
tion and substrate modes that are not in-
vestigated in this thesis. The upper insets
are adapted from [Tel09].
The radial breathing mode
The radial breathing modes (RBMs) are specific to carbon nanotubes and can used for
CNT detection in a specimen. They are caused by a coherent radial vibration of the
C atoms as sketched in the top left inset of Fig. II.6. The carbon nanotube appears to
breathe, which also motivates the name. It can be modeled by a harmonically oscillat-
ing cylinder, yielding eigenfrequencies inversely proportional to the diameter, ω ∼ 1/D.
This proportionality is solely described by material constants, independent of the chiral
angle [Dre00], and the corresponding proportionality constant depends only on environ-
mental effects such as bundling or surfactants. This results in a multitude of different
3This holds for first-order processes. Higher-order Raman processes like the D mode are also sensitive to
phonon modes at the zone border (vide infra).
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reported values and even rigid shifts of the RBM frequency.4 Additionally, multiwalled
carbon nanotubes develop new, collective eigenfrequencies due to the van-der-Waals inter-
action of their shells [Spu10b, Lev11]. All these modes have typical frequencies between
100 cm−1 and 400 cm−1 and resonance widths of (4 . . . 18) cm−1 [Jor02a].
The high-energy modes
The high-energy modes (HEMs) have the highest intensity within a carbon nanotube
Raman spectrum and stem from a graphitic mode, hence the symbol G±. The term HEM
describes that it is the most energetic branch of the phonon band structure. The benzene
rings of the graphene structure are sheared (top right inset in Fig. II.6) and therefore the
total intensity of the HEMs is related to the graphitic carbon content of the sample. It
reflects the number of (resonant) carbon nanotubes if the amount of amorphous carbon is
low. This is usually the case for the systems investigated in this thesis.
The planar degeneracy of the graphene sheet is lifted for carbon nanotubes, resulting in a
splitting into a longitudinal (LO) and a transversal (TO) optical mode. They have different
energies, with ωTO = ωG− < ωLO = ωG+ (ωLO = ωG− < ωTO = ωG+) for semiconducting
(metallic) carbon nanotubes [Pis07]. Also the G− lineshape of the two species differs,
whereupon the metallic G− is generally being broader than its semiconducting counterpart
and describes a Breit-Wigner-Fano instead of a Lorentzian line shape. Measurements
yielded σS ≈ 10 cm−1 (σM ≈ 60 cm−1) for semiconducting (metallic) G− linewidths [OC05]
but the shape and the intensity of the metallic G− vary strongly between armchair and
zigzag CNTs [Wu07, Dam99].
The origin and quantification of these effects has been discussed controversially [Jor02b,
Tel05, OC05, Wu07, Pis07]. In conclusion, an increased electron-phonon coupling for the
metallic LO mode results in the increased linewidth and a considerable softening that
shifts the LO energetically below the TO phonon [Pis07].
Curvature effects lead to a diameter dependence of the G− mode following
ωG−S,M
= 1591 cm−1 − CS,M
D2
, (II.10)
with different proportionality constants CS = 47.7 cm−1 · nm2 and CM = 79.5 cm−1 · nm2
for semiconducting and metallic carbon nanotubes, respectively [Jor02b]. Also these de-
pendencies are under debate, and environmental effects can modify them even qualita-
tively [Jor03b, Tel09, Pai06]. Experiments on free-standing CNTs [Mic09] agree with the
theoretical descriptions [Jor02b, Pis07] that will be used on a similar system in section IV.2.
The defect mode
The RBMs and HEMs discussed so far are first-order Raman processes, i.e. they involve
one inelastic scattering event that restricts them to the center of the Brillouin zone. The
entire zone can be probed in a second-order Raman process if the exciton scatters a
4See [Goß11a] for a comprehensive list of parameters.
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second time with the lattice. This is the case for the so-called D mode, observed at about
1340 cm−1 but strongly dispersive as a function of the incident photon energy [Tho07].
The associated vibration is given in the lower inset of Fig. II.6 and consists of a radial
vibration of the benzene rings. Hence, the mode is again common with any graphitic
systems.
The underlying process takes place in the vicinity of a K-point at the border of the
Brillouin zone (cf. Fig. II.3). The associated phonon causes an intervalley scattering of
one of the exciton partners (electron or hole). A second, elastic collision has to scatter it
back for recombination as summarized in Fig. II.7. Such a backscattering is suppressed
in a perfect graphene lattice as discussed in section II.1.1 and thus this phonon mode
requires a structural defect in order to be observed. This process does not differentiate
between different kind of defects like vacancies, substitutional atoms, or the chemical
groups attached during the functionalization process described later.
Figure II.7: Illustration of the scatter-
ing events of the Raman D mode. An
electron is vertically scattered by an in-
coming photon ωL and excites a phonon
of wave vector −qD and energy ωD. A
structural defect is needed to horizontally
transfer the electron back to a k value
where it can recombine, generating a pho-
ton of energy ω′ = ωL − ωD.
The D mode intensity is found to scale linearly with the amount of defects in a graphitic
sample [Dre00]. It can therefore not be observed on our pristine CVD-grown carbon
nanotubes. Its value needs to be normalized to the amount of carbon within the sample
by dividing it by the G mode intensity. The resulting ratio is proportional to the number of
defects within a carbon nanotube sample [Dre00]. On the other hand, graphitic carbon also
shows a D mode, and therefore the structural integrity of the CNTs may be underestimated
in a contaminated sample as the one shown in Fig. II.1(b).
II.1.4 Chemical reactivity of carbon nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes can be decorated with functional groups as I will demonstrate with
a tetramanganese complex in the experimental chapters. Such chemical reactions have
different kinetics on defects with dangling bonds, on the fullerene-like endcaps, and on the
graphene-like walls [Hir02]. The reason is the different degree of the sp2-hybridization,
parametrized by the so-called pyramidalization angle [Che03]
θP := (σ, π) − 90◦, (II.11)
i.e. the deviation of the σ and π orbitals from a perfect sp2-hybridization as in graphene.
The unsaturated bond of the sp3-fraction leads to an enhanced reactivity of the struc-
ture [Had93].
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If a carbon nanotube is exposed to an oxidative environment like acids or hot air, it will
generate several functional groups such as phenol (CNT−O−H), ketone (CNT−O), and
carboxylate (CNT−COOH), starting from the aforementioned ends and structural defects.
The oxidation can also directly break the graphene lattice if it is strong enough [Hir02,
Li11a] and the carbon nanotube wall will eventually exhibit even larger gaps since C atoms
may also be removed [Spu08, Spu09] as shown in Fig. II.1(b).5
These defects are an important step for a further reaction of the nanotubes. For example,
fullerenes can enter and fill the inner hollow [Tsa94, Chi05, Spu09] or molecules can be
covalently grafted to these new functional groups [Hir02].
II.2 InAs nanowires
InAs belongs to the class of III/V-semiconductors. It has a low direct bandgap of 0.354 eV,
a low effective mass of 0.023me and a high electron mobility of 4·104 cm2/Vs within this
material class [Lev96]. This makes it an interesting choice for optoelectronic applications.
Of particular interest is, however, usually not the bulk InAs, but its interface to vacuum
or other semiconductors (e.g. for terahertz radiation generation [Zha92, Hey01] or for
infrared lasing [Le98]). In this context, InAs nanowires receive much attention as they
have a large surface-to-volume ratio. Due to their strong spin-orbit coupling, they are also
proposed as candidates for spin-based devices [Ind07, NP10].
Crystal properties
Bulk InAs has a zinc blende structure [Lev96]. However, one often observes axially al-
ternating zinc blende and wurtzite crystal phases when turning to self-organized nano-
wire growth [Yeh92, Kog92, Dic10a] with a diameter larger than a critical value of some
20 nm [Aki06]. Both structures only differ in their third-nearest neighbours leading to
a small energetic difference of about 10meV per atom [Sch10]. Zinc blende has an
ABCABC. . . stacking sequence in its 〈111〉 nanowire growth direction whereas wurtzite
behaves as ABAB. . . in the 〈0001〉 growth direction as summarized in Fig. II.8.
This polytypism manifests itself in multiple sections of the crystal phases along the na-
nowire axis, with the segment lengths determined by the growth conditions. Additionally,
there are rotational twinning planes that inverse the zinc blende ABC stacking sequence
(ABCACBACBA) and can be regarded as one layer of wurtzite (marked in italic) within
the zinc blende [Li11b]. Although the changes are crystallographically subtle, they have
a major impact on the electronic properties as discussed in the following section.
Electronic properties
The wurtzite band gap is larger than the zinc blende one, leading to axial discontinu-
ities in the bandgap EG and in the conduction band EC , with predictions ranging from
5This example shows slightly oxidized carbon nanotubes. The defects may have been enlarged by the
high-energetic beam of the transmission electron microscope.
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Figure II.8: Crystal structure of (a) zinc blende and (b) wurtzite InAs. The 〈111〉 and 〈0001〉
crystal directions are very similar. The energetic difference between both types only lies in their
third-nearest neighbour distance as illustrated in the inset. Adapted from [Dic10a].
116meV [Zan07] to 290meV [Mur94] for ΔEG and from 23meV [De10] to 86meV [Mur94]
for ΔEC . The charge carriers thus experience a potential modulation along their trajec-
tory in the nanowire, leading to a short elastic mean free path le in the order of some
ten nanometer. Even single crystalline wires exhibit le ≈ 100 nm due to other crystal im-
perfections like point defects [Han05, Cso08].6 Therefore, diffusive transport is generally
reported for InAs nanowires and universal conductance fluctuations can be observed in
low-temperature transport. I will analyze this effect with respect to the polytypism in the
experimental chapters.
Another peculiarity of the nanowire geometry is the enhanced surface sensitivity [For09,
Du09]. The typical diameters I study in my thesis, around 100 nm, have about half of the
charge carriers residing in the outer 15 nm. This is owed to their cylindrical geometry, as-
suming a radially flat conduction band. Moreover, it is known from the bulk material that
InAs exhibits a charge accumulation layer at the surface [Ols96] despite its finite bandgap
shown in the bandstructure (exemplarily given for the wurtzite case in Fig. II.9(a)). This
is caused by the so-called Fermi level pinning illustrated in Fig. II.9(b+c). This effect
is found in all semiconductors, but usually results in a surface depletion layer for charge
neutrality reasons. In the case of InN and InAs, on the other hand, the surface states that
arise from the discontinuity of the crystal structure are emptied into the bulk conduction
band that bends below the Fermi level. A two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) is formed
just underneath the surface [Lüt08], regardless of the crystal structure.
Calculating the electron distribution by iteratively solving the coupled Schrödinger and
Poisson equations for a radially symmetric InAs nanowire, one obtains an electron dis-
tribution as shown in Fig. II.10 [Dem12]. Here, the conduction band is pinned 160meV
below the surface [Aff01, Smi89]. The electron density and the lowest wavefunctions are
6Very few publications can be found claiming longer elastic lengths up to 500 nm [Kre10].
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Figure II.9: (a) Band structure and resulting density of states (DOS) of wurtzite InAs. The
calculation has been performed in a framework using transferable empirical pseudopotentials and
including spin-orbit coupling. Adapted from [De10]. (b+c) Mechanism of Fermi level pinning. (b)
Far from the surface, the bulk has a uniform conduction band minimum (EC) and valence band
maximum (EV ). The Fermi level EF lies in the bandgap. The surface, which is hypothetically
disconnected from the bulk, has a donor- and an acceptor-like density of states (nS) that is filled
up to the charge neutrality point EN . (c) If brought into contact, Fermi and charge neutrality
level do not necessarily coincide. The donor-like states are then emptied into the conduction band
that bends below the Fermi level. Adapted from [Lüt08].
peaked some 10 nm beneath the surface for an undoped nanowire. On the other hand, the
conduction band becomes flat and the wavefunctions spread throughout the entire wire
when including a dopant density similar to the samples investigated in this work.
This should also be the case for the InAs nanowires invested in this thesis. However, no
evidence for a surface accumulation layer has been found in transport experiments [Day09,
Blö11] in contrast to similar material systems such as InN [Ric08]. This is attributed to the
stacking faults described above, resulting in interfacial electric fields [Day09]. The geomet-
rical considerations (vide supra) are obviously unaffected hereof, and electrical transport
is expected to be surface-sensitive regardless of the presence of a surface accumulation
layer.
II.3 Conclusions
The carbon nanotubes and the InAs nanowires are geometrically similar, with a surface-
sensitive electrical conduction. Material and environmental effects can therefore be easily
intertwined. One way to reduce this risk is the suspended sample design that I will use
for my transport experiments.
The fabrication of both nanostructures usually remains a statistical process and indivi-
dual specimens will in general differ from one another, even if grown in the same process.
This is especially the case for chemically functionalized carbon nanotubes, where both
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Figure II.10: Electron distribution inside InAs nanowires. The electron density is given on the
left axis while the minimum of the conduction band (at the Γ point) is plotted with the right axis
(EF := 0). Calculations are performed with a self-consistent solution of the coupled Schrödinger
and Poisson equations [Dem12]. The squares of the lowest wavefunctions in energy are given as
black, dashed lines. Their base value corresponds to their energy, the height is an arbitrary unit.
Calculations are for an (a) undoped and (b) an n-doped wire with 1·1018 cm−3 dopant density.
fabrications steps can lead to device-to-device fluctuations. If these modifications can-
not be controlled, they should be monitored for an unambiguous interpretation of the
experiments. This usually requires various investigation techniques combined on the same
nanostructure. I will tackle this issue with a novel sample design developed for this thesis.
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CHAPTER III
Metrology and low-temperature transport effects
The measurements presented in the following chapters require some elaborate setups and
techniques that shall be introduced in the following. I rely on three methods, namely
Raman spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy, and low-temperature transport.
They give complementary information on the investigated nanostructure and will prove
to be mandatory for a comprehensive interpretation of the obtained results.
Resonant Raman spectroscopy probes the phonon modes and some electronic properties
as explained in section III.1 and is therefore related to the structure. It is used to
monitor the carbon nanotube’s phonons introduced in section II.1.3. I will give
an overview on the instrumentation and on the data treatment1 in the following
section III.1.
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy and spectroscopy is used for chemi-
cal and structural characterization. I will introduce the operation modes important
for this thesis and give an overview on the instrumentation in section III.2.
Low-temperature transport monitors the interaction of the charge carriers with the ato-
mic lattice and probes the course of individual electrons. I explain several effects in
the limit of transparent and opaque contacts, namely universal conductance fluctu-
ations and Coulomb blockade in section III.3. The generation of cryogenic tempera-
tures and the instrumentation are then presented in section III.4.
III.1 Raman spectroscopy setups
Three Raman setups are used for the characterization of the carbon nanotube specimen,
namely two confocal and a Fourier-transform Raman spectrometer that will be introduced
in the following.
1Additional information can be found in the appendix A.
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Confocal Raman spectroscopy
Confocal microscopy greatly reduces the scattering volume of the illuminated sample
[Egg67]. Its principle is depicted in Fig. III.1. Light is passed through a pinhole and
focused on the region of interest (blue beam). The backscattered light passes a dichro-
matic mirror and is focused on a second pinhole (green beam). This rejects all photons
that were not generated in the (usually diffraction-limited) scattering volume (red beam).
Figure III.1: Working principle of a confocal
Raman setup. The incoming laser light (blue)
passes a pinhole in the focal plane of the ob-
jective. The generated Raman light (green) is
passed into the spectrometer through a sec-
ond pinhole. This blocks all radiation from
outside the scattering or focal volume (red).
A confocal Raman setup replaces the light source by a laser and analyses the scattered
light with a spectrometer after the second pinhole. The spot size, i.e. the investigated vol-
ume, is about 1μm for all experiments reported in this work. The laser power is kept below
700μW to avoid carbon nanotube destruction and heating effects [Fan04]. The measure-
ments presented in section IV.2 on sample α, an individual carbon nanotube, were taken in
house with a Horiba Jobin Yvon T64000 at an excitation wavelength λL = 487.9864 nm,
generated by an Ar+ laser. The spectrometer consists of a triple monochromator and a
nitrogen-cooled CCD that provide a spectral resolution of 0.7 cm−1 [Spu10a].
Experiments on the tetramanganese-functionalized carbon nanotubes (samples ϑ) re-
ported in section VII.4 are carried out in collaboration with Asmus Vierck from the group
of Prof. Dr. Janina Maultzsch at the TU Berlin. We use a Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRam
HR-800 setup with an exciting laser wavelength λL = 632.87 nm from a He-Ne laser.
The spectrometer has a spectral resolution of 2 cm−1 [Goß11a] and it is equipped with a
Peltier-cooled CCD. The specimen can be mapped with its motorized sample stage.
The recorded spectra of both setups are calibrated with the lines of a neon lamp, us-
ing the peak-o-mat software [Kri07]. Spectral information is obtained by its built-in
least-squares fitting routine assuming Lorentzian line shapes. This describes my carbon
nanotube Raman spectra reasonably well and is also the standard approach in litera-
ture [Jor03a, Dre05]. The natural line widths of the lasers are neglected because they are
in the order of one per million.
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Fourier-transformed Raman spectroscopy
A VERTEX 70 FT-IR spectrometer from Bruker Optics is used for the experiments re-
ported in section VII.5. The Nd:YAG laser with λL = 1064 nm illuminates a millimeter-
wide area of the sample. It is equipped with a movable mirror in a Michelson interfer-
ometer instead of a grating spectrometer. The resulting interferogram is recorded with a
nitrogen-cooled CCD and Fourier-transformed using a Blackman-Harris apodization func-
tion [Spu10a]. This setup is used for the bulk carbon nanotube specimen (samples η)
presented in chapter VII because it probes a wide area.
III.2 Transmission electron microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) gives the structural and elemental information
of thin specimen down to the level of individual atoms by means of an electron probe
beam [Kno32, BS12, Gir09], the current information limit lies at 50 pm [Kis08]. Its working
principles are sketched in Fig. III.2 and will be introduced in the following subsections.
The microscope is operated in ultra-high vacuum conditions (p < 10−8 mbar) to avoid
hydrocarbon deposition and collisions with the residual gas. Electrons are collected with
highly sensitive CCDs in bright and dark field positions, each equipped with a scintillator.
A more comprehensive introduction can be found in [Wil96, Gro07, Hou07, Len07]
Figure III.2: Working principle of a transmission electron
microscope. An electron beam is generated in a field emis-
sion gun (FEG, gray) and projected by the condenser (green)
onto the sample (broad beam). It interacts with the spec-
imen and is focused by the objective lens (blue) onto the
bright-field (BF) screen. This can be replaced by an energy-
analyzing prism system for electron energy loss spectroscopy
and energy-filtered TEM. In STEM mode, the condenser
focuses the beam onto a sub-nanometer sized spot that is
scanned across the sample. The signal is collected in a high-
angle annular dark field detector (HAADF) or the directly
transmitted beam is analyzed with EELS.
Bright-field transmission electron microscopy
The electrons illuminate the area of interest where they interact with the atoms. The mi-
croscope is tuned into a regime where energy losses and absorption by the thin specimen
can be neglected in high-resolution TEM imaging conditions (HR-TEM). This approach
reduces chromatic aberrations, because all projected electrons have the same energy. Car-
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bon nanotubes almost directly fulfill these imaging conditions while the electrons scattered
inelastically in the InAs nanowires are actively rejected (vide infra).
A perfectly focused HR-TEM image would not yield any contrast on the viewing plane,
i.e. the bright-field CCD, because the elastic scattering events the electrons experience in
the specimen only modulate their phase. This phase shift depends on the nuclei Coulomb
potential and is thus a spatial function. It is translated into an intensity modulation by an
electronic self-interference effect [Len07]. This process is described by the phase contrast
transfer function (neglecting spherical aberrations above third order)
C(g) = (g) sin [χ(g)] , with χ(g) = π2CSλ
3
eg
4 − πλeZfg2, (III.1)
where g is the spatial frequency of the diffracted electrons, λe the electron wavelength,
CS the spherical aberration, Zf the defocus, and (g) an envelope function. The latter
determines the so-called information limit ginfmax by (ginfmax) ≈ 0 and depends on CS and
chromatic aberrations. Only spatial frequencies up to, i.e. image details down to, the first
sign change of χ(g) can be monitored which gives the point resolution gpointmax . In the so-
called Scherzer imaging conditions one tries to push this point as far as possible, resulting
in Zf = −1.2
√
λeCS for optimum point resolution. This was long limited by a lack of
diverging electron lenses that could control the spherical aberrations, a detriment that was
overcome in 1998 by the introduction of defocusing double-hexapole aberration correctors
introduced into the condenser system [Sch36, Sch47, Hai98]. Corrected microscopes can
extend the point resolution up to the information limit [Urb09].
The micrographs shown in this work are recorded with bright atom contrast, where a
negative spherical aberration is balanced with an overfocus [Thu07].2 An advanced image
treatment is necessary for a quantitative structural analysis as reported for sample α
in section IV.2 because the TEM images are a product of complicated interactions of
the electrons with the specimen and the TEM lens system [Len06]. The full system is
simulated for this purpose and the assumed specimen iteratively refined until measured
and simulated image match. This is done using the EMS software [Sta87].
Dark-field and scanning transmission electron microscopy
The electron beam is focused onto a subnanometer-sized spot and scanned across the sam-
ple in scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) [Ard38, Hou07]. The scattered
electrons are collected with the bright-field CCD3 or with a high-angle annular dark field
detector (HAADF). Only electrons scattered quasi-elastically at high angles4 are collected
by the latter. Such scattering events require a collision with the nuclei and the HAADF
intensity IH depends on the atomic number Z. The mechanisms dominant in the carbon
nanotube samples are Rutherford scattering with IH ∼ Z2 and inelastic thermal diffusive
scattering. Heavier atoms appear thus brighter in the HAADF-STEM images.
2So-called negative spherical imaging conditions.
3The carbon nanotube specimen are thin enough that TEM and STEM bright field imaging is compara-
ble [Wan95].
4High angles in this context are at least three times higher than the semiconvergence angle of the beam,
i.e. in the order of ∼ 100mrad ≈ 4◦ to the beam axis [Hou07].
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Electron energy loss spectroscopy in the TEM
The techniques described so far rather monitor the specimen structure. It may however
also be desirable to learn about its chemical composition. This can be done by analyzing
inelastic scattering events in the specimen, what I will use to observe a carbon nanotube
tetramanganese functionalization. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) measures the
inelastic interaction of electrons with matter [Hil44]. It exists as two versions, as a low-
energetic surface-sensitive investigation tool [Iba82] and as a built-in TEM analysis [Hil44,
Ege04]. The beam electrons lose energy by interacting with the specimen electrons, major
decay channels are plasmons, spin waves, and ionization. Only core-level excitations are
of interest for this thesis because they permit one to monitor the chemical composition of
a sample. Even the bonding state of the elements can be analyzed if the fine structure
of the core level excitations has a sufficient strength [Ege04]. A magnetic prism, bending
the electron beam by 90◦, replaces the bright-field CCD to measure the energy loss as
illustrated in Fig. III.2. The loss spectrum IS of a very small scattering volume can be
acquired if the microscope is operated in STEM mode. A HAADF-image can obviously
be recorded simultaneously.
This procedure measures the energy spectrum to a high precision but drifts inside a
real instrument worsen the spatial accuracy. This becomes especially an issue in the
functionalized carbon nanotube samples where the thin CNTs themselves easily start to
vibrate. A second possibility is thus to operate the instrument in standard bright-field
mode as described in section III.2, with the difference that only electrons of a specific
energy loss ΔE can reach the detector.5 Setting this filter to ΔE = 0, the so-called zero
loss peak, is a convenient way to reduce chromatic aberrations of thicker specimen as the
InAs nanowires investigated in chapter V. Alternatively, one can acquire a series of images
at different ΔE around an ionization edge. The pre-edge background intensity, that is
known to obey an inverse power law IS ∼ E−a, can be fitted and extrapolated for every
pixel of this image set. This technique is called energy-filter TEM (EF-TEM) or energy-
spectroscopic imaging (ESI) and monitors the structure and the elemental repartition of
the specimen simultaneously [Rei95].
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
The energy dispersed by the electron beam drives the sample into an excited state. Low-
energy losses (plasmons and thermal diffusive scattering) lead to an increased sample
temperature that is dispersed into the surrounding. Core level excitations, on the other
hand, result in Auger processes and radiative recombination. While the first are usually
not further considered, the latter lead to a characteristic X-ray spectrum that can be
analyzed in energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) for chemical mapping. A spatial
resolution of 1 nm can be obtained if the instrument is operated in STEM mode [Gro07].
This is usually worsened by stray electrons and multiple scattering events [Ege04]. This
becomes an issue again for my experiments with the tetramanganese-decorated carbon
5Technically, the detector is set to a fixed value and the acceleration voltage is modified in the opposite
direction.
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nanotubes where the Mn signal is so small that it has the same size as the one originating
from these stray electrons impinging the substrate.
Instrumentation
The TEM measurements on carbon nanotubes presented in chapters IV, VI (individual
carbon nanotube transport devices) and VII (tetramanganese-functionalized carbon na-
notube networks) were taken in collaboration with Dr. Lothar Houben from the Ernst
Ruska-Center for Microscopy and Spectroscopy with Electrons. Three instruments from
FEI company have been utilized, depending on the experimental requirements.
• F20 (S)TEM from the Tecnai series (not aberration-corrected) equipped with an
EDX detector having an energy resolution of 136 eV. The acceleration voltage is set
to 200 kV (chapter VII).
• 80-300 (S)TEM from the Titan series with an information limit of 1.8Å at 80 kV
acceleration voltage, operated at 80 kV (chapter IV) or 300 kV (chapter VII), respec-
tively. The instrument is equipped with a double-hexapole aberration corrector in
the condenser system.
• 60-300 PICO (S)TEM from the Titan series with an information limit of 0.8Å at
80 kV acceleration voltage, operated at 80 kV (chapters VI and VII). The instrument
is equipped with two double-hexapole aberration correctors in the condenser and
objective lens systems.
The low acceleration voltages of 80 kV are essential for the microscopy of the individual
carbon nanotube transport devices and the long exposure times of the EF-TEM imaging
because knock-on damage of C−C bonds in CNTs is found to start at 86 kV [Smi01]. This
means that even perfect bonds will break at this energy. Damage is found to occur already
at lower energies, starting at pre-existing defects [Spu10a, Kas04]. This low acceleration
voltage is accompanied by a loss of resolution. Some experiments on the functionalized
carbon nanotube networks, where the tubes are bundled and thus stabilize each other,
were therefore conducted at higher acceleration voltages.
TEM measurements on the InAs nanowires, reported in chapter V, are performed in
collaboration with Falk Dorn and PD Dr. Thomas E. Weirich from the central facility for
electron microscopy of the RWTH Aachen. We use a FEI F20 TEM from the Tecnai series
at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV (not aberration-corrected).
III.3 Low-temperature transport
Lowering the temperature can lead to classically unexpected electrical transport phenom-
ena like superconductivity [Onn11, Tin75, Sch01], phase-coherent transport [Fow82, Sto85,
Lee85], interference effects [Kre10, Cao05], or single-electron tunneling [Cha74, Dek99,
Bjö04], depending on the material and experimental conditions. Two of these phenomena
are investigated in detail in this thesis, namely the universal conductance fluctuations in
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the InAs nanowires in chapter V and Coulomb blockade in carbon nanotubes in chapter VI.
Here, I will introduce some important notions and explain the origin of these effects in the
following.
III.3.1 Length scales and transport regimes
Charge carriers can preserve their phase for long time scales up to micro- or even millisec-
onds at low temperatures. Consequently, larger sections of the sample are phase-coherently
probed by the charge carrier. Length scales that quantify the extent and the trajectory of
the charge carrier wave function, become accessible by nanotechnological methods. Those
relevant for the investigated mesoscopic systems are discussed in this section.
Elastic and Fermi length
Only electronic states up to a certain energy are filled in a solid, owing to the Pauli
principle and energy minimization. It is called Fermi energy EF and is given for three
dimensions by [Iba09]
EF =

2k2F
2m∗ (III.2a)
kF =
3√3π2n (III.2b)
λF =
2π
kF
(III.2c)
vF =
kF
m∗
. (III.2d)
Here, kF is the Fermi wave vector, λF the Fermi wavelength, vF the Fermi velocity, m∗
the effective mass and n the charge carrier concentration. Only charge carriers within a
narrow range around the Fermi energy, ±4kBT around EF , contribute to the electrical
transport [Fer26, Sch04, Iba09, Zan99]. They are thus well described by the above quan-
tities. The Fermi wavelength can be considered as the extent of the charge carrier wave
function and determines the dimensionality of the transport [Iba09].
Charge carriers traveling through a solid will eventually experience scattering events.
These can be divided in two kinds, elastic and inelastic, depending on whether energy
and phase information are preserved or not. The physical quantities in this context are
lifetimes τ , namely the elastic and inelastic times τe and τϕ. The elastic scattering length
le is consequently given by
le = vF τe =
σkF
ne2
. (III.3)
Here, σ denotes the conductivity.
Ballistic and diffusive transport
The charge carriers traverse the solid in a straight line if the specimen is much smaller than
the elastic scattering length, L  le. This transport regime is called ballistic and depicted
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in Fig. III.3(a). Micrometer-long carbon nanotubes often conduct in or at least close to this
regime because the bandstructure prohibits many scattering events [Whi98, Kon01, Bie08].
Especially in metallic CNTs long-range, small angle scattering is forbidden because the
final state would lie in another valley of the bandstructure (cf. section II.1.1).
Figure III.3: Transport in the (a)
ballistic and (b) diffusive regime.
(a) The elastic mean free path le is
much longer than the sample length
L. (b) Scattering centers like de-
fects or charged impurities force the
electron on a diffusive trajectory.
Such a one-dimensional, phase-coherent conductor can be modeled by the Landauer-
Büttiker formalism [Lan57, Lan87, Büt85, Büt86]. Electron reservoirs at chemical poten-
tial μi are connected through the sample with a reflection and a transmission probability
Rii and Tij,mn, respectively. Here, i 	= j denote the reservoir and m,n the channel number.
The current from reservoir i into the sample is then given by
Ii =
e
h
⎡
⎣(1 − Rii)μi −∑
j =i
Tijμj
⎤
⎦ with Tij =∑
mn
Tij,mn . (III.4)
Ni gives the number of available transport channels from reservoir i into the sample. For
ideal contacts, i.e. Rii = 0 and Tij,mn = 1 even an ideal transport channel still has a finite
conductance
G = NiG0 with G0 = e2/h = 1/(25.8 kΩ) , (III.5)
that can be understood as a contact resistance. It is Ni = 2 in the spin-degenerate case.
An ideally contacted, defect-free metallic single-walled carbon nanotube can exhibit a
conductance G = 4e2/h = 1/(6.5 kΩ) because CNTs have an additional valley degeneracy
(cf. section II.1.1), i.e. two spin-degenerate transport channels. This has been shown
experimentally by electrical transport measurements [Kon01].
If the elastic mean free path becomes, on the other hand, much shorter than the sample
length, le  L, the charge carrier traverses the specimen diffusively (cf. Fig. III.3(b)).
This can be quantified by the diffusion constant [Iba09]
D = 1
d
v2F τe =
1
d
vF le . (III.6)
Here, d denotes the dimensionality of the transport. The diffusion constant connects the
spread of a charge carrier wave function to a time difference. This relationship is given by
Δl =
√
DΔt . (III.7)
The diffusive transport regime dominates in the investigated InAs nanowires [Wir11].
It can also be modeled by the Landauer-Büttiker formalism because the elastic scattering
events that force the charge carrier on its diffusive trajectory conserve its phase. Each
of these trajectories corresponds to a transport channel with a conductance quantum
G0 [Bee91a, Bee04].
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Phase-coherence and thermal length
Phase coherence is an mandatory ingredient e.g. for quantum computation and most
phenomena discussed in this chapter. It is therefore important to study when it gets
lost to understand and potentially govern the responsible mechanisms. This will be a
leading question in my experiments on the InAs nanowires for which I will introduce some
important length scales and effects in the following two sections.
Only energy-conserving events were considered in the above description of diffusive and
ballistic transport. The phase of the electron wave is preserved in this case.6 On the other
hand, there are also phase-breaking scatterers that are quantified by the time τϕ between
two such events and the resulting phase-coherence length lϕ. This quantity considers the
coherence of both the spin and the wave function.
The major phase-breaking event is small-angle electron-electron scattering (ee) for both
carbon nanotubes and InAs nanowires at low temperatures [Liu01, Lin02]. The electrons in
the system form a time-dependent background potential that leads to a decoherence of the
charge carrier in this so-called Nyquist mechanism [Nyq28, Al’82]. Other, less important
mechanisms are large-angle electron-electron (EE) and electron-phonon scattering (e-ph).
A temperature-dependence of the Nyquist mechanism as
τee,3d ∼ T−3/2 ⇒ lϕ ∼ T−3/4 (III.8a)
τee,2d ∼ T−1 ⇒ lϕ ∼ T−1/2 (III.8b)
τee,1d ∼ T−2/3 ⇒ lϕ ∼ T−1/3 (III.8c)
in three, two and one dimension are predicted and measured [Al’82, Lin02, Liu01]. The
phase-coherence length dependencies are given for diffusive transport and calculated via
eq. (III.7).7
The phase-coherence is also affected by thermal smearing apart from the scattering
events described above. Due to the uncertainty principle ΔEΔt  , charge carriers in
similar transport states cannot be discerned. Transport in a solid takes place within an
energy window ΔE = kBT and with eq. (III.7) the phase-coherence in diffusive transport
is lost after a thermal length
lT =
√
D
kBT
. (III.9)
III.3.2 Universal conductance fluctuations
In the early 1980s, several groups observed aperiodic, reproducible conductance fluctu-
ations in low-temperature magnetotransport measurements of degenerate semiconduc-
tors [Fow82] and disordered metals [Umb84] shown in Fig. III.4. These were called uni-
versal conductance fluctuations (UCFs) and attributed to electronic self-interference ef-
fects [Sto85, Lee85, Al’85]. They can be observed in various diffusive, mesoscopic systems,
6Disregarding spin-flip processes that are energy-conserving yet phase-breaking.
7The phase-coherence length scales like the dephasing time in the ballistic case.
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including nanowires and dirty multiwalled carbon nanotubes at low temperatures [Was86,
EH10, Lan96]. They can also be measured as a function of gate voltage in semiconducting
systems. The subsequent discussion follows [Bee04, Bee91a].
Figure III.4: First UCF measurements from
Umbach et al. [Umb84] on a Au ring at vari-
ous temperatures. Note that not the conduc-
tance but the resistance fluctuations δR are
given in units of R0 = R(B = 0) = 7.7Ω.
The blue and red areas mark fluctuations of
low and high frequency. The low-frequent
component is sustained for higher temper-
atures because it requires a shorter phase-
coherence length than the high-frequent com-
ponent.
A charge carrier traversing a diffusive conductor can take several pathways like a photon
passing a double slit. Analogously, the charge carrier interferes with itself reproducibly
at a later point if the distance traveled is smaller than the phase-coherence length. This
interference can be constructive (cf. Fig. III.5(a)) or destructive (cf. Fig. III.5(b)), resulting
in a high or low conductance, respectively. The interference can be tuned inter alia by
a magnetic field modifying the relative length of the two paths. The interference then
changes periodically from constructive to destructive with a period of one flux quantum
Φ0 = h/e. The analogue in the optical double slit experiment is the horizontal distance
from the beam axis. Another quantity that changes the relative phase is the gate voltage
tuning the carrier concentration and thus the Fermi wavelength (cf. equation (III.2c)). I
will only discuss the magnetic field in the following because this is the case relevant for
this work.
Figure III.5: An electron travers-
ing a solid explores several path-
ways and interferes with itself. (a)
Constructive interference, i.e. high
conductance. (b) Destructive inter-
ference, i.e. low conductance, after
changing the relative phase of the
two trajectories by a perpendicular
magnetic field B.
In a real diffusive, mesoscopic solid, there are many such self-interfering trajectories.
They can be modeled as transport channels in the Landauer-Büttiker formalism (vide
supra) because they are phase-coherent [Bee91a, Bee04]. They all enclose a different area
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and thus magnetic flux Φ as shown in Fig. III.6. The overall conductance then changes
aperiodically upon changing the magnetic field perpendicular to the sample plane. These
are the universal conductance fluctuations
δG = δG(B) := G(B) − 〈G(B)〉B . (III.10)
Here, 〈. . .〉B denotes the average over the magnetic field. The actual pattern depends on
the particular scattering center distribution in the specimen and is like a fingerprint of the
device.
Figure III.6: On the origin of the
universal conductance fluctuations.
Each sub-path encloses a different
flux Φ at a given perpendicular mag-
netic field B and therefore a different
change in conductance.
The resulting conductance fluctuations are named universal because the root-mean
square of the amplitude obeys
σδG = rms(δG) =
√
〈(G − 〈G〉)2〉 ≈ G0 = e2/h (III.11)
for all samples, provided lT , lϕ > L. The exact magnitude depends on the sample geometry
and material [Lee85]. For example, σδG = 0.73G0 can be assumed for weak spin-orbit
coupling. The possible electron trajectories need to be classified with Feynman diagrams
for a rigorous theoretical description [Lee85, Lee86]. Then, also correlations of the various
transport channels like common scattering sites have to be taken into account.
Temperature dependence of the universal conductance fluctuations
The charge carrier must not lose its phase on the self-interference trajectories discussed
above. Otherwise, the interference is random and only an average conductance is measured
for all magnetic fields. Thus, more and more loops cannot contribute to the UCF pattern
anymore upon increasing the temperature, starting with the one enclosing the largest area.
This leads to a decrease of the UCF amplitude and maximum frequency with respect to
the magnetic field. This is highlighted by the two rectangles in Fig. III.4. The blue one
marks a region of low-frequency fluctuations while the red one highlight field values with
a faster modulation that vanish already at a lower temperature.
Several regimes for the decay of the UCF amplitude σδG can be identified [Lee85, Bee91a,
Bee04]. The below description is derived for channels in a planar, two-dimensional electron
gas. However, it has been shown to hold also for the cylindrical material systems used in
this work [Lan96, EH10, Yan12].
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lϕ  L, lT This situation is depicted in Fig. III.7. The sample breaks into Nϕ = L/lϕ
phase-coherent sections connected in series, each with a UCF amplitude σδG = e2/h.
Because thermal averaging does not take place, the temperature dependence can be
derived from stochastic laws
σδG =
√
6e
2
h
(
lϕ
L
)3/2
. (III.12)
lT  lϕ < L Phase-breaking scattering and thermal averaging occurs in the sample. In
each of the Nϕ sections there are now NT = (lϕ/lT )2 uncorrelated transport channels,
leading to a temperature dependence of
σδG = β
e2
h
lT
lϕ
(
lϕ
L
)3/2
= β e
2
h
lT
L
√
lϕ
L
, (III.13)
with β =
√
8π/3. It is like NT of the above described systems with lϕ  L, lT
connected in parallel.
lϕ ≈ lT < L The intermediate case of the above regimes (III.12) and (III.13) can be inter-
polated [Bee88]:
σδG =
√
6e
2
h
(
lϕ
L
)3/2 [
1 + 92π
(
lϕ
lT
)2]−1/2
. (III.14)
lT < L < lϕ Thermal averaging leads to N ′T = (L/lT )2 uncorrelated transport channels
although there are no phase-breaking scattering events in the wire. The UCF am-
plitude then decays like
σδG =
e2
h
1√
N ′T
= e
2
h
L
lT
∼ T−1/2. (III.15)
Figure III.7: In the transport regime where lϕ  L, lT , the sample breaks into several smaller,
phase-coherent sections connected in series. The resulting UCF amplitude is reduced.
Thus, the temperature dependence of the UCFs can identify the transport regime of the
system.
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The correlation field
The maximum UCF frequency (cf. Fig. III.4) in the magnetic field is a measure for
the largest enclosed areas [Fri09a, Fri09b] and the phase-coherence length [Sto85, Bee88,
Bee91a, Bee04].8
The measurable quantity is the correlation field BC , defined via the autocorrelation
function f(ΔB)
f(ΔB) = 〈δG(B + ΔB)δ(B)〉B → f(BC) :=
1
2f(0). (III.16)
The largest possible enclosed area is given by the outer dimensions of the sample, or, at
higher temperatures when D < lϕ < L, by Aϕ = Dlϕ with D and L being diameter and
length of the nanowire. The correlation field is a measure for the field needed to add
another flux quantum into this area and thus
BC = γ
Φ0
Aϕ
= γ h
eDlϕ
⇒ lϕ = γ h
eDBC
= γ Φ0
DBC
. (III.17)
The proportionality constant γ is predicted to be between 0.42 and 0.95 for lT  lϕ and
lT  lϕ, respectively [Bee88].
Measuring universal conductance fluctuations
All magnetoresistance curves of the InAs nanowires shown in this work are measured using
a standard quasi-static lock-in technique with an ac current bias. The measured quantity
is the resistance, not the conductance.9 Any contact resistances need to be subtracted to
obtain the latter.
The conductance obtained from the resistance is composed of a slowly varying back-
ground and the UCFs. The former is estimated using a third-order polynomial fit10 and
subtracted from the data. A nice illustration can be found in [Fri09a].
The correlation field is in turn determined from the UCFs by interpolating the au-
tocorrelation function fB and determining its half maximum. This is again illustrated
in [Fri09a].
III.3.3 Single electron transport and Coulomb blockade
Samples featuring universal conductance fluctuations usually have rather transparent con-
tacts. When these contacts are designed to be more opaque, i.e. when they form tunnel
barriers, the charge carriers on the sample become confined and behave like particles in
a box. Following basic quantum mechanics, charge and orbital degree of freedom become
8In the InAs nanowires, flux-cancellation effects have to be taken into account as discussed in section V.4.
9Technically, it is the differential resistance dR = ∂VB/∂I|VB=0 around zero bias, see section III.3.3.
10This specific fit is phenomenologically derived and found to describe the background accurately without
distorting the UCFs.
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quantized, i.e. one charge carrier at a time is trapped in the specimen. These systems are
straightforwardly called single electron transistors or quantum dots.11
They have been investigated extensively in the past decades because they probe single
electrons and their interaction with the environment using a mesoscopic system [Hou05,
Kou01]. They are also model systems for quantum computing [Los98]. Quantum dots
can be studied in many material classes, they were first characterized in semiconductor
heterostructures [Cha74, Joh92, Tar96, Ash96], metallic nanoparticles [Lam69, Pet01] and
thin films [Itt47, Lam50, Gor51]. More recently, progress in nanotechnology made more
systems accessible, inter alia nanowires [Bjö04, Sch10], superconductors [Ral95, Fra10],
single molecules [Ree97, Par02] and various carbon materials like graphene, fullerenes
and CNTs [Par00, Dek99, Pon08, Sta08]. The basic structure in all these experiments
is field-effect transistor like as depicted in Fig. III.8, i.e. with a source and a drain elec-
trode connecting the structure via tunnel barriers and a third gate electrode shifting the
electronic levels.
Figure III.8: Equivalent circuit diagram of
a quantum dot. Source (S) and drain (D)
leads are connected via tunnel barriers, rep-
resented by a capacitance CS,D and a resis-
tance RS,D. The gate electrode is coupled
only capacitively. The current I is measured
in function of the source-drain VSD and the
gate VG voltages.
Two prerequisites have to be fulfilled in order to observe the typical quantum dot be-
haviour introduced in the following. First, the charging energy EC that measures the
Coulomb energy to add an extra electron has to be sufficiently large with respect to the
thermal energy in order to have a defined, finite number of electrons
EC := e2/C  kBT. (III.18)
Here, C denotes the capacitance of the system. Second, the charge carrier is meant to
stay on one energy level defined by the spatial confinement of the quantum dot. These
should thus have a much smaller spacing than the charging energy, ΔE  EC . Using the
uncertainty relation ΔEΔt   and the typical time constant of a capacitance Δt = RC,
one obtains the requirement for the tunnel resistance
R  /e2 ≈ h/e2 = 1/G0. (III.19)
11The term ‘quantum dot’ is shared among two scientific communities, depending on the energy scale. This
thesis exclusively deals with electrically detected, mesoscopic quantum dots, instead of self-assembled,
nanometer-sized particles or inclusions that are addressed and read out optically [Eki81, Mur00]
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The constant interaction model
A simple yet powerful way to describe transport through a quantum dot is the so-called
constant interaction model [Bee91b, Ave91, Kou01]. The description here largely fol-
lows [Han07]. It makes two simplifications:.
1. All Coulomb interactions between the charge carriers are parametrized by a single
capacitance CΣ := CS + CD + CG, where the summands denote the source, drain,
and gate capacitances (see Fig. III.8).
2. The discrete, single-particle energy spectrum is independent from the number of
charge carriers on the dot. This means that the electrons only interact via Coulomb
repulsion and the Pauli exclusion principle.
The total ground state energy of the N -electron system, φ(N), is then given by the sum
of the single particle level energies and the charging of the quantum dot capacitance
φ(N) = 12C
⎛
⎝−|e|(N − N0) + ∑
S,D,G
CiVi
⎞
⎠
2
+
N∑
i=1
Ei . (III.20)
Here, N0 denotes the number of electrons that is needed to compensate the positive back-
ground charge induced from the atomic lattice with N0 = 0 for VG = 0. The voltages Vi
can obviously be tuned experimentally to drive through its energy spectrum. The single-
particle energies Ei depend on the geometry, the material, and the environment like the
magnetic field.
The electrochemical potential μN denotes the energetic difference between the N and
the N − 1 electron system. It is defined as
μN := φ(N) − φ(N − 1) =
(
N − N0 − 12
)
EC − EC|e|
∑
S,D,G
CiVi + EN . (III.21)
The notation is the same as in eq. (III.20), EN is the highest single-particle level. In
contrast to the ground state energy, μN depends linearly on the electron number. If
the capacitances are assumed independent of the quantum dot state and CS , CD  CG,
the gate voltage is capable to rigidly shift the entire set of available states in energy. A
current I can only flow through the dot if one of these states lies in the bias window, i.e.
between the source and drain potentials μS,D:
I > 0 ⇔ μS ≥ μN ≥ μD
I < 0 ⇔ μS ≤ μN ≤ μD
I = 0 ⇔ otherwise.
(III.22)
The magnitude of the current depends on the tunnel rates ΓS,D(N) through the barriers.
They are in principle different for the various states and for the two contacts.
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Figure III.9: On the origin of Coulomb os-
cillations, visualizing eq. (III.22). Current
can only flow between source (S) and drain
(D) if one of the dot chemical potentials,
μN , is inside the bias window (fainted red)
defined by the source and drain potentials
μS,D. Otherwise, the number of charge car-
riers on the dot is fixed. The dot level po-
sition can be tuned by the gate voltage VG.
The Coulomb peak height is determined by
the tunnel rates ΓS,D. Overlain in red is a
real measurement on a CNT quantum dot
where the individual levels have different
tunnel rates, i.e. peak heights. The fi-
nite peak width results from VB , T > 0 and
ΓS,D < ∞.
This is summarized in Fig. III.9. The number of electrons on the dot is fixed in the so-
called Coulomb blockade regions (left) and fluctuates between two values on the Coulomb
peaks (right). The distance between two such peaks is called addition energy
EAdd := μN+1 − μN = EN − EN−1 =: EC + ΔE . (III.23)
This term is dominated by the charging energy. ΔE denotes the level spacing that depends
in general on the electron number on the dot. The analogue is the filling of energy levels
in an atom. Quantum dots are hence sometimes called artificial atoms [Kou01].
The stability diagram
The phenomena discussed so far are called linear transport regime because the bias window
is so small that it can contain only one energy level at the most. Several quantum dot states
can eventually contribute to the transport upon increasing the bias voltage VB = μS −μD.
This will in turn stepwise increase the measured current as demonstrated in Fig. III.10.
The phenomenon is consequently called Coulomb staircase.
Combining Figs. III.9 and III.10, i.e. modifying both gate and bias voltage, one obtains
the so-called stability diagram as shown in Fig. III.11. The regions of Coulomb blockade
where the number of charge carriers on the dot is fixed are diamond-shaped and straight-
forwardly called Coulomb diamonds. The height gives the addition energy EAdd which can
be used to convert the gate voltage into an energy with a conversion factor αG, called gate
lever arm. The black lines in Fig. III.11 mark the source and drain resonances, i.e. when
μS = μN or μD = μN . Their slopes represent the source and drain coupling strengths αS
and αD that are not necessarily equal. It is
VB =
{
αG
1−αS · VG source resonance
−αGαS · VG drain resonance
⇒ αG = ΔVBΔVG , (III.24)
where ΔVB = EAdd (ΔVG) denote the diamond height (full width).
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Figure III.10: On the origin of the Coulomb staircase. Current can only flow between source (S)
and drain (D) if one of the dot chemical potentials, μN , is inside the bias window (fainted red)
defined by the source and drain potentials μS,D. Every energy level entering the bias window results
in a stepwise increase of the current. The addition energy determines the step width. Overlain in
red is a real measurement on a carbon nanotube quantum dot where only first-order tunneling can
be observed. The sharp edges of the theoretical curve are for T = 0, the real measurement at a
finite temperature follows the Fermi-Dirac distribution (cf. inset).
Stability diagrams often do not plot the current I but the differential conductance
dG := ∂I/∂VB. Only conductance changes are visible in this case. This has the advantage
to enhance faint structures such as excited states of the single-particle spectrum. These
always belong to a particular N -electron ground state discussed so far. When both ground
and excited state are within the bias window, the charge carriers have both pathways
accessible for transport, but still only one of them can traverse the dot at a time. The
conductance is enhanced nevertheless because the number of available states on the dot
has increased. The corresponding step in the Coulomb staircase develops additional small
substeps appearing as lines parallel to the diamond edges as summarized in Fig. III.12.
Figure III.11: A stability diagram is ob-
tained by varying both, bias and gate volt-
age and monitoring the current through the
quantum dot. Transport is blocked inside
the white diamonds where the charge carrier
number on the dot is fixed. One resp. two at a
time can tunnel in the coloured regions. Posi-
tively (negatively) sloped diamond edges have
the respective chemical potential μN aligned
with μS (μD). From the slope of these reso-
nances (depicted in black), the lever arm αG
and the coupling to source and drain can be
determined.
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The energy of the excited state can be extracted directly from its starting point at the
diamond edge. A stability diagram is thus sufficient to fully characterize a quantum dot
since its complete energy spectrum and its capacitive coupling to the environment can be
extracted.
Figure III.12: Excited states in a stability
diagram. They manifest as lines running
parallel to the diamond edge when their
chemical potential μ∗N is aligned with the
one of source (green) resp. drain (red).
The starting point at the diamond edge
gives the excited state energy E∗N = μ∗N −
μN .
Carbon nanotube quantum dots
Quantum dots in carbon nanotubes have been studied extensively since the first mea-
surements on individual [Tan97] and bundled [Boc97] CNTs in the late 1990s. These
experiments are often performed on single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) and reflect
the material properties introduced in section II.1, notably the four-fold degeneracy of the
bandstructure as explained in Fig. III.13(a). The contacts impose a quantization on the
wave vector k‖ along the axis and the nanotube becomes zero-dimensional. Consequently,
a quantum dot is formed with energy levels separated by
Δ = hvF2L ≈
1.7meV
L[μm] , (III.25)
as can be obtained from a particle-in-a-box argument [Tan97]. Here, vF denotes the
Fermi velocity. Furthermore, one often observes a lifting of the degeneracy between the
two subbands that originate from the two inequivalent K points, resulting in a finite
offset δ [Sap05]. This four-fold shell filling sequence reflects into a periodicity of the
Coulomb diamond pattern from which these parameters can be extracted along with the
spin-spin interaction.
These SWCNT quantum dots have been studied and understood in detail. I will there-
fore study more complicated carbon nanotube structures like bundles and multiwalled
CNTs. In the following, I will briefly sketch how the above mentioned properties are
expected to evolve into these systems. The four-fold shell filling consequently becomes
eight-fold when turning to double-walled carbon nanotubes because the wall index is
a good quantum number [Wan08]. So far, this was observed in only two experiments
[Moo07, Dat11]. A further increase of the wall number rather leads to diffusive transport,
i.e. the appearance of universal conductance fluctuations, or to a return to the four-fold
periodicity [Bui02]. This is because not necessarily all CNT walls contribute to the trans-
port. Semiconducting walls are usually non-conductive at the low temperature in these
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Figure III.13: (a) Discrete energy
levels are induced on a CNT when
it is clamped by tunnel-coupled con-
tacts. They are offset by a length-
dependent energy Δ; the two sub-
bands (clock- and counterclockwise
propagating electrons) can be off-
set by δ. Electrons outside the first
Brillouin zone are omitted for clar-
ity.
experiments. The different conducting shells also need a sufficient overlap of their wave-
functions to interact [Wan08]. An outer wall could thus shield an inner, better conductive
one from the environment [Bui02].
Both the theoretical expectations and experimental findings are therefore ambiguous
and it is assumed that the actual behaviour depends on the relative chirality of the shells.
Consequently, all above mentioned regimes have been reported in measurements. They
have been conducted on sample layouts where the chirality of the carbon nanotube could
not be determined, not even the number of walls was definitively known. I will propose a
sample design in the next chapter that can possibly overcome this issue and lead to a better
comparability between theory and experiment. Based hereupon, I will analyze the room-
and low temperature transport characteristics of two triple-walled carbon nanotubes.
This sample design involves a suspension of the transport device. Such quantum dots
have in principle two additional advantages over their standard, substrate-bound counter-
parts. First, they can exhibit very clean transport properties because they are perfectly
isolated from a possibly perturbing environment [Ste09a, Cao05, Muo10]. Best perfor-
mances in this context require the nanotube growth as very last step what drastically
limits the choice of contact materials and treatments [Nyg01].
A second advantage is that with this geometry carbon nanotube phonons excited from
the transport through the dot [Let09, Sap06, Hüt09, Isl12] or by an external radio fre-
quency radiation [Las09, Ste09b] can be studied. CNT quantum dots usually couple only
to longitudinal stretching vibrations; twist, bending and radial breathing modes have a
negligible interaction [LeR04, Let09]. The other optically active phonons probed by Ra-
man spectroscopy (see section II.1.3) are too high in energy to be excited by the quantum
dot. These vibronic excitations will appear as lines running parallel to the dot edges that
are equidistant as predicted for their harmonic potential [CT99].
Measuring quantum dots
The stability diagrams shown in this work are obtained by sweeping the bias voltage
symmetrically around zero12 for every gate voltage and recording the resulting bias current.
12This must not be confused with the bias coupling that is asymmetric as sketched in Fig. III.8. The drain
electrode is connected to ground (VD ≡ 0) and the source voltage is swept (VS ≡ VB).
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The differential conductance dG can then be obtained by a numerical derivation. I always
use a symmetric approach
dG(VB = V0) =
∂I
∂VB
∣∣∣∣
V0
= I(V0 + ΔVB) − I(V0 − ΔVB)2ΔVB , (III.26)
where ΔVB denotes the sweep step width.
Another possibility to obtain the differential conductance is to modulate the dc bias
voltage with a quasistatic ac modulation that is smaller than the dc step width. This
leads to an alternating current signal detectable with standard lock-in techniques that can
be expanded into a Taylor series
I(VB = Vdc + Vac) = I(Vdc) +
∂I
∂VB
∣∣∣∣
Vdc
· Vac + O(V 2ac). (III.27)
This effectively suppresses noise possibly distorting the dc measurements and can even
be used to measure detailed quantum dot properties like spin degeneracies, tunnel barrier
asymmetries, and interactions [Rec10].
III.4 Cryogenics for low-temperature transport experiments
Temperatures close to the absolute zero are needed to observe quantum phenomena (vide
supra) because the thermal energy would otherwise smear out all such effects. Three he-
lium cryostats that can operate in the (sub-)Kelvin range, namely a 4He flow, a 3He cryo-
stat, and a 3He/4He dilution refrigerator, are used in this work. Their working principles
are explained in detail e.g. in [Hei07] I will therefore only briefly give their specifications
and discuss the low-noise electronic setup they are equipped with.
The utilized cryostats
Electrical transport measurements on carbon nanotube networks reported in chapter VII
are performed in a 4He flow cryostat that cools with the enthalpy of vaporization of helium.
I use a commercial Oxford Spectrostat cryostat that provides a temperature range 3.4 
T  300K with its helium pump and heater. A normal conducting magnet generates
magnetic fields up to 2T in the sample plane. This cryostat is not connected to the
electronic setup described in the following subsection. Instead, transport measurements
are performed with a Keithley 2636 without additional filtering.
The 3He cryostat uses the enthalpy of vaporization of the 3He isotope and provides
temperatures ranging from 300mK to 30K. The base temperature can be held for up
to two days. I use a top-loading, custom built Oxford Helios cryostat that is equipped
with a superconducting magnet to generate fields up to 10T perpendicular to the sample
plane. These ingredients, i.e. a temperature range covering two orders of magnitude and
the large magnetic fields, are necessary for the phase-coherence measurements via the
universal conductance fluctuations in the InAs nanowires described in chapter V.
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Even lower temperatures and a continuous operation are needed for the time-consuming
(carbon nanotube) quantum dot measurements reported in chapter VI. They can be
achieved with a 3He/4He dilution refrigerator that cools via the enthalpy of mixing the two
isotopes. I use a Leiden Cryogenics Millikelvin 126-TOF (MNK126-700) that has a
cooling power of 700μW at 120mK and a base temperature of about 25mK at the mixing
chamber resulting in 50mK at the cold finger where the sample is mounted. It is equipped
with a superconducting magnet that can generate fields up to 12T.
Electronic setup
The quantum transport measurements reported in chapters V and VI demand low currents
and therefore low noise levels. This is achieved by elaborated electronic setups as described
in [Goß11a] and shortly introduced in the following.
Figure III.14: Electronic setup for the quan-
tum transport measurements in the 3He and
dilution refrigerators. A computer controls the
source and readout instruments via the GPIB
bus (optical fiber for Delft DAC unit). A home
(custom from TU Delft) built stage at the
3He (dilution) refrigerator decouples the instru-
ments from the sample and converts or (de-
)amplifies the signals. The 3He cryostat has an
RC filter stage at 1K. The dilution refrigera-
tor is instead equipped with RC and π filters at
room temperature and π and metal powder fil-
ters at the cold finger. The signal lines are ther-
mally anchored at each cooling stage. 3He/4He
denotes the dilution refrigerator, lines labeled
with 3He are only connected in the 3He setup.
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The general idea is to first decouple the input signal, generated by instruments connected
to the power grid, galvanically from the sample. This is achieved by isolation amplifiers
implemented on battery-driven setups. They also convert the signal amplitude in the range
of several volts into smaller voltages or currents. Electron noise of various frequencies
is additionally filtered out by several filter stages at room and cryogenic temperatures.
This thermal anchoring cools the electrons from ambient to cryogenic temperatures. The
thermal equilibrium between the two systems is not perfect, the electron temperature
remains a few hundred millikelvin hotter than the above given base or lattice temperatures.
The output signal is amplified by several orders of magnitude right outside the cryostat.
An isolation amplifier decouples it from the read-out instruments connected to the power
grid.
This is summarized in Fig. III.14. The signals are generated by the lock-in amplifiers or
by digital-to-analog converters (DACs) built at the TU Delft (QT-IVVI rack). The latter
are addressed via an optical fiber to decouple the signal additionally from the power grid.
Signal conversion, isolation and (de-)amplification is performed in a home (3He cryostat)
resp. custom built (QT-IVVI rack for the dilution refrigerator) stage. The RC-filters
cut off at ≥ 30Hz in the 3He cryostat13 resp. 1 kHz in the dilution refrigerator. The π
filters block in the 10. . . 100MHz range, the metal powder (silver epoxy) filters have an
attenuation of -50 dBm at 110MHz.
13The exact value depends on the sample resistance.
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Sample preparation - probing structural and electrical properties
The feature size of information technology devices has shrunk by more than five orders of
magnitude in the past decades. This observation, the so-called Moore’s law, is currently
reaching two physical limits. First, the smallest possible transistor, an atom, is only two
orders of magnitude smaller than modern fabrication technology. A corresponding device
has been realized recently [Fue12]. Second, today’s feature size reaches a limit where
smallest deviations of the dopant or defect distribution lead to considerable device-to-
device fluctuations that hamper reliability [Lan12]. It is thus vital to understand the
influence of small modifications of the crystal structure on electrical transport.
Also in more fundamental nanotechnology research, the control of and knowledge about
modifications on the atomic or molecular scale is a key to understand various quantum
phenomena. One example for such an intentionally modified structure are carbon nanotube
peapods – C60 fullerenes (peas) inside carbon nanotubes (pods). Encapsulation is usually
shown via transmission electron microscopy (TEM) while the influence on the mutual
electronic structure is investigated with quantum transport measurements. With standard
sample layouts, only one of these two methods can be applied. Consequently, transport
experiments suffer from the ambiguity whether the investigated structure was a filled, a
partially filled or an empty CNT. Because of this, the interaction of peas and pods is still
under debate [Que02, Utk06, Eli10].
One method to obtain structural and electronic properties at the same time is scanning
tunnelling microscopy (STM). It can provide information on the local density of states on
an atomic scale and is used to study various nanostructures [Hor02, Fue12, Odo98, Hil08].
It is, though, only sensitive to the surface and demands sample designs incompatible
with many other investigation methods. Another technique more sensitive to the bulk is
the correlation between Raman spectroscopy and transport experiments [Goß11a, OC05].
Here, the lateral resolution is limited by the wavelength in far-field setups or to some ten
nanometers for near-field measurements. In some material systems like carbon nanotubes,
the optical modes are highly structure-dependent but results are often ambiguous because,
e.g., individual modes can overlap and are then difficult to distinguish.
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A third, technologically most advanced possibility is the correlation of transmission elec-
tron microscopy with (quantum) transport experiments and Raman spectroscopy. These
investigation methods offer complementary information on the properties of individual
nanostructures. Each technique on its own offers only a limited or ambiguous insight
but combined they can comprehensively characterize individual nanostructures. In short,
TEM mainly reveals the complete atomic structure down to the identification of indivi-
dual dopants [BS12]. Quantum transport experiments probe inter alia the electronic states
and their dependence on the intra- and intermolecular environment. Raman scattering
measures the vibronic properties of solids and individual nanostructures.1
Several approaches have been presented to combine these techniques [Muo10, Cos08,
All11, Kim05, Obe06] . In this chapter, I will present a sample design that uses a route
similar to [Chi05, Wes11]. A prefabricated TEM membrane is patterned and individual
nanostructures are selectively grown or placed across the holes. They are subsequently
contacted and measured electrically and optically. TEM micrographs are taken as a last
step to avoid a premature decomposition due to the electron beam irradiation. Carbon
nanotubes and InAs nanowires are the nanostructures investigated in this thesis. In sec-
tion IV.1, I describe the device fabrication. The comprehensive characterization of an in-
dividual triple-walled carbon nanotube demonstrates the application of this sample design
in section IV.2. Parts of this chapter have been published in [Fri11], [Flö11a] and [Flö12].
IV.1 Device fabrication
IV.1.1 Carbon nanotube growth
There are three major techniques to synthesize carbon nanotubes: arc discharge [Iij91,
Ebb92], laser ablation [The96] and (catalytic) chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [Rad52,
Bet93, Kon98]. The first two methods produce gram quantities of CNTs and thus most
commercially available samples are fabricated in this manner. These nanotubes are usually
bundled into ropes containing hundreds of CNTs [The96]. They have to be unbundled by
ultrasonication in sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) to investigate them on a single-tube level.
With a special posttreatment and the use of high-performance liquid chromatography,
density gradient ultracentrifugation or DNA decoration it is possible to isolate single
chiralities or at least metallicities [Her08, Tu09]. This drastically shortens the CNTs and
may leave them decorated with the surfactant.
I choose catalytic CVD growth, following a procedure published elsewhere [Kon98] be-
cause the experiments presented here require isolated, high-quality carbon nanotubes.
Here, a bimetallic Fe/Mo-catalyst catalytically cracks the precursor gas CH4. Carbon na-
notubes grow from the catalyst particles in a vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) process. The
molybdenum greatly enhances the efficiency of the actual catalyst Fe by forming an
Fe2MoO4 alloy and suppressing the generation of the catalytically inactive Fe2SiO4 [Yos09].
The number of nanotube walls can be influenced via the growth temperature [Spu09]. An
1These measurement techniques have been introduced in detail in chapter III.
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example of an individual, as-grown carbon nanotube with a catalyst particle is given by
the atomic force micrograph in Fig. IV.1.
Figure IV.1: Atomic force micrograph of an as-
grown carbon nanotube on a Si substrate. The active
catalyst particle is clearly visible as well as the bound-
aries of the patterned catalyst island (vide infra).
The quantitative catalyst composition is adjusted according to the desired nanotube
density. It consists of a suspension of Fe(NO3)3, MoO2(C5H5O2)2 and Al2O3 (in a ratio
of about 4:1:3) in methanol, with the alumina serving as support for the actual catalyst.
The reaction chamber for the CVD process is a tube furnace where the sample is heated
in an argon flow2 of 1.50 l/min. The argon flow is eventually switched off and methane
(0.52 l/min) and hydrogen (0.70 l/min) are introduced for 10min to initiate the growth.
The sample is finally cooled down in an argon flow again. A growth temperature of 860◦C
is chosen which should result in mainly single- and some few-walled CNTs.
IV.1.2 InAs nanowire growth
InAs nanowires are grown by means of selective-area metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy
(SA-MOVPE) [Kum94]. Details of this process are given elsewhere [Aka09, Sla10, Wir11,
Sla12]. In short, a GaAs (111)B substrate is spincoated with 30 nm of hydrogen silsesquiox-
ane (HSQ) that is converted to silicon oxide and patterned with a hexagonal hole array
with about 500 nm periodicity and 50 nm hole diameter [Aka09].
Figure IV.2: False-color SEM image of as-
grown InAs-nanowires with doping factor 0×.
The surface consists of silicon oxide, the nano-
wires nucleate on hexagonally arranged per-
forations opening to the underlying GaAs
(111)B growth substrate as highlighted by
the green hexagon. Image by Sladek adapted
from [Wei13].
The precursor gases trimethylindium (TMIn) and arsine (AsH3) are carried in an N2
flow. The As/In ratio is 110, resulting in a growth process limited by the group III
precursor TMIn. InAs nanowires selectively nucleate on the bare GaAs substrate at
2All flow rates are given at standard conditions.
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650◦C [Aka09] as can be seen in Fig. IV.2. The nanowires can be Si n-doped by adding disi-
lane (Si2H6) to the gas flow. The doping is quantified by a doping factor that gives the par-
tial pressure ratio of dopant and group III precursor gas. A ratio of p(Si2H6)/p(TMIn) =
7.5·10−5 is defined as unity (1×). Apart from the electrical properties, doping also changes
the nanowire morphology with the diameter typically ranging between 80 nm and 120 nm
and the length between 2μm and 4μm. A lower doping generally leads to a higher aspect
ratio [Wir11].
Figure IV.3: TEM images of as-grown InAs nanowires. (a) Hexagonal cross section of a nanowire
lamella prepared by a focused ion beam. The arrows point to native oxide present on the surface.
They draw an angle of 60◦. Micrograph by Sladek adapted from [Wei13]. (b) A projection along
the nanowire growth direction highlights the crystal phase fluctuations. A wurtzite (WZ) and a
zinc blende (ZB) section as well as a twinning boundary (T) are exemplarily marked in the left
image. The different doping factors are given on top of each image. Adapted from [Wir11].
The resulting nanowires have a hexagonal shape as shown in Fig. IV.3(a). They are
quickly covered by an oxide layer when outside the reaction chamber (cf. Fig. IV.3).
The crystal structure fluctuates axially between zinc blende and wurtzite structure as
highlighted in Fig. IV.3(b) and introduced in section II.2. The zinc blende segments have
additional twinning planes where they inverse their stacking sequence. The amount of
wurtzite sections can be tuned by the growth rate but stacking-fault free nanowires have
not yet been achieved by this method [Sla12]. Different growth methods like gold-catalysed
MOVPE offer perfect crystal arrangements [Joy10] but have other disadvantages like a
higher incorporation of impurities [Dic10a, Wir11].
The nanowires are grown in-house by Kamil Sladek from the group of Dr. Hilde Hardt-
degen.
IV.1.3 Nanostructuring of the TEM membranes
I use the well-established technique of electron beam lithography to pattern the TEM
membranes. Some standard procedures have to be modified to account for the small size
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and fragility of the samples. As a historical remark, the idea of using TEM membranes
for lithography is actually rather old, dating from the 1970s [Mol79, Umb84] where it was
used to improve feature sizes. Modern, sub-10 nm resolution could be achieved with this
technique. It was however not used for TEM analysis and replaced by an improved resist
and beam control.
Electron beam lithography
Structures down to below 10 nm [Vie00, Che93] and samples up to wafer-size can be
fabricated using electron beam lithography (e-beam). This is generally reached by covering
the sample with an electron-sensitive resist and scanning it with an electron beam [Hei07].
The exposed resist is chemically modified and can be washed away in a developer.3 The
resulting mask is used for a selective metal resp. catalyst deposition or etching.
E-beam lithography has been performed with a Leica EBPG 5000 Plus at an accelera-
tion voltage of 50 kV in this work. The electron-sensitive resist is polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) with a chain length of 600,000 monomers, dissolved in ethyl lactate. The solids
content is 7%.4
Workflow
The TEM membranes used in such samples are DuraSiN DTF-2523 and DTM-25232 from
Protochips, Inc. Both consist of a hexagonally shaped, intrinsic silicon frame of 300μm
thickness, 2.65mm diameter and a central square opening of 500 × 500μm2. Everything
is covered with a 200 nm thick sheet of silicon nitride as shown in the cross section in
Fig. IV.4(a). These samples have the advantage of being mechanically and chemically
robust against the wide temperature range (20mK. . . 1300K) and process solvents used
in this work. The DTF-series is a plain film in which all observation holes need to be
etched manually. This has the advantage of a custom hole pattern but potentially weakens
the membrane. The DTM-series comes with a mesh of holes already manufactured in the
production process. The disadvantage is, on the other hand, a lower accuracy in the e-
beam lithography and an electrical leakage through the intrinsic silicon substrate.5 An
illustration of the samples is given in Fig. IV.4.
The general process flow is given in Fig. IV.5. A mild oxygen plasma treatment is
mandatory (300W, 2min) to ensure resist adhesion. This generally smoothens the surface
and converts the silicon nitride to silicon oxide [Use10]. The sample is baked out at 180◦C
in air for 15min and spincoated with the AR-P 669.07 PMMA resist at 7,000min−1 for
35 s. The PMMA solvent evaporates in a 12min bake-out at 180◦C.
The small size of the samples and the presence of holes demands for a rather viscous resist
with a high solids content. Therefore, a double-layer resist structure that usually ensures
3This is a description for positive resists which are used exclusively in this work. Negative resists behave
oppositely.
4AR-P 669.07 from Allresist GmbH.
5This leakage is in the order of MΩ to GΩ depending on temperature and can be neglected against typical
InAs nanowire resistances and metallic or small bandgap CNTs.
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Figure IV.4: (a) A DTF-2523 sub-
strate used in this work. The outer,
300μm thick silicon frame (dark
blue) has a square central opening
(light blue) which is covered with a
silicon nitride film as shown by the
sketched cross section on top. (b)
A bonded DTM-25232 mesh.
a pronounced undercut cannot be applied. The large secondary electron cone however
produces a sufficient undercut for a reliable lift-off [Hei07, Goß11a]. Since the scattering
volume of the membranes is reduced compared to the bulk silicon frame, they need an
electron dose twice as high. All structures are developed in AR600-55 from Allresist
GmbH for 1min. Isopropanol alcohol serves as stopper.
Figure IV.5: Workflow summarizing the process steps performed on a membrane. (a) The sub-
strate is exposed to an oxygen plasma. (b) The substrate is spincoated with AR-P 669.07 PMMA
resist and (c) the desired structures are exposed to an electron beam. (d) The exposed structures
dissolve in the AR600-55 developer and (e) the membrane is etched with a reactive ion beam
(RIBE) or (f) metal resp. catalyst is deposited. (g) Finally, the remaining PMMA is dissolved in
acetone.
First, a coordinate system needs to be defined for the subsequent process steps. This
is either done with positive metal markers (5 nm Ti as sticking layer, 60 nm Pt) on the
prefabricated DTM mesh or with negative etched markers for the DTF films (cf. Fig. IV.6).
The structures are transferred into the Si3N4 with an SF6 reactive ion beam etch (RIBE)
for 2 × 3 : 15min. The remaining resist is washed away in acetone. The etched samples
are additionally cleaned in an oxygen plasma (600W, 2 h). Nevertheless, some PMMA
can remain as will be shown in section IV.2.
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Figure IV.6: Nanostructures on a TEM
membrane, ready for contacting. (a) AFM
image of a custom etched DTF film with cata-
lyst island and as-grown CNT. The negative
markers also serve as observation holes. (b)
SEM micrograph of a DTM mesh with posi-
tive markers and a selectively placed InAs
nanowire.
Carbon nanotubes are grown directly on the sample with the CVD process described in
section IV.1.1. The catalyst can be deposited selectively as small islands for this purpose.
These are tailored as 500 × 500 nm2 squares with electron beam lithography. Relatively
harsh lift-off conditions need to be applied to avoid a redeposition of the catalyst parti-
cles [Goß11a]. The samples are held in hot, stirred acetone (55◦C, 380min−1, 30 s) because
the ultrasonic treatment described therein would destroy the membranes. Nevertheless,
some catalyst particles adhere to the borders of the holes. An atomic force micrograph of
a CNT grown from a catalyst island is shown in Fig. IV.6(a).
The InAs nanowires, on the contrary, need to be transferred from their host substrate
onto the membrane. They can be placed precisely across individual holes by means of an
indium needle [Flö11a, Flö12]. It is pressed against an as-grown nanowire (cf. Fig. IV.2)
using micromanipulators which will result in a rupture at the wire base. Van-der-Waals-
forces stick the wire to the tip until it is placed on the membrane (cf. Figs. IV.7 and
IV.6(b)). The nanowires need a minimum length of about 2μm and 20 nm diameter for
this transfer process. The placement precision is mainly limited by the optical microscope
and is below 1μm.
Figure IV.7: Optical microscope image of
an InAs nanowire attached to an In tip as
seen during the transfer process. The nano-
wire is glued to the tip via Van-der-Waals-
forces. Adapted from [Flö11a].
The nanostructures on the membrane need to be imaged relative to the previously
defined coordinate system to locate and precisely contact them. Here, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) are the two available options. The
SEM was either equipped with a cold trap or operated in ultra high vacuum conditions to
avoid deposition of amorphous carbon. While the InAs nanowires were exclusively located
using an SEM, the carbon nanotubes were imaged using both SEM or AFM. Example
micrographs may be found in Fig. IV.6.
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In a final step, contacts are patterned to the nanostructures using again e-beam lithogra-
phy. Various metals and thicknesses are chosen depending on the targeted measurements.
Details for all samples presented in this thesis are listed in table C.3 in the appendix.
IV.2 Comprehensive characterization of an individual carbon
nanotube transport device
I will present a comprehensive characterization of an individual triple-walled carbon nano-
tube in the following to prove the applicability of the above presented sample design. The
atomic structure is measured by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy and is
needed to interpret correctly the Raman spectroscopic data that is linked to the electronic
structure. This combined dataset agrees with the room temperature electrical resistivity
and helps to determine the active transport channel.
Figure IV.8: SEM micrographs of sample α, an individual, contacted carbon nanotube. The
secondary electron yield is inverted for clarity. (a) As-grown CNTs before contacting. They are
only barely visible due to charging effects. The arrows mark the later contacted CNT running
across the TEM observation slits. (b) The same structures after contacting. Almost no charges
build up during the SEM imaging. The contact configuration is sketched, source (S) and drain
(D) are highlighted. The gray contacts (n.c.) are kept floating throughout the measurements. The
height profile is extracted from the inverted secondary electron yield and is a guide to the eye.
An individual carbon nanotube marked by the black arrows in Fig. IV.8(a) is processed
as described in the first part of this chapter (sample α). The resulting transport device
is depicted in Fig. IV.8(b). The slightly arched CNT segment between the gold electrodes
(black arrows in Fig. IV.8(b)) has a length of 1.44μm. Room-temperature transport mea-
surements are carried out in a probe station equipped with a Keithley 2400 multimeter,
Raman spectroscopy was performed in a confocal Horiba Jobin Yvon T64000 Raman
setup at an excitation wavelength λL = 487.9864 nm with ∼ 420μW output power to avoid
nanotube destruction. High-resolution TEM measurements (HR-TEM) were acquired in
a FEI Titan 80-300 microscope. Images were taken at 80 kV acceleration voltage with
a negative spherical aberration CS = −52μm and an overfocus Zf = +17nm, resulting
in optimized phase contrast with uniform contrast transfer up to the information limit of
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about 1.8Å and negligible residual point spread. Carbon atoms appear bright against the
background under these conditions (see section III.2).
The visibility of the carbon nanotubes shown in Fig. IV.8 (a) before and (b) after con-
tacting differs strongly although both images are recorded in the same microscope under
identical conditions (5 kV acceleration voltage using a Zeiss Gemini column). Addition-
ally, the membrane in Fig. IV.8(a) has a non-homogeneous secondary electron yield before
electrode deposition.
Figure IV.9: (a) SEM and (b) TEM micrographs of sample α. The arrows point to structures
fading out in SEM imaging while clearly bridging the gap in the TEM measurement. In (b), the
dashed line indicates the CNT position before destruction. Left and right inset are magnifications
of a Au nanoparticle hosted in the amorphous matrix (scale bar 3 nm) and of the upper half of the
device (scale bar 50 nm), respectively.
A close-up of the device’s electrically active part is given in Fig. IV.9(a). Again, the con-
tacted CNT is clearly visible in the SEM image. There are additional structures bridging
the bottom slit that fade out the further they are from the upper contact (cf. arrows in
Fig. IV.9(a)). These structures exhibit a homogeneous intensity in the TEM micrograph in
Fig. IV.9(b). They consist of an amorphous material that hosts some crystalline nanopar-
ticles. This same substance also covers the upper half of the CNT device as shown in the
red (right) inset. An individual nanoparticle from another sample region is displayed in
the blue (left) inset. The lattice constant and the contrast identifies it as a gold droplet de-
posited during contact evaporation. The lower half of the sample is completely embedded
in the amorphous material without nanoparticles. The carbon nanotube was destroyed
during TEM imaging albeit the low acceleration voltage of 80 kV.
A HR-TEM analysis reveals that the investigated CNT has three walls. It is largely
hosted in the amorphous matrix described above and touched by several gold nanoparticles
just below the top (source) contact as can be seen in the very right of Fig. IV.10(a+b).
The short completely free section can be used to determine the diameter.
Fig. IV.10(c) demonstrates the necessity to calculate nanotube diameters with the refined
model as described in section III.2. The maxima of the linescan of the part denoted by
arrows in Fig. IV.10(a) should mark the tube walls since the image is taken under bright
atom contrast. The real tube diameters marked in red deviate up to 1.5Å from these
maxima. The following analysis of the Raman data with the unrefined diameters would
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Figure IV.10: High-resolution TEM analysis with bright atom contrast of sample α. (a) Clean
CNT section close to the source (upper contact in Fig. IV.9(b)). Three walls are well resolved.
On the right, the CNT is covered with gold nanoparticles and amorphous material. White arrows
mark the section used for the linescan on the right. (b) Most of the device is completely covered
with amorphous material and only barely discernible (walls indicated by red arrows). (c) Averaged
intensity scan taken between the arrows in part (a). While the black lines indicate the scan maxima,
the refined, real wall diameters are marked and given in nanometers by the red numbers.
give a wrong chirality assignment. The real, refined diameters are D = 1.19 nm, 1.94 nm
and 2.72 nm, respectively. These values are within 0.5Å of the intershell distance of
multiwalled CNTs [Sai93], indicating that the individual shells are not strained.
Figure IV.11: High-energy Raman modes of
sample α, measured in a confocal Raman
setup with an excitation wavelength λL =
488 nm. The bottom graph is measured on
a CNT-free part of the membrane. Curves
are offset for clarity. All fits are Lorentzian
with linear background determined by a least-
squares algorithm.
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The high-energy Raman spectrum (cf. section II.1.3) of device α is given in Fig. IV.11.
I observe three modes that can be assigned to the CNT, namely a narrow G− band
at ωG−S ≈ 1560 cm
−1 with σS ≈ 9 cm−1, a broader one with ωG−M ≈ 1580 cm
−1 and
σM ≈ 25 cm−1, and the G+ mode at ωG+ ≈ 1597 cm−1. Errors from the least-squares fit
are in the order of 1 cm−1. The D′ band at ωD′ ≈ 1618 cm−1 is a graphitic defect mode
and may arise from the carbon nanotube or the amorphous material [Tan01, Nos12]. The
line at ωP = 1721 cm−1 is also present on a CNT-free part of the membrane (cf. lower
trace) and is attributed to PMMA contamination as discussed in the following section.
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Figure IV.12: Room-temperature current-
voltage characteristics of device α. It was
destroyed during the TEM measurement
(cf. Fig. IV.9).
The resistance is measured as indicated in Fig. IV.8(b) at room temperature in a probe
station. The investigated segment shows an ohmic behaviour with a resistance R ≈ 19MΩ
as shown in Fig. IV.12. No current flow between the electrodes could be monitored after
the destruction during the TEM measurement (cf. Fig. IV.9(b)). Thus, there are no
parasitic resistances in the system, neither through the substrate nor through the other
structures bridging the TEM observation slits and the observed resistance can be clearly
attributed to the CNT device.
IV.2.1 Joint interpretation
A linear IV -curve requires a metallic CNT as active device. This is supported by the Ra-
man measurements where one of the G− modes is rather broad (σM ≈ 25 cm−1). which is
typical for metallic CNTs because of their strong electron-phonon coupling [OC05, Jor02b].
Thus, these two measurements mutually support each other.
Besides the carbon nanotube high energy modes, a peak at ωP = 1721 cm−1 contributes
to the Raman spectrum that is also present on the substrate (cf. Fig. IV.11). It can
be attributed to the C=O bond in the ester carbonyl group of the PMMA resist. The
absence of the unpolymerized C=C bond at ω = 1640 cm−1 indicates a complete poly-
merization [Pal01]. This explains the PMMA resistance to the standard lift-off recipe and
identifies the amorphous material that hosts the carbon nanotube.
The PMMA can additionally be identified by its insulating properties. The spiderweb-
like structures bridging the observation slits in Fig. IV.9 are only barely visible in the
SEM micrographs. They are quickly obscured by charging effects despite being physically
connected to the electrodes. The TEM measurements are much less affected thereof. The
same mechanism is at work in Fig. IV.8. Only carbon nanotubes connected to the metal
electrodes and membrane regions nearby can disperse the charges induced by the SEM
and yield a clear image. Also the unusually high resistance of the metallic CNT can be
explained by a PMMA-contaminated interface between the contact and the actual device.
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The fitting results need additional support as the Raman signal-to-noise ratio is rather
poor. The G− mode is known to be diameter dependent as described in section II.1.3
[Jor02b, Pis07]. Diameters DM = (2.7± 0.3) nm (DS = (1.24± 0.04) nm) can be assigned
to the G− frequencies of the metallic (semiconducting) mode, according to these literature
measurements and theoretical frameworks. This fits well to the outer and inner diameter
determined in the TEM measurement and confirms the mode assignment. The TEM
analysis is mandatory for a correct interpretation of this Raman data because a reasonable
fit could also be obtained with a different model. One could a priori, e.g., assume a
second semiconducting G− mode at ωG−S ≈ 1540 cm
−1. The corresponding diameter,
DS ≈ 0.9 nm, is clearly not observable in the TEM measurements.
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Figure IV.13: Kataura plot calculated by Popov and Henrard [Pop04]. Transition energies are
blueshifted by 0.3 eV. The green, dash-dotted lines indicate the diameters observed in the TEM
measurement (cf. Fig. IV.10). The horizontal, dashed lines indicate the used laser line EL = 2.54 eV
in Fig. IV.11, and this line offset by the G− phonon frequency EG− , respectively. Each point stands
for a specific (n,m) chirality. Shaded regions denote barely fulfilled resonance conditions. The solid
orange lines are linear fits to the armchair metallic transition energies EM11 , EM22 and EM33 .
Furthermore, it is likely that at least part of the current flows through the outer shell
since it is metallic. The middle wall remains silent in the Raman measurement as it is
probably off-resonant. The G− frequency would be around ωG−M ≈ 1570 cm
−1 (ωG−S ≈
1580 cm−1) for a metallic (semiconducting) shell according to its diameter D = 1.94 nm. I
cannot exclude that a broad metallic G−M mode is hidden behind the signal from the outer
and inner shells, neither that the one outlying data point at 1580 cm−1 stems from a weak
semiconducting G−S mode. The resonance conditions derived from the Kataura plot would
justify both, a metallic or semiconducting shell (cf. Fig. IV.13). Fitting with an additional
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G− mode at the mentioned frequencies becomes unreliable and shifts the above discussed
G− modes considerably.
The low Raman signal strength is attributed to an only barely fulfilled resonance con-
dition. Because Raman processes in carbon nanotubes have a small cross section only
resonant Raman scattering is observed as explained in section II.1.3. Either the incoming
or the scattered photon must have the energy of a real electronic transition. On this basis
it is possible to calculate so-called Kataura plots that map the diameter and the optical
transitions for various CNT chiralities. Such a plot is given in Fig. IV.13, calculated with
a non-orthogonal tight-binding model [Pop04]. All transition energies are rigidly blue
shifted by 0.3 eV to account for excitonic effects and electron correlations [Pop04, Mau05].
Although the large diameter of the outermost tube is beyond the calculated values,
Fig. IV.13 clearly shows that the observed metallic G− Raman mode belongs to the EM33
transitions because the experimentally probed region (D = 2.72 nm, λL = 488 nm) inter-
sects with the extrapolation of the EM33 branch. A further assignment of chiral indices is
not possible.
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Figure IV.14: Closeup of the Kataura
plot shown in Fig. IV.13. The green,
dash-dotted lines indicate again the di-
ameters observed in the TEM mea-
surement (cf. Fig. IV.10). The black
line gives the used laser energy EL =
2.54 eV in Fig. IV.11, and this en-
ergy offset by the G− phonon fre-
quency EG− , respectively. Each point
stands for a specific (n,m) chirality.
Shaded regions denote barely fulfilled
resonance conditions. Family index ν,
branch number ν′ and transition ener-
gies are given for some selected chiral-
ities. Green circles denote most likely
candidates for the innermost wall of
sample α.
On the contrary, the innermost, semiconducting carbon nanotube can be further en-
circled. It is unlikely that it has a transition energy within the RBM resonance window
of 120meV around the incoming laser light at λL = 488 nm = 2.54 eV because no radial
breathing mode could be observed [Fan04, Par06]. The low Raman signal strength ad-
ditionally indicates that also the resonance condition for the high-energy modes is just
barely met. Only the outgoing resonance at EL + EG− has to be considered additionally
since the incoming resonance coincides with the RBM resonance window. The innermost
shell is expected to lie within the shaded regions of Fig. IV.14, assuming a full width at
half maximum (FWHM) 2Γ ≈ 80meV of the HEM resonances [Duq10, Duq11] and a mea-
surement uncertainty σD ≈ 1Å on the nanotube diameters measured in the TEM. They
are centered at D = 1.19 nm and E = EL −Γ, E = EL +EG−/2, and E = EL +EG− +Γ,
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respectively. The observed semiconducting G−S mode thus either belongs to the ES33 tran-
sition of the ν = 2 family (branches ν ′ = 26 or ν ′ = 29), to the ES33 transition of the ν = 1
family (branches ν ′ = 28 or ν ′ = 31), or to the ES44 transition of the latter (ν ′ = 31). Best
matches are the encircled (12,5), (10,8), (9,8), and (11,6) carbon nanotubes.
Summary
• A novel sample design is presented with which transport, Raman spectroscopy, and
transmission electron microscopy measurements can be combined on individual (self-
assembled) nanostructures. It uses commercially available Si3N4 TEM membranes
and standard e-beam lithography.
• It is used for the comprehensive characterization of an individual, triple-walled car-
bon nanotube as a proof of principle. Each measurement technique on its own gives
either an incomplete or ambiguous picture of this transport device.
• The electrical transport of this particular device is mainly mediated by the outer,
metallic shell identified by means of all measurement techniques. Its measured re-
sistance is relatively large, a result from PMMA residues identified in the TEM and
Raman measurements.
• The outer shell’s Raman response can be attributed to the EM33 transition.
• I can assign the innermost shell to few semiconducting branches and sort out four
chiralities that are likely to describe this nanotube combining the Raman resonance
condition and the diameter measured in the TEM.
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CHAPTER V
Monitoring structural influences on quantum transport in InAs
nanowires
Self-assembled semiconductor nanowires receive, like carbon nanotubes, considerable inter-
est to pursue the miniaturization of nanoelectronic devices [Sam04, Li06, Yan10b]. They
are also considered to introduce entirely new capabilities like quantum computing [Ind07]
or even used to demonstrate concepts in elementary particle physics [Mou12, Das12]. Some
III/V compounds with a low bandgap as, e.g., InAs, InN or InSb are ideal candidates in
this regard because they exhibit a surface accumulation layer that offers Schottky-barrier
free contacts which facilitate the integration into electronic circuits [Tsu70, Nog91, Fri09b,
Fri10, Wir11].
These nanowires can be tuned into several transport regimes, depending on the exper-
imental conditions. Their classical electrical properties like electron concentration, resis-
tances or mobilities are studied as a function of the chemical and electronic environment
at room temperature [Du09, Wir11]. Various quantum effects start to dominate the trans-
port upon turning to cryogenic temperatures. Single-electron tunneling [Sho07, Sch10],
localization effects [EH10, Han05] or conductance fluctuations [Fri09b, Blö11] have been
observed. The proximity effect can be studied in the nanowires when brought into contact
with superconductors [Doh05, Fri10].
Standard sample layouts suffer from two factors that can strongly influence the respec-
tive transport experiments. The charge carrier distribution and the high aspect ratio lead
to an enhanced sensitivity of the transport to the environment (cf. section II.2). This can
be a benefit for applications like gas sensing [Du09]. On the other hand, an interaction
with the substrate can mask or distort the investigated transport phenomena [Wei13].
Also, it is usually not possible to directly correlate observed transport phenomena to
an exact defect distribution since the latter is unknown as it is not accessible in standard
transport experiments. The usual approach is to study a number of nanowires of the
same growth run in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) and to compare their
average defect density and distribution with the transport data [Fuh07, Blö11, Wir11].
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Sometimes, additional measurements such as dark field microscopy [Sch10] or atomic force
microscopy [Day10] are used on the investigated transport device. However, no insight on
the precise atomic arrangement can be obtained by these means.
The sample layout introduced in chapter IV directly tackles these issues. The suspended
geometry of the nanowires avoids possible substrate interactions. A TEM measurement
reveals quantitatively the polytypism of the wurtzite and zinc blende crystal structures of
the actual measured device. Although the defect distribution is usually rather homoge-
neous within one growth run, a one-to-one comparison of crystallographic and transport
data sets may reveal connections that could pass unnoticed otherwise.
In this chapter, I will present universal conductance fluctuation measurements that
probe inter alia the phase-coherence length (section V.2) along with TEM micrographs
of the very same investigated nanowire segments (section V.3) and interpret their results
jointly (section V.4). Parts of this chapter have been published in [Fri12a], [Fri12b] and
[Flö11a].
V.1 Sample layout
One TEM membrane (named ℵ hereafter) with four InAs nanowires (ℵ1 to ℵ4) has been
prepared as described in section IV.1. A positive marker structure has been used and the
suspended device length is about 1μm. The InAs nanowires have a diameter and length
of ∼ 110 nm and ∼ 4μm, respectively and are moderately n-doped (doping factor 100×).
Contacts consisting of a Ti/Au bilayer (10 nm/120 nm) are defined in a two- (wires ℵ2
and ℵ3), three- (wire ℵ4), and four-terminal (wire ℵ1) configuration. The nanowires were
exposed to an oxygen ion beam and an Ar+ plasma prior to metal deposition to remove
PMMA residues and the native oxide layer in order to ensure a good contact transparency.
Exemplarily, samples ℵ1 and ℵ4 are shown in Fig V.1. Room-temperature measurements
of nanowires from similar growth conditions yield a mobility μ ≈ 1000 cm2/Vs and an
electron concentration n ≈ 1 · 1018 cm−3. These values could not be determined from
wires ℵ1 to ℵ4 directly because the lack of a gate. Although the exact values could
deviate, they do not have any impact on the temperature dependences discussed in the
following sections.
Figure V.1: Scanning electron mi-
crographs of samples (a) ℵ1 and
(b) ℵ4. The color scale of the sec-
ondary electron yield is inverted for
clarity. The four-terminal measure-
ment configuration sketched in (a)
translates to (b) if contact 3 serves
both as voltage and current probe.
The suspended middle sections are
investigated in TEM.
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V.2 Transport measurements
The wires were measured at cryogenic temperatures in a 3He cryostat (cf. section III.4)
between 0.35K and 30K. The resistance was obtained using a lock-in amplifier1 at an
excitation frequency of 17.3Hz and currents given in table V.1. They are chosen differently
as to have a similar signal-to-noise ratio in all measurements. A magnetic field up to 7T
was applied perpendicular to the wire axis as sketched in Fig. V.1(a). Only measurements
of wire segments suspended across the TEM holes are reported if not mentioned otherwise,
with dimensions given in table V.1.
Sample ℵ1 ℵ2 ℵ3 ℵ4
Length [μm] 1.16 1.47 1.31 0.9
Diameter [nm] 111 103 116 113
ac excitation [nA] 5 2 3 3
Table V.1: Measurement settings for samples ℵ.
The resistance at low temperatures fluctuates as a function of the magnetic field as
shown in Fig. V.2. This can be attributed to the universal conductance fluctuations
(UCFs) introduced in section III.3.2. The contact resistance is estimated by the difference
of the two- and four-terminal measurement and amounts to 2 · 600Ω. It stays constant
for all investigated temperatures (0.35K ≤ T ≤ 30K) and needs to be subtracted to
determine the wire conductance.
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Figure V.2: Magnetoresistance of
sample ℵ1, measured in four- (left
axis) and two-terminal (right axis)
configuration. The active device re-
gion is between contacts 2 and 3
in Fig. V.1. The measurements are
performed at 0.35K.
I observe similarly shaped resistance and therefore conductance fluctuations in the two-
and four-terminal configuration measuring the same wire section. Both traces are sym-
metric under a reversal of the magnetic field. Magnetotransport measurements are ex-
pected to be symmetric in a two-terminal configuration and asymmetric for multiple ter-
1Ithaco 3961B, analog output monitored with an Agilent HP3458A.
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minals [Ons31, Cas45, Büt86, Büt88]. This has been observed inter alia for InN nanowires
[Fri09b, Fri09a]. In the material systems investigated here, InAs nanowires [Han05, Blö11],
but also in other materials like indium tin oxide nanowires [Yan12], the voltage probes in
a four-terminal configuration tend to couple so strongly to the system that it becomes ef-
fectively a two-terminal measurement with symmetric UCFs. This is primarily a quantum
effect, i.e. the voltage probes act as scattering centers that break the phase coherence. It
could also mean that the contact resistance slightly deviates from the estimated value.
The universal conductance fluctuations δG are extracted from the magnetoresistance
curves as described in section III.3.2. All fluctuation patterns reproduce themselves for
all investigated temperatures with a decreasing amplitude as shown in Fig. V.3(a) and
(b) exemplarily for wires ℵ1 and ℵ4, respectively. As mentioned in section III.3.2, the
particular pattern is a fingerprint of the probed wire section. Therefore, the two surface
plots in Fig. V.3 that stem from distinct nanowires are different while the two curves of
Fig. V.2 fall on top of each other because they probe the very same wire section.
(a) (b)
Figure V.3: Universal conductance fluctuation δG in units of e2/h of wires (a) ℵ1 and (b) ℵ4
as a function of temperature and magnetic field at T = 0.35K. Measurements are taken in a
four- and three-terminal configuration, respectively. (a) The leftmost measurement at T = 0.35K
corresponds to the blue resistance curve of Fig. V.2.
The root mean square of the UCFs, σδG , is shown in a double-logarithmic plot in
Fig. V.4(a) to quantify the decreasing amplitude with increasing temperature. All wires ℵ
show a similar behaviour. The amplitude remains constant up to a temperature of about
1K. After a short transition for 1K  T  3K, it decreases exponentially with increasing
temperature like
σδG ∼ T−0.70±0.04 for T ≥ 3K. (V.1)
This can be explained with the phase-coherence length being longer or comparable to
the contact separation for T ≤ 1K. For higher temperatures, several phase-breaking
mechanisms break the wires into smaller phase-coherent sections. The exponent of the
above temperature dependence in eq. (V.1) matches the value predicted in eq. (III.13) for
a one-dimensional diffusive transport with lT  lϕ < L (vide infra).
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Figure V.4: (a) UCF amplitude σδG and (b) phase-coherence length lϕ versus temperature T
of samples ℵ. Measured values are given as open symbols sharing the same color code for both
plots. The solid lines are exponential fits for elevated temperatures. (a) The dashed lines mark
the maximum amplitude when the entire wire is phase-coherent. The dash-dotted lines are the
amplitude values calculated from lϕ in (b) via eq. (III.13). (b) The dashed lines mark the contact
separations that coincide with max(lϕ). The dotted line gives the thermal length lT .
The phase-coherence length lϕ can be determined via the correlation field BC as de-
scribed in section III.3.2. The result is displayed in Fig. V.4(b). I observe a similar be-
haviour as for the UCF amplitude, i.e. a saturation below 1K and an exponential decrease
for elevated temperatures (T  3K). Only lϕ of wire ℵ3 decreases in the entire temper-
ature range. The maximum, constant value of lϕ matches the contact separations given
in table V.1 and by the dashed lines in Fig V.4 when assuming γ ≈ 2 in eq. (III.17). This
value is higher than the theoretical expectations [Bee88, Bee91a, Bee04, Lee87] what can
be attributed to a flux cancellation (vide infra). The temperature dependence of the phase
coherence length agrees with the above explanation that the entire wire is phase-coherent
for T < 1K.
Remarkably, two distinct dephasing rates of the phase-coherence length are observed
upon increasing the temperature. It is
lϕ ∼ T−0.5 — (wires ℵ1,ℵ2) ‖ lϕ ∼ T−0.3 — (wires ℵ3,ℵ4) (V.2)
for the various samples ℵ. I measure in the regime where lT  lϕ as indicated by the
dotted line in Fig. V.4(b) that gives the evolution of lT (T ). Here, the UCF amplitude
depends mainly on lT as predicted by eq. (III.13) and all wires follow the same exponential
decrease. Indeed, σδG(T ) calculated from lϕ and lT nicely reproduces the measured values
as shown in Fig. V.4(a). The proportionality constant β has to be modified by a factor
between 0.5 (wire ℵ1) and 2 (wire ℵ2). [Yan12, Fri09b]
The thermal length lT calculated with eq. (III.9) is given in Fig. V.4(b) by the gray dotted
line. It is slightly below the contact separation distance even for T < 1K where the wires
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seem completely phase-coherent, i.e. with a constant UCF amplitude. The calculated
curve could indeed be underestimated given the uncertainties on the electron concentration
that cannot be measured directly. Also the resistivity might be overestimated because the
inner voltage probes couple to the wire as demonstrated by the symmetric four-terminal
magnetotransport measurement, leading to an underestimation of lT .
On the other hand, the underestimation of lT can only be slight because the de-
cay exponent of the UCF amplitude σδG averaged for all wires in eq. (V.1) predicts
thermal averaging to be the dominant phase-breaking mechanism at elevated tempera-
tures [Bee91a, Bee04]. Indeed, the theoretical prediction given in eq. (III.13) for lT  lϕ <
L quantitatively models σδG(lT , lϕ) as shown in Fig. V.4(a).
In this lT  lϕ regime, the proportionality constant γ that relates the phase-coherence
length with the correlation field via eq. (III.17) is predicted to be γ = 0.95 [Bee88, Bee91a,
Bee04, Lee87]. The cited theory has been developed for wires made from two-dimensional
planar electron gases, inter alia they do not respect the cylindrical shape of the probed
samples. This morphology can lead to a flux cancellation observed in InAs nanowires grown
by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [Blö11]. This effect overestimates the correlation field
which is the measurable quantity and in turn underestimates the phase-coherence length.
I used γ ≈ 2 to account for this behaviour. Blömers et al. [Blö11] obtain a considerably
smaller value γ ≈ 1.4. They measure, however, in the opposite regime where lT  lϕ and
a smaller theoretical value γ = 0.45 is predicted.
The prefactor β that is used to calculate the UCF amplitude from the phase-coherence
length via eq. (III.13) may suffer from similar geometrical effects. This should rather lead
to a constant deviation like in the above discussion for γ. It is therefore more likely that
the contact resistances deviate from the estimated values. In particular the two-terminal
wires do not offer any possibility to measure the contacts which can indeed differ from
device to device. This leads to a wrong measurement of the amplitude, but the phase-
coherence length and temperature dependences are not affected. This would explain the
distinct values of β for different wires and contact configurations.
The error on the various fitting parameters like γ and the decay exponents is estimated
to be around 10% after one thermal cycle to room temperature [Sch12]. The same holds
for unsuspended wire segments that show the same temperature dependences. Only the
factor β can be different what can be explained by a deviation of the contact resistances.
A three-terminal measurement of the unsuspended section of wire ℵ4 (named ℵ′4) is given
exemplarily in Fig. V.5. The same temperature dependences of σδG and lϕ as in ℵ4 can
be found, the value for γ is ∼ 10% smaller and β = 0.35 deviates by 65% from the value
of the suspended section.
One advantage of the used sample design introduced in chapter IV with the suspended
nanostructures is the absence of detrimental substrate influences. The measured wire sec-
tions are largely suspended and hence there are, e.g., no trapped charges that temporarily
modify the transport characteristics [Day07]. The measurements presented above are in-
deed rather smooth and reproducible, also compared to similar measurements using the
same electronic setup [Fri09b, Fri09a].
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Figure V.5: Double-logarithmic plots of (a) UCF amplitude σδG and (b) phase-coherence length
lϕ versus temperature of sample ℵ′4, the unsuspended segment of wire ℵ4. Both plots use identical
symbol and colour codings as Fig. V.4. Fit results should be compared to eqs. (V.1) and (V.2).
The origin of the different decoherence rates shown in Fig. V.4(b) is thus unclear at
this point. The dominant Nyquist dephasing mechanism in eqs. (III.8) relates a tem-
perature dependence lϕ ∼ T−0.5 to two-dimensional and lϕ ∼ T−0.3 to one-dimensional
transport [Al’82, Lin02].
All wires were picked from within a growth area of a few micrometer. The resulting
transport devices are only a few hundred micrometer apart from each other on the mem-
brane. The nanowires do not show any systematic differences in terms of length, shape,
suspended resp. supported segments, diameter or contact shape on the length scales ac-
cessible by scanning electron microscopy as displayed in Fig. V.1.
There are also microscopic influences on the electronic transport and the dephasing
mechanisms besides the dimensionality. They could lie within the crystal phase mixing,
which is a fingerprint of every nanowire and related to defect scattering and the electron
density. The Nyquist mechanism is sensitive to the latter via the number of states a charge
carrier can scatter in and out [Al’82]. Additionally, the phase coherence length depends
on the diffusion constant D via eq. (III.7). This reflects in turn the disorder in the crystal
with two main contributions, the crystal phase boundaries and point defects like dopants.
Consequently, polytypism is discussed as the origin of various transport phenomena.
The conductivity and its temperature dependence were shown to depend on the degree of
crystal phase mixing [Wal12, The11, Day09]. The wurtzite phases can act as tunnel bar-
riers for quantum point formation as measured via the capacitance for controlled [Dic10b]
and uncontrolled [Sch10, Wei13] crystal phase mixing.
These measurements, however, lacked a direct correlation of the crystal structure with
the transport characteristics of the very same nanowire. Statistical fluctuations of the
wire properties, notably of the crystal stacking sequence or the dopant distribution could
distort the interpretation of these measurements.
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V.3 Transmission electron microscopy measurements
This issue can be directly tackled by using my novel sample design because the wires can
be investigated by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM). It has
an atomic resolution and could reveal a possible structural or crystallographic origin of
the discussed transport behaviour. The crystallography, in particular the polytypism (cf.
section II.2), is shown and analyzed for different length scales in the following.
This HR-TEM investigation was performed as a last step to avoid any electron beam
damage. A complete breakdown as for the carbon nanotube sample α (cf. sec. IV.2) is not
expected but still structural changes like sputtering of the surface could be induced [Ege04].
All measurements in this section have been performed in a FEI Tecnai F20 microscope
operated at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. Acquisition time was set to 1 s and images
recorded at 115 k-, 490 k- and 880 k-fold resolution. The samples are oriented along the
[1000] wurtzite and the [011] zinc blende zone axis, respectively, because in this direction
stacking faults are clearly visible [Day09].
Figure V.6: Low-magnification TEM micrographs of the suspended sections of wires (a) ℵ1 and
(b) ℵ3. The images are stitched from several individual micrographs. The arrows mark the
approximate sites of the HR-TEM measurements in Fig. V.7. In (a), the dashed lines indicate the
extremities of contacts 2 and 3 in Fig. V.1(a).
Low-magnification TEM measurements, stitched from several individual micrographs,
are shown in Fig. V.6(a) of wire ℵ1 that follows a lϕ ∼ T−0.5 dependence and of ℵ3 in
Fig. V.6(b) with lϕ ∼ T−0.3, respectively. The overlay has been performed by aligning
prominent features of the oxide layer. The vertical fringes are due to stacking faults
between different crystal structures. Again, no systematic differences can be observed.
Information down to the level of individual atomic planes can be obtained from high-
resolution TEM measurements. Example micrographs of wires ℵ1 and ℵ3 are given in
Fig. V.7(a) and (b), respectively. Wurtzite and zinc blende crystal phases can be observed
as indicated. The zinc blende regions often contain twinning planes that inverse the stack-
ing sequence and can be regarded as atomically thin wurtzite inclusions (cf. section II.2).
All wires are covered by a 3–4 nm thick amorphous layer. This should consist mainly of
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indium oxide [Sho07] and possibly some PMMA residues [Fri10]. It does not vary between
the individual wires.
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Figure V.7: High-resolution TEM micrographs of wires (a) ℵ1 and (b) ℵ3 along with a schematics
of the conduction band profile EC of the wurtzite (WZ) and zinc blende (ZB) crystal phases with
twinning planes (T). The shaded regions denote filled electronic states below the Fermi energy EF .
The micrographs are taken from sites marked in Fig. V.6.
In summary, all four investigated samples ℵ reveal a very similar morphology, device
geometry, and polytypism. A grouping as measured in the different dephasing rates in
transport experiments (vide supra) cannot be observed.
V.4 Joint interpretation
In this section, I will discuss the transport measurements with respect to the crystal struc-
ture. The latter provides a direct mapping of the polytypism and hence the conduction
band profile along the current flow. I obtain a Fermi wavelength of about 20 nm via
eq. (III.2c) using the estimated electron concentration n ≈ 1 · 1018 cm−3. Because I cannot
observe any crystal phases of this length I expect the Fermi energy to lie above the con-
duction band of both the wurtzite and the zinc blende phase. This assumption goes along
with a metallic conductance measured at room temperature (not shown) and is expected
for such n-doping growth conditions. A resulting band profile is sketched in the right parts
of Fig. V.7.
A statistical analysis of the wurtzite and zinc blende segment lengths quantifies the
polytypism. The result is given in Fig. V.8. Wire ℵ2 could not be aligned properly with
the electron beam to obtain these quantitative results. This statistics reflects the potential
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fluctuation periodicity as sketched in the right parts of Fig. V.7 and introduced in sec. II.2.
All samples show a similar behaviour and have an average wurtzite segment length of
3 nm determined by a Poisson fit to the distribution displayed in Fig. V.8(a). The zinc
blende segments turn out to be harder to identify and the statistical analysis is less clear
as shown part (b) of the figure. Both distributions do not exhibit any differences on the
scale of the individual crystal planes for all nanowires.
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Figure V.8: Distribution of the axial (a) wurtzite and (b) zinc blende segment length for wires ℵ.
Data is extracted from HR-TEM measurements as demonstrated in Fig. V.7.
The twinning boundaries inside the zinc blende phases are sketched as discontinuities
in the conduction band in Fig. V.7 owing to their wurtzite stacking sequence. They are,
on the other hand, two pieces of zinc blende crystal connected with a 180◦ twist. The
symmetry of their wavefunctions at the Γ point leads to a transmission close to unity
even for low electron energies. This has been calculated for isolated and periodic twinning
planes in GaAs, a material system similar to InAs [Iko93].2 Their influence on the current
flow in the presented devices should thus be small and is not considered any further.
I can thus conclude that the presented distinct temperature dependences of the phase-
coherence length have their origin in properties that cannot be extracted from the TEM
measurements. One possibility is a varying local Si dopant and defect distribution that
affects the diffusion constant. Only much heavier impurities like gold inclusions could
be monitored up to now [BS12]. Another candidate is strain resulting, e.g., from the
suspended geometry, the clamping by the contacts, and the different thermal expansion
coefficients of the InAs and the underlying Si3N4 membrane.
One possibility to probe the potential barriers or steps inside the nanowires, not re-
stricted to the polytypism discussed in this chapter, are holographic measurements. This
TEM technique monitors the interference of two electron beams, one reference beam passed
2The argument does not hold for other points of the Brillouin zone like the M point with different
symmetries. These points are not relevant for the presented low-energy transport.
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through the vacuum and a second one transmitted through the current-carrying speci-
men [Lic08]. My sample design can be readily adapted for these measurements to further
encircle the origin of the different decoherence behaviours.
Summary
• Four suspended InAs nanowires are investigated with low-temperature magneto-
transport and HR-TEM measurements. Clearly resolved and reproducible conduc-
tance fluctuations can be found for temperatures up to 30K and magnetic fields up
to 7T. The HR-TEM micrographs reveal a rapid change between wurtzite and zinc
blende crystal phases along the nanowire axis.
• The nanowires are found to be in the lT  lϕ < L regime in the temperature range
3K  T  30K where the UCF amplitude decays like σδG ∼ T−0.7. It has a constant
value for T  1K, which is attributed to a completely phase-coherent wire.
• The phase-coherence length shows two distinct dephasing rates, lϕ ∼ T−0.5 and
lϕ ∼ T−0.3 for the different samples. Its saturation value at lowest temperatures
matches the contact separation if flux cancellation effects are taken into account.
• The HR-TEM measurements are very similar for all nanowires in terms of diameter,
length, oxide layer thickness, and polytypism. The average wurtzite segment length
is found to be ∼ 3 nm. A grouping as for the phase-coherence length cannot be
observed.
• The distinct transport behaviours therefore originate from properties that cannot be
extracted from the TEM measurements, namely a dopant and point defect distribu-
tion or (thermal) strain.
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CHAPTER VI
Analysis of quantum transport features in complex carbon
nanotube structures
The vast majority of carbon nanotube low-temperature transport experiments is reported
to be on single-walled CNTs (SWCNTs). There are few exceptions of bundles [Ida00,
Goß11b], multi-walled CNTs (MWCNTs) [Bui02, Moo07] or undetermined nanotube struc-
tures [Qua07]. These various CNT derivatives are expected to show fundamentally differ-
ent transport behaviours. It is though experimentally difficult to distinguish one from the
other with the standard surface-sensitive techniques used for device fabrication, namely
atomic force or scanning electron microscopy. Also, when turning to the transport experi-
ment, one metallic carbon nanotube could be the dominant channel and the measurement
effectively probes an individual single-walled CNT [Wan08]. Results are often ambiguous
once the characteristic four-fold shell filling introduced in section III.3.3 cannot be observed
due to interactions of the transport channel with an a priori unknown environment.
The sample design introduced in chapter IV can be helpful in this context, since one can
unambiguously identify the investigated carbon nanotube structure with this approach.
The room-temperature transport measurement capabilities of the layout have been pre-
sented in section IV.2 and its compatibility with different material systems in chapter V. I
will report on quantum dot measurements on two carbon nanotube devices in the follow-
ing, namely on a bundle of two SWCNTs and on a triple-walled CNT. These are, to my
knowledge, the first reported measurements on such structures. The stability diagrams of
both systems turn out to be rather complex, but with the knowledge of the exact structure
it is possible to assign specific transport features to the actual components.
VI.1 Sample layout
Carbon nanotube samples have been grown on a TEM membrane using the process de-
scribed in section IV.1. They have been located by AFM and contacted with Cr/Pd
(2 nm/60 nm) contacts, deposited with molecular beam epitaxy. Example SEM images
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of the two investigated devices are shown in Fig. VI.1. Hereafter, they will be named ζ
(Fig. VI.1(a)) and ξ (Fig. VI.1(b)), respectively. It becomes apparent that sample ζ is a
rope of at least two carbon nanotubes as can be seen by the branching highlighted with
the blue arrows and the white dashed lines in Fig. VI.1(a).
Figure VI.1: SEM images of samples
(a) ζ and (b) ξ. The color scale of the
secondary electron yield is inverted
for clarity. The green arrows point
to metal droplets discussed along with
the transport data. (a) The blue ar-
rows point to the rope ends that split
up in the middle of the drain contact.
It is traced by the dashed white line.
(b) The micrograph is taken at a tilt
of 40◦. The sketched contact scheme
is equivalent to Fig. III.8.
The results of a room-temperature pre-characterization of the two samples in a probe
station is shown in Fig. VI.2. Both exhibit a linear transport with low resistances of 52 kΩ
(sample ζ) and 220 kΩ (sample ξ), as shown in part (a). The gate trace of sample ξ is given
in Fig. VI.2(b) and shows a p-type semiconducting behaviour for the explored gate range.
Larger |VG| were avoided in order to prevent electrical destruction of the sensitive devices.
No gate trace is shown for sample ζ because it has a gate leakage of about 0.5GΩ that
freezes out at the cryogenic temperatures of the following quantum dot measurements.
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Figure VI.2: Room temperature characterization of samples ζ and ξ. (a) Resistance measurements
of both samples, together with linear fits. (b) Gate trace of sample ξ showing a p-type dependence.
All quantum transport measurements are performed in the Leiden Cryogenics dilution
refrigerator described in section III.4 at its base temperature. The experiments are voltage-
driven with the Delft electronic unit described in section III.4.1
1The sole exception is the extended diamond measurement with VG > 4V of sample ξ that uses an
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VI.2 Sample ζ – a thin rope
VI.2.1 Transmission electron microscopy measurements
The sample structure is determined with the transmission electron microscope after the
transport experiments (vide infra) to avoid premature irradiation damage (see sample α
in section IV.2). I will first present these results because many of the quantum transport
features can only be understood with this knowledge. The measurements were performed
in a FEI Titan 60-300 Pico microscope at 80 keV primary electron energy. The mem-
brane is, presumably due to local resist thickness variations, not entirely etched through,
resulting in blurred micrographs. About 15 nm of Si3N4 are left in the holes underneath
the carbon nanotubes, estimated from the energetic broadening of the electron beam due
to quasielastic scattering. All images are thus recorded in a strong overfocus to achieve a
reasonable contrast. Atoms appear bright under these conditions, CNT walls are doubled
on their outside by an interference effect.
Figure VI.3: HR-TEM micrographs of sample ζ with bright atom contrast. (a) Low-magnification
measurement covering the entire suspended region. The drain contact (cf. Fig. VI.1(a)) is visible
at the top. The image brightness is enhanced right from the dashed red line (on the membrane).
The green arrow points to the metal droplet also visible in the SEM images, the blue arrow to
the CNT on the membrane. The dark spots around the nanotube are metal droplets. The blue
rectangle is magnified in (b). Magnification of the blue rectangle in (a), oriented as indicated by
the magenta and blue lines. The sample is a two-fold bundle of single-walled carbon nanotubes, i.e.
each of their shells appears as two bright lines in this strong overfocus. Some graphene hexagons
are visible despite the noisy background. (c) Same as (b) but with the tube walls and hexagons
retraced. Scale bar of the inset is 2 nm. (b+c) The high magnification micrographs are averaged
from 20 records.
A low-magnification micrograph is given in Fig. VI.3(a). The carbon nanotube is largely
covered by an amorphous material that can stem from an attempt to further ablate the
Agilent HP3245A for the gate voltage.
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membrane underneath the hole after the transport measurements.2 Some crystalline metal
droplets reside on the membrane that originate from the contact deposition, as also ob-
served for sample α reported in section IV.2. The large metal droplet marked by the green
arrow in Fig. VI.1(a) is also visible in the TEM image.
High-resolution TEM images were recorded in the region marked by the blue rectangle
in Fig. VI.3(a) and are displayed in parts (b+c). Twenty measurements of 500ms each
were performed in quick succession to expose the actual device more clearly. They are
overlaid and averaged leading to a reduction of the white noise caused by the remaining
Si3N4. The overlay process was facilitated by one of the crystalline metal droplets [The98].
A bundle of two single-walled carbon nanotubes appears clearly against the slightly struc-
tured background.3 They have uncorrected diameters of 2.6 nm and 2 nm for the upper
and lower CNT (blue and yellow line in (c)). These values are fairly large for individual
single-walled CNTs under these growth conditions. The error on the diameter is expected
to be below 10% what agrees with the deviations of the corrected and as-measured values
of sample α (cf. section IV.2).
The micrographs even reveal some graphene hexagons of the upper carbon nanotube
that are tentatively retraced in red in the inset of Fig. VI.3(b+c). The CNT is armchair and
thus metallic, with the (19,19) chirality being the most likely candidate because it has a
diameter D = 2.58 nm calculated via eq. (II.1b). This agrees with the low ohmic resistance
observed in the room-temperature transport measurements. A likewise identification for
the second CNT is not possible because it is mostly hidden by the upper one. The
nanotubes reside on top of each other for the entire hole width except for the depicted
section just before the drain contact.
VI.2.2 Transport measurements
Quantum dot location
Sample ζ exhibits many Coulomb peaks in the investigated gate region −1V ≤ VG ≤ 2V
as shown in Fig. VI.4 (top trace). It is thus a defined quantum dot for which the number
of electrons can be controlled by the gate voltage (cf. section III.3.3). There is no sign of a
transport gap, i.e. an empty quantum dot, in the investigated gate region as is expected
for a metallic carbon nanotube. The pattern does not show any regularity like the four-
fold shell filling discussed in section III.3.3. Additionally, the quantum dot does not close
completely at several positions despite the low excitation voltage of 50μV.
Some peaks do not have a gate voltage dependence like ∼ cosh−2(VG) as expected for
standard Coulomb oscillations [Bee91b], but look rather Fano-like with one steep shoulder.
These two cases, the standard and the Fano-like peak shape, are demonstrated by fits of
two neighbouring oscillations taken from the gate trace and displayed in Fig. VI.5. A
Fano-shape is in general an indication for competing transport channels [Sel11, Fan61]. It
2The device was protected by PMMA and the backside of the membrane was etched with the RIBE
process described in section IV.1.3.
3Counterintuitively, single walls appear as two bright lines due to the strong overfocus.
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Figure VI.4: All measured Coulomb diamonds of sample ζ (bottom graph) along with a gate trace
taken at a constant bias voltage VB = 50μV (top graph). The stability diagram is composed of
four individual measurements. The horizontal line highlights VB = 0.
should be noted that here the origin is not the standard Fano effect as I will discuss in
the analysis of the Coulomb diamonds.
The full stability diagram of sample ζ is shown in the bottom graph of Fig. VI.4. A do-
minant Coulomb diamond pattern can be seen that exhibits full blockade (white regions).
These diamonds are described best by assuming coupling to the source and drain electrodes
as αS ≈ 330mV/V and αD ≈ 670mV/V and a gate lever arm with αG ≈ 100meV/V. The
pattern breaks down for the same gate voltages where the Coulomb oscillations do not
fully close (VG ≈ −0.7V, 0V,+0.6V). This modulates the diamond height throughout
the pattern. Such a behaviour is expected for parallel quantum dots with the individual
dots coupled differently to the gate, following classical Kirchhoff circuit laws [Goß11a].
Corresponding resonances inside the blocked regions can be found in some Coulomb dia-
monds (not shown). It is not possible to quantitatively separate the two patterns, i.e. the
diamond structure and the beating, because the other features that I will discuss in this
section hamper this analysis.
The two patterns stem from two parallel dots that are formed in the two strands of
the bundle. This is also the basic reason why the stability diagram is so complex, as
the quantum dots are not independent from each other but experience different forms of
mutual coupling. The precise knowledge of the structure will be mandatory to interpret
the transport data. I will therefore first narrow the quantum dot location before I analyze
the additional features that modify the Coulomb diamonds.
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Figure VI.5: Two neighbouring Cou-
lomb peaks of the gate trace shown in
the upper part of Fig. VI.4. They are
fitted with a Fano line shape and the
standard ∼ cosh−2(VG) dependence.
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The two-fold bundle has two different sections, i.e. a substrate-bound and a freestanding
one. The structure might have a kink at the border of the hole, locally distorting the band
structure. Additionally, this environmental change can induce a potential step and break
the device into a serial double dot. This is obviously not the case for these measurements
because a multitude of Coulomb peaks is observable in the gate trace shown in Fig. VI.4.
A serial dot would experience stochastic Coulomb blockade, i.e. that for any gate voltage
at least one of the two serial dots is in blockade and no current can flow [Ruz92]. The
possible quantum dot locations are thus the entire bundle or only one of the two sections,
with the other serving as contact. These two cases can be discriminated by the length L
of the quantum dot.
A length estimation from the energy level distance via eq. (III.25) is not possible because
the four-fold shell filling cannot be observed. Nevertheless, it can be roughly estimated
by the addition energy as defined in eq. (III.18), assuming EC ≈ EAdd ≈ 3meV and a
capacitance-over-plane model
C = 2π0rLarccosh(Δx/D) , (VI.1)
where 250 nm < Δx < 350 nm is the gate distance, D the diameter determined with the
TEM and Vac = 1 ≤ r < 7.5 = Si3N4 the effective dielectric constant. A quantum
dot length of 0.6μm < L < 4.6μm can be obtained, where the lower bound determined
with r = 7.5 is certainly underestimated. The variation of the gate distance has a minor
impact. The measured device lengths are L = 150 nm for the suspended and L = 600 nm
for the substrate-bound section and I do thus not expect the quantum dot to be formed
in the freestanding part only because it is too short.
A second indication for the quantum dot location in the substrate-bound area is the
absence of vibronic excited states in the stability diagram. A subsection of the full gate
range is shown in Fig. VI.6 where the non-equidistant excitation spectrum of one Coulomb
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diamond is retraced by the blue lines at VG ≈ −0.35V. I will not analyze these excitations
any further because there are no identical diamonds or spectra that can be used in order
to get a thorough statistic and reliable energy values. In summary, I assume the quantum
dot to be located in the entire device or only in the substrate-bound part.
Figure VI.6: Low-noise lock-in measurement of a subset of the Coulomb diamonds presented in
Fig. VI.4. The blue, slanted lines at VG ≈ −0.35V trace a set of excited states. The diagram
is stitched from three measurement, indicated by the black vertical lines. The horizontal line
highlights VB = 0.
Capacitively coupled quantum dots
The stability diagram in Fig. VI.6 was measured with a lock-in technique to suppress the
high noise level of the DC-measurement (cf. Fig. VI.4). Even the lock-in measurement
still suffers from some gate-dependent noise, prominent examples are the artefacts at
VG ≈ −0.7V,−0.25V. These positions are reproducible and appear in both stability
diagrams (Figs. VI.4 and VI.6). Such a gate-dependence is an indication that the noise
has its origin on the sample and not in the electronic setup. It could be a nearby object
that, just like a quantum dot, gets charged and discharged depending on its electrostatic
environment. This change of state in turn modifies the electrical field at the quantum dot,
causing a fluctuating resistance. Indeed, the device is partially decorated with PMMA
remnants and has several metal droplets in its vicinity as can be seen in Fig. VI.3.
I will discuss such a mechanism in the following, namely a so-called gate switch that will
turn out to be responsible for the Fano-like shape of some Coulomb peaks (vide supra).
Two such gate switches seem to occur at first glance in the Coulomb diamonds in Fig. VI.6,
namely at VG = −0.36V and VG = −0.55V where two lines of almost vertical slope run
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Figure VI.7: Gate switch with finite
slope dVB/dVG ≈ 290mV/V, indicated
by the two green lines. Gate traces at VB
values shown by the black dashed lines
are given in Fig. VI.10. The solid hori-
zontal line indicates VB = 0. The blue,
dashed lines trace the Coulomb diamond
edges that have a clearly different slope
than the gate switch.
through the stability diagram. These events are usually ascribed to a stochastic charging
or discharging of a nearby nano-object, a charge trap in the gate dielectric, or, in my case,
in the Si3N4 membrane. This results in an effectively different electrostatic environment
at the sample, i.e. the gate voltage seems to have switched. The stability diagram can be
healed by a rigid shift of the gate voltage on one side of the switching line. A standard,
stochastic gate switch happens instantaneously and presents itself as a perfectly vertical
line in the stability diagram. Additionally, the gate voltage positions are not reproducible.
These last two criteria are clearly not fulfilled for my measurements. I observe several of
these ostensible gate switches that all have a steep but finite slope and reproducibly take
place for the same gate voltages. A close-up of the most pronounced event at VG = +0.9V
is shown in Fig. VI.7. It has a finite slope dVB/dVG ≈ +290mV/V. This value is clearly
larger than the Coulomb diamond source resonance with ∼ 250mV/V determined by the
dominant diamonds in Figs. VI.6 and VI.7 and exemplarily highlighted in the latter (dashed
blue lines). The stability diagrams right and left from the gate switch can be concatenated
by cutting along the switching line and rigidly shifting the right part by ΔVG ≈ −20mV
as shown in Fig. VI.8.
Such events have been observed in single-molecule break junctions and interpreted as an
interaction between a main or transfer quantum dot and a capacitively coupled spectator
dot, namely a gold droplet or a second part of the molecule not directly involved in the
transport [Med11, Sel11].4
The reasoning of this model is summarized in Fig. VI.9 and goes as follows. Both dots
are in Coulomb blockade but differently coupled to the environment. The spectator dot
has a highly asymmetric coupling, e.g. ΓS  ΓD. This results in a stable occupation even
outside the blockade region because an electron from the source will stay for a long time
on the dot and will be replaced immediately if it can finally tunnel into the drain. The
opposite happens when the current flow is reversed (i.e. the dot will be uncharged most of
4The two publications on the same measurement differ in regard of the nature of the second island, i.e.
the spectator dot. Both assumptions are compatible with my interpretation and experimental situation.
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Figure VI.8: Closeup of the gate switch measurement of Fig. VI.7. (a) The gate switch can be
removed by shifting the Coulomb diamonds on its right by ΔVG ≈ −20mV to the left as indicated
by the green arrows. (b) Result of this operation. The corrected gate values are marked in red.
the time). The total charge of this spectator dot therefore only changes when its diamond
edge is crossed.
The transfer dot is responsible for the dominating Coulomb diamond pattern and can
have an arbitrary coupling to source and drain. It is capacitively coupled to the spectator
dot, which means that it feels a change of the spectator dot charge state. This results
in a different electrostatic environment, just as for the above described stochastic gate
switches. The difference is, however, that the switches in the transfer-spectator dot system
are reproducible because both dots would have a clearly defined charge stability diagram if
they could be measured independently. This hypothetical situation is sketched in Fig. VI.9.
Figure VI.9: Visualization of the gate switching model
on the hypothetically separated stability diagrams of
the transfer (red) and spectator dot (green) [Sel11]. The
red lines are the Coulomb diamond edges of the transfer
dot with finite level broadening. The green line traces
the spectator dot source resonance. Bias sweeps of the
full system effectively follow the black, rectangular tra-
jectories. The number pairs give the occupancy of the
transfer (N) and spectator (M) dot. Events A and B
are discussed in the text.
The electrostatic environment of the transfer dot is suddenly more positive when the
bias voltage crosses a spectator diamond (source) resonance from below (events A and B).
The effect is therefore just as if the gate voltage had instantaneously switched and a bias
voltage trace of the combined system effectively takes a trajectory as sketched by the black
arrows in Fig. VI.9. The lower, left line results in an increased differential conductance at
the spectator dot edge (event A) because the bias trace switches to a region of increased
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conductance. The opposite happens for the upper right bias voltage values where the
transfer dot is switched into a region of lower conductance (event B).
As a result, asymmetrical, Fano-shaped dips and peaks feature in the gate traces. This
behaviour must not be confused with the standard Fano effect because the latter needs
one quantized and one continuous state [Fan61].
These Fano-like Coulomb oscillations can indeed be observed in my transport measure-
ments (cf. Fig VI.5). Similar shapes can be found for negative bias values where the
differential conductance is expected to rise. Dips can be observed for positive biases. This
is summarized in Fig. VI.10 where six gate traces across the mentioned gate switch in
Fig. VI.7 are exemplarily shown. Especially the dips are highly asymmetrically shaped
and strongly resemble the theoretical expectation [Sel11].
Figure VI.10: Gate traces across the switch
as indicated by the black lines in Fig. VI.7. It
is VB = (±0.72, ±1.3, ±1.6)mV. The finite
slope of the gate switch translates to a shift
of the maxima and minima and the VB values
increase from left to right.
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The measured data can apparently be well described with the model of the spectator
and transfer dot. Interpretations of measurements performed on standard sample layouts
would need to stop at this point. Here, the knowledge of the microscopic structure of
the transport device enables me to take the analysis one step further and to discuss the
physical manifestation of the two dots.
The transfer dot is one or both strands of the carbon nanotube bundle because it
connects the source and drain electrodes. One could in principle imagine that the spectator
dot resides in the second strand. This would mean that these similar constituents behave
very differently. A further analysis will additionally show that the two carbon nanotubes
hybridize (vide infra). They thus form the transfer dot together.
A likely candidate for the spectator dot is the metallic grain that can be seen in both the
scanning and transmission electron micrographs (green arrows in Figs. VI.1(a) and VI.3(a)).
It seems to touch the transfer dot and thus has a strong capacitive influence and also a
connection to the source and drain contacts. It can also give a hint on the extent of
the transfer dot. The above analysis of the capacitance, using eq. (VI.1) determined the
transfer dot to reside either in the entire bundle or only in the substrate-bound part, with
the suspended segment serving as drain contact.
Only the source resonance is visible for the discussed gate switch, meaning that it is
strongly source coupled. This would not be possible if the suspended rope segment serves
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as drain lead because the metallic grain, i.e. the spectator dot, would then be connected to
the drain. A similar gate switch at VG = −0.55V indicated by green arrows in Fig. VI.11
is, on the other hand, drain coupled. The electrode coupling of the spectator dot is then
gate-dependent. The transfer dot must fill the entire bundle length in this case because
a spectator dot located at the source (drain) of the transfer dot cannot be strongly drain
(source) coupled. These opposing behaviours could in principle also be a sign for two
independent spectator dots. On the other hand, the micrographs do not show two similar
elements that could account for two separate dots. Therefore, a transfer dot formed across
the entire bundle length seems the most likely case.
The discussed gate switching model can in principle differentiate between a metallic
island, i.e. a quantum dot with a continuous excitation spectrum, and a standard quan-
tum dot with discrete excitation lines, by the appearance of a fine structure close to the
switch [Sel11]. The resolution of my measurements does not permit a distinction between
the two possibilities. I can nevertheless determine the interaction energy via
EST = eαGΔVG ≈ 2meV, (VI.2)
where ΔVG ≈ 20mV denotes the effective gate switch. This is one order of magnitude
smaller than the interaction energy between a nanoparticle and a molecule in a migration
break junction [Sel11] and about tenfold larger than the interdot charging energy of parallel
carbon nanotube quantum dots [Goß11a].
Hybridization in a carbon nanotube quantum dot
Apart from the gate switch, one can observe a second remarkable feature in the stability
diagram shown in Fig. VI.11. Some of the Coulomb diamond edges deviate from their
straight line and bend away from the diamond and asymptotically approach a shallower
slope as traced by the dotted lines. I will denote the steep slope of the dominating diamond
as main resonance and the shallower slope of the asymptotic lines as secondary resonance
hereafter, following the nomenclature of the later used model [Goß11a, Goß11b]. They
stem from a main and secondary quantum dot that together constitute the transfer dot of
the discussion above.
The edges bend away so far that they even enter the neighbouring Coulomb diamond
and lead to a finite current inside. Such a resonance inside the blocked region is often
attributed to inelastic cotunneling that can in principle be gate dependent [Hol08]. This
mechanism requires an excited state that cannot be observed here. Even if it was hidden
in the highly conductive region outside the diamonds, the inelastic cotunneling could not
explain the avoided crossing. Corresponding measurements reported in literature have
indeed a different shape [Hol08].
A finite current inside a blocked region can readily be explained by two parallel quantum
dots. The composed system shows a finite conductance as long as the blockade in one of the
two dots is lifted. These are two independent5 first-order processes that should in principle
be stronger than the second-order pertubative cotunneling mechanism. At this point, my
5In the limit of non-interacting quantum dots that I will discuss first.
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Figure VI.11: Close-up of the
stability diagram in Fig. VI.6.
The green arrows point to an-
other gate switch with a finite
slope. The blue lines high-
light regions of avoided cross-
ings. The vertical black line
indicates the stitching between
two different measurements, the
horizontal one VB = 0.
sample design can again enable to access valuable information. The transmission electron
micrographs presented in section VI.2.1 unambiguously show that the device consists of
a two-fold carbon nanotube bundle. These two strands form the two parallel quantum
dots. First indications for this system were already present in the full stability diagrams
(vide supra). This demonstrates again the advantages of my sample design because the
(maximum) number of parallel dots can be easily determined and thus the risk of possible
misinterpretations can be reduced.
Two uncoupled, parallel quantum dots would result in a simple addition of their dif-
ferential conductance, i.e. of their Coulomb diamond pattern, as can be directly derived
from the Kirchhoff circuit laws. This is not the case in my measurements and the occur-
rences of secondary resonances do not form a straight line as one can see, e.g., for the two
traced features in Fig. VI.11. This is partially caused by the gate switches discussed before.
The Coulomb diamonds do not represent a consecutive filling sequence because the gate
switches in between (green arrows). Both slopes, of the main and secondary resonance,
can be found throughout the entire stability diagram. Especially the main resonance can
describe most Coulomb diamonds. For the following I will focus on the part of the stability
diagram shown in Fig. VI.11. The full model of the system, including the spectator dot,
is given in Fig. VI.12.
The bent diamond edges cannot be explained by two uncoupled quantum dots. They
actually describe a so-called anti- or avoided crossing, meaning that the main and sec-
ondary resonance lines must not cross, i.e. a course as drawn by the dash-dotted lines in
Fig. VI.11 is not possible. Instead, they both break up at the crossing point and one main
and one secondary resonance line form a common resonance as sketched by the dotted
lines.
Such avoided crossings have already been observed in a carbon nanotube peapod [Eli10]
and a thick CNT rope [Goß11a, Goß11b]. Both systems are modeled as capacitively as
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Figure VI.12: Sketch of all circuit ele-
ments of sample ζ. Two carbon nano-
tubes (the upper is a (19,19) armchair)
form the transfer dot. They hybridize
with an amplitude h and are capacitively
coupled to a nearby metallic grain. I
cannot observe a capacitive coupling be-
tween the two strands.
well as tunnel coupled parallel quantum dots. The tunnel coupling leads to a hybridization
of the individual quantum dots. In my sample, the two strands of the rope form this new
molecule-like system.
The tunnel coupling is parametrized by an hybridization integral or amplitude h in
the cited model [Eli10, Goß11b, Goß11a].6 The authors assume the same sign for the
matrix tunneling elements from the leads into the main as well as into the secondary dot
because they are formed by similar molecules in a single junction [Goß11b, Goß11a]. This
enables them to determine the nature of the hybridization. A pronounced conductance
peak bending into the diamond and a suppressed second part of the avoided crossing are
interpreted as a bonding state with h < 0, the opposite as an antibonding state with
h > 0. The magnitude of h is determined by the nearest distance between the expected,
uncoupled crossing point (of the dash-dotted line in Fig. VI.11) and the actual course of
the hybridized resonance (dotted line). A capacitive coupling between the two strands,
also accounted for in the model, is too small to be observable in my transport data.
Here, I find h ≈ +0.3meV, i.e. hybridization via an antibonding state for both traced
events. The magnitude agrees with the reported measurements on a thick carbon nanotube
rope [Goß11b, Goß11a]. The less pronounced avoided crossings in between (i.e. at VG =
−0.6V and −0.55V) have h < 0, i.e. they are in a bonding configuration. This means that
the antibonding state can contribute to the transport if the bonding state is not available.
The hybridization integral additionally seems to be strongly gate-dependent. The two
resonances with a different sign cannot arise from two distinct side dots that possibly have
a different coupling to the electrodes because the entire system is composed of only two
carbon nanotubes, i.e. one main and one side dot.
VI.3 Sample ξ – a triple-walled carbon nanotube
VI.3.1 Transmission electron microscopy measurements
The HR-TEM measurements of sample ξ (full device depicted in Fig. VI.1(b)) are even
more masked by the only partial etching of the Si3N4 membrane as observed for sample
ζ discussed above. Imaging conditions are identical and listed in section VI.2.1. Again,
20 images of this time 1 s integration time were averaged to obtain the micrograph shown
6The original publications use the symbol t that is already assigned to the time in my thesis.
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in Fig. VI.13(a). A triple-walled carbon nanotube can be distinguished feebly from the
background (i.e. four maxima on each side in the strong overfocus). An intershell dis-
tance of ∼ 0.37 nm can be observed, a value close to the one measured for sample α (cf.
section IV.2) and to the multiwalled CNT interlayer distance of ∼ 0.34 nm [Sai93]. This
agrees with the expected error below 10%.
The tube diameters measured in the linescan of Fig. VI.13(b) are very large, namely
4.2 nm, 4.9 nm and 5.7 nm. It is unlikely that an inner wall would be overseen in the noisy
TEM image because the growth condition were set to produce mostly single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWCNTs) with a low content of double-walled CNTs and very few CNTs of
even more walls. Usually, SWCNT diameters of ∼ 2 nm are observed for the used growth
process [Spu10a, Kon98].
On a standard sample layout that only permits surface-sensitive characterization meth-
ods, only the outer diameter would be determined routinely by e.g. atomic force mi-
croscopy. One would then, without the knowledge of the inner structure, rather assume a
bundle of several single- and maybe a double-walled carbon nanotubes for the transport
device. This could easily lead to misinterpretations.
Figure VI.13: (a) HR-TEM micrograph of sample ξ averaged from 20 records. The source contact
is located right from the displayed region. A triple-walled carbon nanotube sets apart weakly from
the background. (b) Linescan of the area marked with a white rectangle in part (a) in direction of
the arrows. Diameters are given in nanometer as determined from the raw linescan.
VI.3.2 Transport measurements
Stochastic Coulomb blockade
My measurements show the first reported example of quantum transport in a triple-walled
carbon nanotube. Experimental and theoretical results exist for double-walled CNTs
(DWCNTs) [Wan08, Moo07, Dat11] and thick multi-walled CNTs (MWCNTs) [Bui02]
as introduced in section III.3.3. Extrapolating these results, one would expect twelve-,
eight,- or fourfold periodic Coulomb diamond pattern, because the respective number of
walls needs to contribute to the transport with a sufficient overlap of the wavefunctions.
Neither of these periodicities can be observed in the stability diagram shown in Fig. VI.14
although the Coulomb diamonds seem to follow a regular structure on first sight. There-
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Figure VI.14: All measured Coulomb diamonds of sample ξ. The stability diagram is composed of
five individual measurements separated by the black vertical lines. The horizontal line highlights
VB = 0.
fore, I assume that only one shell contributes to the electrical transport. This is not neces-
sarily the semiconducting one that was measured by the room-temperature gate sweep (cf.
Fig. VI.2). It is possible that the room temperature transport probed a constant metallic
and a semiconducting contribution, tunable by the gate voltage. The quantum dot cannot
be emptied as expected for a metallic carbon nanotube, which is an indication that the
room-temperature gate measurement effectively probe a shell frozen out at the cryogenic
temperatures presented here.
The conductance around VB = 0 is largely suppressed and the diamonds do not close.
Consequently, gate traces yield a finite conductance only when applying a large bias in
the order of at least 0.5mV. This value is too high to ensure a linear transport regime
that is mandatory for any further analysis of the Coulomb oscillations (not shown).
This can be explained by the so-called stochastic Coulomb blockade of a serial quantum
dot, i.e. a series connection of NQD (NQD ≥ 2) individual dots [Ruz92]. This is a
fundamentally different situation than the parallel dot behaviour discussed for sample ζ
in the precedent section. At low biases, the resistance of the NQD dots must be added up
to get the resistance of the entire system. As, stochastically, at least one quantum dot is
in Coulomb blockade for any gate voltage, all Coulomb oscillations are suppressed.
These individual quantum dots are likely to have a different coupling to the gate because
they are not necessarily at the same distance. Also their coupling to the current leads is
different since some are located closer to the source while others are closer to the drain.
Finally they might differ in size, leading to NQD distinct charging energies EC .
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Judging from the scanning electron micrograph shown in Fig. VI.1(b), one could expect
up to three individual quantum dots residing in sample ξ. Two dots would then be formed
in the two substrate-bound sections close to the contacts while a third one resides in
the suspended segment.7 The barriers would be induced by the potential steps from the
substrate or from the kinks at the edges of the observation hole. This could not be observed
in the quantum transport measurements on sample ζ (vide supra) where the quantum dot
most likely fills the entire device length.
A second possibility would be that the barrier is induced by the metal droplet marked
with the green arrow in Fig. VI.1(b), resulting in only two dots. Indeed, most of the
features and diamond edges can be described by only two sets of slopes dVB/dVG ≈
(170 | − 160)mV/V and (50 | − 56)mV/V as sketched in Fig. VI.15 by the blue and green
line, respectively. They can be found for the diamond edges themselves, with sometimes
an individual diamond exhibiting both positive (negative) slope values. The shallower
(green) slopes are additionally observed outside the diamonds. This latter observation
will be explained in the next section. Therefore, a serial double quantum dot is sufficient
to explain the transport data.
Figure VI.15: Subset of the Coulomb dia-
monds of sample ξ shown in Fig. VI.14. The
dotted, green (blue) lines exemplarily trace
some edges and excitations in the stability dia-
gram displaying the major slopes. Most of the
features meet at VB = 0 as illustrated. The
horizontal line highlights VB = 0.
The connection of the device structure and its transport behaviour can be further val-
idated by comparing the length scales. This is possible relating the charging energy EC
(cf. eq. (III.18)) and the capacitance calculated from eq. (VI.1). I assume that the two
quantum dots have a similar distance to the gate.8 Their capacitances then scale linearly
with the device lengths. An upper bound for the addition energy can be extracted from
the minimum height of the Coulomb diamonds and yields a ratio of about 4:1 for the green
(blue) diamonds or slope sets shown in Fig. VI.15.9 This means that one quantum dot is
7The section lengths from left to right in Fig. VI.1(b) for the unsuspended, suspended and unsuspended
parts are 250 nm, 500 nm, and 380 nm, respectively.
8The distance to the gate varies from 760 nm to 830 nm, i.e. by less than 10%.
9A more quantitative analysis of the diamond heights is only possible if the voltage drops across the
individual dots are taken into account. This is performed in the next section and yields EC ≈ 15meV
(EC ≈ 4meV) for the two dots.
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about four times longer than the other one. The ratio matches with the individual dot
lengths if the barrier separating the two dots is indeed induced by the metal droplet.
Stability diagram of a serial double quantum dot
The two slope sets of the Coulomb diamonds result in a sawtooth-shaped diamond pattern.
I will introduce in the following two models that can explain such a shape, excluding and
including a capacitive coupling of the two serial dots.
A serial dot can be described as resistances connected in series as introduced for the
stochastic Coulomb blockade (vide supra). Provided that the charge carriers can disperse
their energy during the tunneling process, e.g. by bosonic excitations [Ota04], serial quan-
tum dots show voltage drops across each of its constituents, just as a classical resistance
network [Jør06, Ish01, Mak09]. Hence, the bias voltage values for the source and drain
resonances of the individual quantum dots will add up, giving rise to a sawtooth-like shape
for the full system.
This is demonstrated for two diamond edges in Fig. VI.16(a). The addition of the green
and black lines that sketch assumed individual Coulomb diamonds results in the blue trace.
It has a sawtooth like shape and roughly describes the blockade region. The quantum dot
responsible for the larger, green diamond has its Coulomb peaks, i.e. crossing points
with the line VB = 0, whenever the resulting superstructure almost closes, namely at
VG ≈ 4.4V, 4.9V, and 5.4V. The teeth of the superstructure denote the Coulomb peaks
of the smaller, black diamonds. Using these requirements, slopes of (64 | − 70)mV/V for
the bigger, green and (150 | − 90)mV/V for the smaller, black diamond pattern describe
the overall shape best. These values are different from the slopes of the blockade pattern
itself (vide supra) because it is not the individual quantum dots but the full system that is
measured. The green and black diamonds yield the charging energies used in the discussion
of the dot lengths presented earlier.
The blue line traced in Fig. VI.16(a), i.e. the addition of the two individual quantum
dots, qualitatively reproduces the measured shape of the Coulomb blockade region. A
quantitative agreement exactly describing the diamond edges cannot be achieved. Addi-
tionally, the lines of high differential conductance outside the blockade region cannot be
explained unambiguously. I ascribe them to excited states or to the two-electron tunneling
regime of the larger, green diamond since they are parallel to its edge. The two-tuples
(N,M) in Fig. VI.16(a) denote the charge state of the entire system with N and M giving
the number of electrons on the quantum dot responsible for the black and green diamond
pattern, respectively.
An effect that has been disregarded so far is a mutual capacitive interaction of the
dots. It has been observed in single molecular and nanowire quantum dots [Lie03, Fuh07]
that a sawtooth-like diamond shape can originate from a gate switching analogous to
the spectator dot mechanism discussed for sample ζ (cf. section VI.2.2). The situation
here is different however because there is no designated spectator dot. On the contrary,
the current flows through both serial dots. Nevertheless, the charge in each of them is
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(a) (b)
Figure VI.16: Two mechanisms to explain the sawtooth-like Coulomb diamond shape of sample ξ
(subset from Fig. VI.14). The horizontal line highlights VB = 0. (a) The two diamond patterns
simply add up in the limit of negligible capacitive interdot coupling. Two indices (N,M) are
needed to describe the charge state of the combined system. (b) If the capacitive interdot coupling
is sufficiently strong, one dot could induce gate switches to the other once its electron number
changes from N to N + 1.
increased by an integer number whenever the gate voltage progresses from one diamond
to the next. This is capacitively felt by the other dot.
A resulting pattern is illustrated in Fig. VI.16(b) where the diamond edge sketched
by the green line (correspoding to the larger diamond in part (a) of the figure) switches
whenever the charge state of the black diamond is increased.
Again, the model can only partially describe the stability diagram. It fits to the lines
of enhanced conductance outside the Coulomb blockade region, but would require an
unreasonably high leakage current through the quantum dot generating the larger, green
diamond to account for the finite current inside some parts of the blockade region of the
green dot (e.g. at VG ≈ 4.9V and 5.4V).
Both models neglect effects (the capacitive coupling and the voltage drops, respectively)
that the other takes into account and cannot describe the full stability diagram. There-
fore, a combination of the two models probably sketches the physics best. Such a modeling
remains speculative because the quantum dots cannot be emptied [Ota04, Fuh07] or mea-
sured individually to extract their exact gate couplings [Jør06].
Again, the observed transport measurements are closely related to the structure of the
device. Only knowing the diameter and the stability diagram, as would be the case for a
standard sample layout, might have resulted in a different interpretation of the data. If
one had assumed another structure, e.g. a bundle with only one transport channel, most
of the discussed features would probably be explicable as well. This would clearly not
meet the real, physical structure.
A remarkable finding is the contamination of the sample with the metal droplets and
the PMMA coating. At least the smaller metal particles are invisible to a routine SEM
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or AFM investigation on standard sample layouts, the same holds for the PMMA. Even
the two larger metal droplets could possibly pass unnoticed in AFM measurements if the
contact spacing is too small. Some of these contaminations might be due to the hole edges
or to the mild lift-off conditions that owe to the fragility of the membranes. On the other
hand, the fabrication steps are not very different to standard processes. Nevertheless, such
impurities are rarely taken into account for the interpretation of transport measurements
reported in literature although they can have a major impact as I have shown in this
analysis.
Summary
• Two carbon nanotube systems are characterized with low-temperature transport
measurements, revealing Coulomb blockade. The observed effects can only be ex-
plained if one considers the actual structure of the devices as obtained in a subsequent
TEM analysis.
• Sample ζ, a two-fold bundle of single walled carbon nanotubes, shows signs of parallel
quantum dot conductance. These dots are formed within the two strands of the
bundle and spread over the entire device length.
• The stability diagram features several reproducible gate switches with a finite slope.
They can be attributed to the charging and discharging of a nearby quantum dot,
called spectator dot, coupled highly asymmetrically to the source and drain contacts.
The gate potential felt by the transfer dot is switched whenever a spectator diamond
edge is crossed because its charge state can only change at these points. This specta-
tor dot is expected to reside in a gold particle touching the carbon nanotube bundle.
• The two strands of the transfer dot experience a hybridization. Both, bonding and
antibonding states are observed to contribute to the quantum transport.
• Sample ξ, an individual triple-walled carbon nanotube, shows a typical behaviour of
a serial double quantum dot with a stochastic Coulomb blockade, i.e. no transport
for small bias voltages. The two dots are induced by a metal droplet. The stability
diagram can be explained with only one shell contributing to the conductance.
• The Coulomb blockade regions have a sawtooth-like shape. This can be qualitatively
explained by adding the voltage drops across each of the two dots. A capacitive
interdot coupling might be responsible for the quantitative differences, effectively
leading to gate switches as for the parallel dots.
• The quantum dots of both systems are not affected by a possible potential barrier be-
tween a substrate-bound and a freestanding part, not even if the nanotube structure
is kinked at these points.
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• Both systems are measured in fundamentally different transport regimes. Also, the
role of individual structural elements like a metal droplet is distinct. The compari-
son to the structure, only possible with my novel sample design, helps to correctly
interpret the experimental findings.
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Carbon nanotube functionalization with {Mn4} complexes
Carbon nanotubes have been studied to quite some extent and are consequently well
characterized [Rei08, Jor10]. Their properties can additionally be tuned by modifying their
chemistry and the environment [Goß11a, Hir02]. Carbon nanotubes are a very suitable
system in this context because they offer a rich chemistry due to their base material carbon
and can serve as a bridge into the molecular world due to their mesoscopic size. Such a
functionalization can be exploited in the emerging field of molecular spintronics [Bog08]
or for more fundamental investigations such as quantum computing [Ard03].
Another peculiar property of carbon nanotubes is their one-dimensionality that pro-
vides a controlled alignment of molecules on their outside [Ban05, Str03] or on their in-
side [Smi98, Spu09, Shi08]. Two CNTs can also be used to contact individual molecules
between their ends [Guo06, Guo07, Guo09]. The base material carbon and the actual
atomic arrangement offer various ways to carry out these functionalizations. An orbital
interaction drives the fullerene encapsulation for endohedral functionalization [Oka01] and
is one possibility to graft molecules on the carbon nanotube outside [Bog08, Bog10, Urd11].
This technique has the advantage to leave the CNT intact1 but the van-der-Waals forces
forming the bond between tube and molecule remain relatively weak. The result is a fee-
ble interaction and a poor reproducibility of the orientation between molecule and carbon
nanotube. Electrostatic interaction with chemically modified CNTs results in stronger
bonds [BN12].
In this chapter, I will present a versatile route to covalently graft (magnetic) molecules
onto carbon nanotubes, based on a carboxylate ligand exchange. This leads to a direct
bonding between the CNT and the metallic atoms without the need of an organic linker
as for other covalent functionalization techniques [Bah02, Hir05]. The presented com-
plexes can withstand such a direct reaction, because the acetate is not needed to stabilize
the core, in contrast to other magnetic molecules targeted for functionalization experi-
ments [Man08]. I choose a tetramanganese(II) complex with an antiferromagnetic ground
1Standard endohedral functionalization demands for an opening of the nanotubes, e.g. by oxidation,
which leads to additional defects [Spu09].
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state. This Mn core can be replaced by different elements like Co, changing the mag-
netic character of the complex, or the number of atoms can be increased to modify the
magnetism further. The cluster ligand can be replaced to tune the interatomic coupling
character of the core. The degree of functionalization can be controlled by the number
of carboxylate functions on the carbon nanotube sidewall which in turn depends on the
degree of oxidation. The grafting success is monitored with transmission electron mi-
croscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and CNT network conductance. Parts of this chapter have
been reported in [Flö11b, Slo12, Sae12] and published in [Mey12].
VII.1 The {Mn4} complex
The molecular magnet of choice for this thesis consists of a stable, cubane Mn4O4 core
(cf. Fig. VII.1(a)) that is structurally induced by a rigid pentadentate pyridine ligand,
abbreviated LH2 (cf. Fig. VII.1(c)). The full cluster and its constituents are depicted in
Fig.VII.1. They also form a flip-book animation running on the bottom right page margins
to identify the individual parts of the assembled structure more easily. The actual chemical
reaction pathway is slightly different.
The cluster is synthesized in-house by Dr. Claire Besson following a procedure published
elsewhere [Kam09]. Its general structure is
[Mn4L2A4] := Mn4 [2, 6–bis(1–(2–hydroxyphenyl)iminoethyl)–pyridine]2 A4, (VII.1)
where A− is an acetate, trifluoroacetate, or benzoate group. Structure (VII.1) will be
abbreviated as {Mn4} in the following. Only clusters with acetate, i.e. CH3COO–, are
studied in this work. Two of these groups bridge two equivalent Mn sites of the core. Of
each of these Mn sets, one Mn atom additionally chelates with another acetate. The entire
{Mn4} cluster has a size of about 32Å.
Figure VII.1: The {Mn4} complex and its constituents. (a) The four Mn atoms of the Mn4O4
magnetic core have three different exchange couplings Ji for symmetry reasons, induced by the O
atoms (thin gray bonds). (b) The full {Mn4} complex with core, two ligands and four acetates in
chelating and bridging position. H atoms and double bonds are omitted for clarity. (c) The LH2
ligand. The O atoms of the outer phenol groups become part of the core, with the Mn replacing
the corresponding H atoms.
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The Mn atoms each have a ground state spin SMn = 5/2 and an average distance of
3.43Å. Their interaction is mediated via the four O atoms that originate from the ligand
phenol group and can be described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ{Mn4} = −2J1(SˆASˆD + SˆBSˆC)−2J2(SˆASˆB + SˆC SˆD)−2J3(SˆASˆC + SˆBSˆD)+
D∑
i=A
gμBSˆiB,
(VII.2)
where A . . .D denote the four Mn atoms and the Ji phenomenologically describe the three
symmetry-induced different interaction paths (cf. Fig. VII.1(a)). These paths must not
be confused with direct bonds. They depend on the wave function overlap within the
Mn-O-Mn system and can be slightly tuned by withdrawing electrons from the core, i.e.
by replacing the ligand. Magnetization measurements of the chosen ligand configuration
yield best fits for J1 = −2.2K, J2 = −1.1K, J3 = −0.1K, resulting in a ground state anti-
ferromagnetic intramolecular coupling, i.e. S{Mn4} = 0 [Kam09]. Only a strong magnetic
field in the order of 30T dominates the ligand-induced coupling and leads to a param-
agnetic behaviour of the four Mn atoms, resulting in S{Mn4}(B  30T) = 10. The Néel
temperature is in the order of some 10K but the low-field susceptibility approaches that
of uncoupled S = 5/2 paramagnets only at room temperature.
VII.2 Grafting {Mn4} complexes onto carbon nanotubes
The {Mn4} complexes can covalently attach to oxdiation-induced carboxyl (COOH)-
groups of the carbon nanotubes (cf. section II.1.4). Chemically, one of the cluster’s chelate
acetate groups is replaced by the CNT carboxyl group:
CNT−CO2H + [Mn4L2(CH3CO2)4] −−→ CNT−CO2−[Mn4L2(CH3CO2)3] + CH3CO2H,
(VII.3)
as illustrated at the end of the flip book animation on the bottom right corner of the page.
The reaction pathway (VII.3) was established on commercially available powder carbon
nanotube samples in the framework of this thesis. Our results are reported in [Flö11b,
Sae12, Mey12] and will be briefly summarized here. The rest of this chapter will then exclu-
sively treat experiments performed on CVD-grown carbon nanotubes (see section IV.1.1)
because they can be implemented straightforwardly into transport devices with the litho-
graphic procedures introduced in the previous chapters.
We oxidized the carbon nanotube powder samples and suspended them in acetonitrile
together with the {Mn4} cluster. The suspension was stirred and sonicated to ensure a
thorough mixing. The reacted carbon nanotubes could be filtered out and washed. This
approach yields gram amounts of the reacted compound in a shorter time than the below
reported procedure on the substrates because of the good mixing from the sonication and
stirring steps.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and magnetization measurements in a supercon-
ducting quantum interference device (SQUID) as well as Raman and absorption spec-
troscopy were conducted on this reaction product. The TGA measurements yield a cata-
lytic effect of the functionalization and Mn2O3 can be detected in the combustion residue.
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This demonstrates a successful decoration at least with the Mn core; TGA in a nitrogen
atmosphere also provides evidence of the ligand. These measurements are given in the
appendix B or are published in [Mey12], respectively.
The SQUID measurements of the reacted product are not a simple superposition of
the constituents’ magnetization curves. Instead, the hybrids approach a paramagnetic
coupling already for weaker fields than the bare {Mn4} complex. This indicates that a
reaction has taken place, resulting in a slightly different intramolecular coupling of the
Mn atoms. This interaction is weaker because the carbon nanotube is more electron-
withdrawing than the original acetate group but still present, i.e. the core is still intact.
Raman spectroscopy yields results similar to the ones presented later on the CVD-grown
carbon nanotubes. Inter alia, they show that the washing and filtering procedure indeed
removes unreacted {Mn4} complexes from the solution. The thus established function-
alization routine can be adapted to CVD-grown carbon nanotubes as described in the
following. DuraSiN DTM-25233 transmission electron microscopy (TEM) membranes and
amorphous quartz were chosen as substrates for the carbon nanotube growth described in
section IV.1.1. The type of substrate depends on the experiments to be carried out later,
with the membranes being suitable for TEM and Raman spectroscopy and the quartz
for transport measurements and Fourier-transformed Raman spectroscopy. The as-grown
carbon nanotubes are subsequently oxidized in air at 450◦C with oxidation times reported
in tables VII.1 and VII.2. These conditions are known to be harsh enough to not only
attack the strongly pyramidized endcaps and pre-existing defects (cf. section II.1.4) but
to also break the carbon nanotube sidewalls and generate new functional groups at these
positions [Spu09].
Sample ϑA00 ϑA02 ϑ00 ϑ01 ϑ02 ϑ03 ϑ30
Substrate Si3N4 Si3N4 Si3N4 Si3N4 Si3N4 Si3N4 Si3N4
Oxidation [min] 0 2 0 1 2 3 30
Functionalization CH3CN {Mn4} {Mn4} {Mn4} {Mn4} {Mn4}
TEM — Titan — Titan Pico Tecnai
Table VII.1: Fabrication parameters for functionalization investigation on samples ϑ, fabricated
on DuraSiN DTM-25233 TEM membranes. Oxidation is performed at 450◦C for the given time
before functionalization. Samples ϑA00 and ϑA02 have been treated with pure acetonitrile only.
Measurements in the FEI Pico microscope are carried out at 80 keV primary electron energy, the
FEI Titan 80-300 is operated at 300 keV and the FEI Tecnai F20 at 200 keV.
Functionalization is carried out by immersing the samples into a 2.2mM solution of
{Mn4} in acetonitrile (CH3CN) for 8 d. The {Mn4} clusters reach the carbon nanotubes
by diffusion.2 Subsequently, the samples are rinsed three times and put into a new beaker
with pure acetonitrile for 4 d. The latter is repeated once without rinsing. Some samples
2Vigorous stirring and sonication as reported for the powder samples would destroy the membranes and
detach the van-der-Waals-bound tubes from the substrate [Mey12].
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Sample ηox ηA02 η00 η02 η30 ηCref ηC00 ηC30
Oxid. [min] 0. . . 60 2 0 2 30 0 0 30
Functional. — CH3CN {Mn4} {Mn4} {Mn4} — {Mn4} {Mn4}
Table VII.2: Fabrication parameters for functionalization transport measurements. The η series
is fabricated on amorphous quartz substrates. Pt contacts (70 nm thickness) have been evaporated
on the as-grown networks. Oxidation is performed at 450◦C before functionalization. Sample ηA02
has been treated with pure acetonitrile (CH3CN) only.
are only treated with pure acetonitrile for 16 d to distinguish the impact of the solvent
from the {Mn4} cluster.3
The sample nomenclature is as follows. Functionalized carbon nanotubes fabricated on
the TEM membranes are denoted ϑ, with the index giving the oxidation time. Samples
treated with pure acetonitrile only (no {Mn4}) have an additional A in their index. The
same indexing holds for the η series which compromises all quartz substrate samples on
which electrical resistivity measurements have been performed. The temperature and
magnetic field dependence of the electrical transport have been measured for samples
denoted with a superscript C.
VII.3 Structural and elemental analysis in the transmission
electron microscope
Spectroscopic detection of the manganese
The natural question after the carbon nanotube functionalization is whether it was suc-
cessful. If the result is positive, the density of the {Mn4} clusters and the structural
integrity of the carbon nanotubes are of interest. All these issues can be investigated
with a transmission electron microscope.4 A third aspect, the chemical nature of the
functionalization, will be analyzed using Raman spectroscopy.
Oxidation in air at 450◦C is known to introduce a considerable amount of defects. The
CNT walls partially decompose if carried out for 30min [Spu09, Spu10a]. One should
therefore expect a sufficient amount of carboxylate groups that can attach the clusters on
sample ϑ30. Fingerprints of manganese can indeed be found in both available elemental
analysis techniques, energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) and electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) as shown in Figs. VII.2 and VII.3.
All EDX spectra of sample ϑ30 show the presence of manganese along with carbon,
nitrogen, oxygen, and silicon by their Kα lines. The Mn Kβ shell can also be observed
in several measurements (not shown). An exemplary spectrum is given in Fig. VII.2(a),
together with a dark-field STEM image of the probed CNT acquired simultaneously. The
scanned area only contains a bundle that is inhomogeneously decorated with a heavy
3Marked as acetonitrile functionalization in tables VII.1 and VII.2.
4All reference energies for the EDX and EELS measurements in this section are extracted from [Tho09].
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Figure VII.2: EDX semi-logarith-
mic spectrum of sample ϑ30. The
Mn, Si, O, N, and C Kα lines
are marked (the latter two in blue
and gray, respectively). The mea-
surement has been performed on
the CNT bundle shown in the in-
set (HAADF STEM mode). Scale
is in nm.
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element that the EDX spectrum identifies as Mn. Nevertheless, a prominent peak from
the Si Kα shell can be seen although the Si3N4 membrane is several hundred nanometers
away. The Si peak is present in all spectra, regardless if they are taken in bright-field
mode, if the electron beam is scanned as in Fig. VII.2 or if it is held stationary on a carbon
nanotube. Further measurements additionally show signatures of the catalyst particles,
Fe and Mo, that should also not reside on the CNTs. The presence of these elements can
be attributed to scattered and stray electrons that probe the sample non-locally [Ege09].
Figure VII.3: Double-logarithmic
dark-field EEL spectrum of sample
ϑ30. The binding energies of the C,
N, O K shell and the Mn L shell
are indicated. The bottom graph
gives the intensities with the re-
spective pre-edge background sub-
tracted.
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Electron energy loss spectroscopy performed in scanning TEM mode (STEM) does not
suffer from this drawback because the focused electron beam probes the sample very lo-
cally. Consequently, only the expected elements carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and manganese
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can be observed on the carbon nanotubes as shown in Fig. VII.3. This particular spectrum
has been acquired by scanning across a CNT bundle over a length of about 50 nm. All
five investigated carbon nanotubes of sample ϑ30 exhibit signals from the C, N, and O K
as well as from the Mn L shell. Their presence is additionally highlighted by the bottom
graph where a pre-edge background ∼ E−a has been subtracted.
Repartition of the {Mn4} decoration
The existence of Mn on sample ϑ30 is thus unambiguously proven. The second point of
interest is its distribution on the carbon nanotubes. A very direct approach is bright-field
imaging of the sample. A typical micrograph is given in Fig. VII.4(a). It shows a small
bundle of CNTs that is thickly covered by an amorphous material. The CNT walls can
hardly be distinguished against this decoration. Only very few undecorated CNT segments
can be found and are merely nanometer-long throughout the entire sample. They are
additionally highly defective. These findings agree with the expected functionalization
mechanism via carbon nanotube defects. It is also a first indication that these oxidation
conditions are too strong to have reliable transport devices. The actual Mn repartition
cannot be determined in this amorphous decoration.
Figure VII.4: (a) Bright field
TEM and (b) high-angle an-
nular dark field STEM micro-
graphs of different CNT bun-
dles on sample ϑ30. Red cir-
cles denote bright, few-atom
sized spots.
There is another imaging mode available that can resolve this issue better. A high-angle
annular dark field scanning TEM (HAADF STEM) micrograph is given in Fig. VII.4(b).
This technique is sensitive to heavy atoms, i.e. to the manganese distribution because
Mn is by far the heaviest element in my samples as shown by the EELS measurements.
Bright spots of various sizes can be seen on the entire bundle. The largest ones have a
diameter up to 10 nm. The smallest spots (red circles) are mobile under the electron beam
irradiation and have sizes comparable to few or even single atoms.
The thick coverage observed for the strongly oxidized sample ϑ30 could deteriorate
contact interfaces. The large agglomerates shown in Fig. VII.4(b) tenfold surpass the
expected core diameter of a single {Mn4} complex. This amassment could be partially due
to a destruction of the {Mn4} under the electron beam and a subsequent clustering of the
mobile atoms or molecular fractions. However, even the first frame on a virgin part of the
sample displays similar agglomerations. It seems thus unlikely to have only the controlled,
covalent bonding of individual complexes but rather both, a chemical attachment on the
numerous defects but also an additional physisorption of complexes, resulting in large,
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bright agglomerates. The influence of few covalently attached clusters on the carbon
nanotube transport properties certainly cannot be studied with this system although it
gives valuable information on the success of the chemical functionalization.
This issue may be solved, along with a better understanding of the reaction dynamics,
by turning to shorter oxidation times. This should, as discussed in the introductory
section II.1.4, result in a smaller number of carboxylate groups on the CNT sidewalls, i.e.
less anchoring points. Three samples have been investigated in this regime, namely ϑ00
(not oxidized), ϑ02 (2min oxidized) and ϑ03 (3min oxidized). They all seem to be far less
decorated with heavy atoms as exemplarily shown in Fig. VII.5(a+b) for samples ϑ02 and
ϑ00, respectively.
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Figure VII.5: (a) HAADF STEM micrograph of sample ϑ02. The circles indicate bright,
subnanometer-sized spots. (b) HAADF STEM micrograph of sample ϑ00. The arrows mark
the points measured with EELS. (c) Double-logarithmic EEL spectra of sample ϑ00 on the points
indicated in (b). The binding energies of the C, N, O K shell and the Mn L shell are given. Curves
are offset for clarity. The bottom graph shows the intensities of trace 1 (on bright scatterer) with
the respective pre-edge background subtracted.
The HAADF STEM micrograph in Fig. VII.5(a) displays an individual CNT or a very
small bundle partially decorated with a uniform material. Some brighter spots can be
found like the smallest ones in Fig. VII.4(b) with sizes ranging on the level of individual
to few atoms. They are again mobile under the electron beam irradiation. This can
be observed on all parts of this sample ϑ02. Occasionally a single, larger agglomerate
resides on the tubes. Indeed, these mild oxidation conditions lead to a much weaker
Mn functionalization and largely suppresses the clustering of the {Mn4} complexes. The
smallest spots should be attributed to individual Mn atoms or small molecular fractions
that come from {Mn4} clusters destroyed under the electron beam, judging from their
scattering strength.
The same holds for the completely unoxidized yet functionalized sample ϑ00 shown in
Fig. VII.5(b). This specific micrograph exhibits one of these isolated larger agglomerates
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along with several small bright spots as in Figs. VII.5(a) and VII.4(b). Three EEL spectra
have been taken on this bundle with the electron beam centered on the agglomerate, some
30 nm away from it but still on the bundle and one in the vacuum as indicated by the
arrows. They are meant to identify the chemical composition of these structural elements
to further support the assumptions above that are made from the scattering intensity.
These spectra are given in Fig. VII.5(c). The reference background spectrum does not
show any ionization edges as expected. The spectrum on the agglomerate clearly exhibits
signals from the C and O K and the Mn L shells. This is additionally highlighted by
the bottom graph that gives the intensities of this trace with the respective pre-edge
background subtracted. Nitrogen cannot be distinguished from the background.
The Mn signal vanishes when moving towards other regions of the bundle as demon-
strated by the middle trace in Fig. VII.5(c). The O ionization edge can though still be
observed. It is not possible to measure a Mn signal anywhere on samples ϑ00 and ϑ02 but
on the agglomerates. Also an integration along a few square nanometer of such a CNT
bundle only results in a sizable O ionization edge.
Therefore, the assignment of the (mobile) bright spots in the HAADF micrographs as
Mn atoms cannot be directly supported by the spectroscopic measurements because the
scattering intensity falls below the detection threshold. On the other hand, Mn is the
only heavy element present in all EEL spectra taken on all samples ϑ. These bright spots
can thus nevertheless reliably be assigned to Mn atoms. Spectra with a sizable O but no
Mn edge should also be expected since there is a number of oxygen-containing groups like
phenols and ketones that the {Mn4} cluster cannot react with. It is also possible that
some of the carboxylate groups have not been functionalized despite the long reaction
time, e.g. because they were not accessible.
Figure VII.6: HR-TEM images of sample ϑ03. (a) Typical bundle and SWCNT with partial
decoration. (b) Second bundle with a CNT wall damaged by the electron beam irradiation. Red
circles denote some particularly intense spots attributed to the {Mn4} complex.
The bright-field TEM images of the shortly oxidized samples ϑ00, ϑ02 and ϑ03 are also
very similar to each other. Two micrographs of sample ϑ03 are given exemplarily in
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Fig. VII.6. The CNTs exhibit free sections that can be several tens of nanometers long,
especially when being part of a bundle. Some tubes decompose, starting from already
present defects when exposed to the electron beam as shown in Fig. VII.6(b). Some
individual spots of the micrograph, two of them exemplarily marked by the red circles,
are considerably brighter than the rest of the image, a behaviour not observed on pristine
carbon nanotubes. This is attributed to individual Mn atoms or intact {Mn4} clusters.
These spots are a few nanometers apart.
The HAADF-STEM and the bright-field HR-TEM measurements yield complementary
information. The first technique is more sensitive to differences in the atomic number
but it is difficult to image the morphology of the carbon nanotubes. Bright-field TEM is
more suited for this purpose and distinguishes individual carbon atoms in the CNT lattice
and the amorphous coverage. Its focal depth is, on the other hand, so small that Mn
atoms outside the focal plane remain unnoticed. Most of the coverage is thus due to the
wet chemistry applied for functionalization that is generally known to contaminate carbon
nanotubes [Spu08].
A combination of EELS and bright-field imaging, the energy-filtered TEM, can unam-
biguously monitor the Mn repartition on the tubes (cf. section III.2). It is exemplarily
performed on sample ϑ03 and displayed in Fig. VII.7. The image was taken using an energy
window of (640. . . 660) eV with the background extrapolated from five pre-edge measure-
ments. The Mn is found to be on some isolated positions, three of them exemplarily
marked by the red circles. Spots of feeble intensity are noise from the detector and the
background determination.
Figure VII.7: Energy-filtered TEM (EF-
TEM) micrograph of sample ϑ03. The
color scale gives the intensity of the im-
age accepting only electrons with an en-
ergy loss of (640. . . 660) eV with respect
to an extrapolated pre-edge background.
Red circles mark some single Mn atoms or
{Mn4} clusters.
To summarize, using the chemical and structural TEM imaging techniques I have shown
that the {Mn4} carbon nanotube functionalization procedure, developed on CNT powder
samples, has been successfully adapted for CNTs grown on substrate. The Mn decoration
strength can be controlled by the oxidation time and varies between a complete coverage
for the strongly oxidized sample ϑ30 to nanometer-separated Mn atoms. This density is
in the range of other reported surface functionalization procedures [BN12] and slightly
denser than the grafting of bigger molecules [Bog10, Zha08].
TEM measurements are rather elaborate and have special requirements on the sample
design. An analysis of transport devices is only possible with an advanced layout as
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presented in the previous chapters. Even then, the TEM measurements are only element-
sensitive but cannot probe the chemistry of the grafting process. The low EELS signal
and the weakness of the bonds render an analysis of the core level fine structure impossible
that yield the chemical states of the elements.
Both issues can be addressed by Raman spectroscopy. Compared to the TEM, it is a
relatively simple and straightforward technique and can be applied to almost any sam-
ple. Additionally, it is noninvasive and sensitive to the chemistry and can in principle
distinguish between chemi- and physisorption. Raman spectra of the very same samples
presented in this section are therefore analyzed in the following.
Summary
• The carbon nanotube functionalization with the {Mn4} complex has been analyzed
systematically with different spectroscopic and microscopic TEM techniques to mon-
itor the success and the degree of the decoration.
• EDX (sample ϑ30) and EELS measurements unambiguously show the existence of Mn
on the CNTs. The Mn signal is localized to certain areas on the CNTs that appear
bright in the HAADF STEM measurements. The density of these agglomerates can
be controlled by the oxidation strength.
• The {Mn4} clusters disintegrate under the electron beam irradiation and the Mn
atoms become mobile or cluster together. A TEM analysis of individual devices
must therefore be the last in a series of measurements.
• Typical Mn distances, as determined by bright- and dark field TEM imaging as well
as EF-TEM measurements, are several nanometers for mild oxidation conditions.
This is comparable to other functionalization procedures. The repartition of the Mn
is homogeneous as would be expected for the proposed reaction pathway.
VII.4 Raman spectroscopy measurements
Raman spectra of the constituents
The TEM measurements cannot provide a routine investigation of a successful function-
alization because they require special sample layouts as presented in chapter IV and pos-
sibly damage the carbon nanotubes. Raman spectroscopy, on the other hand, is a non-
invasive technique that is sensitive to chemical and structural properties of the CNTs
[Fil03, Spu10b, Goß11a]. It is furthermore compatible with many sample layouts.
Having shown the successful decoration with {Mn4} clusters in the antecedent section,
I will now turn to Raman spectroscopy measurements on the very same samples ϑ as
investigated in the TEM. Two questions are of particular interest in this context, namely
whether it is actually possible to detect the decoration by means of Raman spectroscopy
and whether the {Mn4} is chemically attached or just physisorbed.
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All Raman spectra in this section have been collected in a Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRam
HR-800 confocal Raman spectrometer at an exciting laser wavelength λL = 632.87 nm
with an intensity of 700μW. The spot size is in the order of 1μm. The samples have
been automatically mapped, covering a region of about 100μm to avoid misinterpretation
due to local inhomogeneities of the functionalization. Spectra with a poor signal-to-noise
ratio, resulting from an unfulfilled resonance condition with the carbon nanotubes in the
laser spot, have been rejected.
The spectra of the pristine materials, i.e. the {Mn4} clusters and carbon nanotubes, are
given in Fig. VII.8(a). The CNTs displayed by the lower, green curve have been oxidized
in air for 2min at 450◦C like sample ϑ02. Consequently, they exhibit a small D mode
along with the G± modes at ωD = (1328 ± 2) cm−1, ωG− = (1573 ± 1) cm−1 and ωG+ =
(1597 ± 1) cm−1, respectively. The D/G ratio is about 0.06 which is about 1.5-fold larger
than on a pristine sample as expected from previous measurements [Slo12, Mey12, Sae12].
The crystallized {Mn4} cluster displays 23 peaks in this wavenumber range as shown by
the upper red trace, in strong contrast to the simple CNT spectrum. It is not necessary to
assign these modes to specific molecular vibrations of the complex because the composition
of the compound is known and verified by crystallization [Kam09]. Consequently, the
spectrum can be divided into four parts, based on the peak repartition and the tabulated
Raman frequencies of the contained organic groups [Pre09, Soc04]. These regions are
colour-coded in Fig. VII.8(a).
<1230 cm–1 Seven modes of medium intensity with frequencies as expected for vibra-
tions of CO and aromatic rings (orange-shaded region).
(1230. . . 1360) cm–1 Five modes of medium to strong intensity. They can be attributed
to COO-metal compounds, with the metal being Mn in this case (blue-shaded re-
gion).
(1360. . . 1500) cm–1 Five modes of medium intensity. COO-metal vibrations and asym-
metric CH3 bending modes are expected in this wavenumber region. The most in-
tense peak at 1455 cm−1 is probably caused by an asymmetric CH3 bending (yellow-
shaded region).
>1500 cm–1 Six modes of strong and medium intensity can be observed. Pyridine, ben-
zene rings, and carboxylates exhibit Raman signals in this region. The two most
intense modes at 1552 cm−1 and 1565 cm−1 are tentatively assigned to the pyridine
that has a strong and narrow vibrational band there (magenta-shaded region).
Raman spectra of the reacted carbon nanotubes
Exemplary Raman spectra of the reacted carbon nanotubes are given in Fig. VII.8(b+c).
They are typical for the entire map taken on the respective specimen. The maps of an
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Figure VII.8: Example Raman spectra of (a) the {Mn4} complex (red) along with pristine carbon
nanotubes oxidized for 2min (green), (b) samples ϑA02 (green) and ϑ02 (red), and (c) samples ϑ00
(green) and ϑ30 (red). The exciting wavelength is λL = 633 nm. All spectra are normalized to the
G+ mode and offset for clarity after subtraction of a linear background. Dots give measurement
points, the thick solid lines are fits composed of a sum of Lorentzians (thin, gray lines). Some of
the modes discussed hereafter are further highlighted. Vertical lines and text labels give averaged
mode positions of all samples ϑ.
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individual sample only vary in the signal-to-noise ratio of the single spectra, not in their
shape.5 Samples ϑ01 and ϑ03 have a spectral response very similar to sample ϑ02 (red,
lower trace in part (b)) and are therefore not plotted separately. The same holds for
samples ϑA00 and ϑA02 that have been treated with acetonitrile only. Thus, all statements
in this section made for the depicted spectrum of sample ϑA02 hold for the entire Raman
map as well as for all spectra of sample ϑA00. The same applies analogously to the other
samples ϑ.
All samples ϑ exhibit a multitude of Raman modes. The most prominent ones are
indicated by the vertical lines in Fig. VII.8, the numbers are peak positions averaged for
all samples ϑ with a standard deviation of ∼ 1 cm−1 if not mentioned otherwise in the
text. All subfits are Lorentzian and have been omitted for the upper traces for clarity.
The discussions of the Raman spectra are conducted against the background of the
TEM measurements presented in the previous section VII.3 and the experiments on the
bulk functionalized carbon nanotubes [Mey12, Sae12]. The presence of Mn has been
unambiguously proven on these very same samples ϑ and the reaction procedure has been
successfully implemented on the very similar CNT powder specimen.
A comparison with the above discussed {Mn4} modes shows that the hybrid systems
have a Raman spectrum that is not a simple superposition of the pristine materials. More-
over, even samples ϑA00 and ϑA02 (acetonitrile-treatment only) share most of the peaks
(green, upper trace in part (b)). The first is a sign of a chemical reaction because the
hybrid system will develop new eigenmodes. The second indicates that the solvent acetoni-
trile also modifies the carbon nanotubes what has to be considered for a further analysis.
In the following paragraphs, I will briefly discuss the spectral features of Fig. VII.8(b+c),
i.e. of all samples ϑ. Some modes will be further analyzed in the next subsections.
The most prominent carbon nanotube modes, the G± or high energy modes (HEMs),
are still present in the hybrid spectra. They are marked magenta for the G+ and blue for
the G− modes. This is a first spectral evidence that the CNTs are still intact after the
functionalization process because amorphous carbon or graphene only displays a single
G mode. It obviously agrees with the findings of the TEM measurements in the previous
section. The G± modes exhibit an additional, sharp peak at ωS = (1527 ± 1) cm−1
(ωS = (1523 ± 0.4) cm−1 for sample ϑ30) that will be named S in this work (orange fit).
Two Lorentzian curves are required to fit the G− mode accurately what is probably an
artefact due to the additional fit of the S mode. The S mode itself cannot be interpreted
as a G− mode for several reasons that I will discuss in the end of this subsection.
Some spectra show a small and usually asymmetric maximum between 1650 cm−1 and
1900 cm−1 at various positions. It can be found for all, even as-grown samples. These
peaks should therefore be assigned to the CNTs themselves. They are attributed to the
so-called super-HEMs (sHEMs) [Tel09]. This is a second-order overtone of an infrared
active phonon and thus requires a resonance of the CNT with the exciting laser light.
The energy of the underlying phonon is additionally diameter-dependent. This is why the
observed maxima change in position and intensity.
5The one exception is the sHEM mode which is due to a resonance condition as will be discussed.
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Another Raman feature commonly observed on carbon nanotubes and also present
in Fig. VII.8(a) is the D mode. It is superimposed by three additional peaks between
1290 cm−1 and 1340 cm−1 in all spectra of all reacted samples ϑ as shown in Fig VII.8(b+c).
This hampers an unambiguous assignment of the individual frequencies and intensities.
The obtained position values fluctuate unsystematically by ∼ 5 cm−1 between individual
spectra.
Some additional minor features, not present in the spectra of the pristine materials
of Fig. VII.8(a), appear away from the D mode and the HEMs. Two weak modes at
ω ≈ (1142± 5) cm−1 and (1214± 1) cm−1 can be observed. The latter exhibits a shoulder
at lower energies. They can again be found in all measured spectra of all samples ϑ,
although they are sometimes too weak to yield a reliable fit.
A prominent mode appears at ωR = (1450± 1) cm−1, highlighted in yellow, and will be
named R in this work. It will be attributed to an asymmetric CH3 bending and discussed
in detail later in this section because it changes as a function of the chemical treatment
and oxidation time as can be directly seen in Fig. VII.8(c). It is accompanied by a shoulder
at ω = (1423 ± 5) cm−1.
So far, the discussed modes could be observed in all spectra, regardless if they were
treated with the {Mn4} cluster or with acetonitrile only.6 There is, however, one spectral
feature that can only be observed on {Mn4}-functionalized samples. It is particularly
strong in the spectrum of sample ϑ30 and marked by the green Lorentzian subfit and
the dashed vertical line ωP = (1388 ± 1) cm−1. It will be named P hereafter. This
mode is strong in all spectra of ϑ30 but appears only in very few of the shorter oxidized
samples ϑ00 to ϑ03 with an intensity similar to ϑ30. Most of these curves are either flat
or slightly arched upwards in the wavenumber region between 1365 cm−1 and 1405 cm−1.
All spectra of the samples ϑA00 and ϑA02 with only acetonitrile treatment are either flat
or have a downward curvature in this region.7 This behaviour is summarized in Fig. VII.9
that is a magnification of Fig. VII.8(b+c) around ωP . A more quantitative analysis of
the intensities will follow in the next subsection. It is already clear at this point that
the P mode must not be related to only physisorbed {Mn4} clusters because the pristine
{Mn4} Raman spectrum (Fig. VII.8(a)) does not exhibit any mode at ωP .
To conclude this subsection, I will now discuss the origin of the S mode (orange in
Fig. VII.8). At a first glance, its position and shape suggest to interpret it as a semi-
conducting G− mode. The carbon nanotube responsible for it would have a diameter
D ≈ 0.9 nm calculated from eq. (II.10). This is a rather narrow CNT that is extremely
well in resonance with the incoming laser light. Only very few CNTs meet this criterion,
namely the (7,6), (8,3) and (10,3) chiralities using the Kataura plot in Fig. IV.13 [Pop04].
It is already rather unlikely that they should be produced in abundance during the CVD
growth. With [Jor01a]
ωRBM =
248 cm−1
D[nm] ≈ 287 cm
−1 (VII.4)
6Disregarding the sHEM that depends on the nanotube chirality (vide supra).
7Fit results are more reliable if one includes a Lorentzian in this wavenumber region for all samples ϑ as
in Fig. VII.8(b+c) to describe the background.
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Figure VII.9: Magnification of Fig. VII.8(b+c) around the P mode. Spectra are from (a) samples
ϑA02 (green) and ϑ02 (red) and (b) samples ϑ00 (green) and ϑ30 (red). The exciting wavelength is
λL = 633 nm. All spectra are normalized to their G+ modes and offset for clarity after subtraction
of a linear background. Dots give measurement points, the thick solid lines are fits composed of a
sum of Lorentzians (thin, gray lines). The subfit for the P mode is highlighted in green.
one obtains an RBM frequency that cannot be observed as shown by the dashed line in
Fig. VII.10. Even if the absolute numerical value was wrong, one should still observe one
prominent RBM mode in all spectra which is not the case. A dominant, narrow CNT
diameter can also not be observed in the TEM measurements (cf. previous section VII.3).
Finally, the S mode cannot be observed on as-grown and only oxidized samples (see
Fig. VII.8(a)). It is therefore related to the functionalization procedure. This is also
indicated by a shift of the position for the strongly oxidized sample ϑ30 that will be briefly
analyzed in the following subsection.
Figure VII.10: Raman spectra of the
RBM region of samples ϑA00, ϑ00, and
ϑ30 from bottom to top (black dots).
They are offset for clarity after removal
of a quadratic background. The fit is
a sum of Lorentzians (solid lines). The
vertical dashed line gives the RBM fre-
quency that would result if the S mode
was a G− mode.
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The radial breathing modes also provide a definite proof that the samples ϑ do contain
carbon nanotubes. This obviously agrees with the TEM measurements but also shows that
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the spectral features discussed in this section must be attributed to chemically modified
but structurally largely intact carbon nanotubes and not to amorphous carbon or unrolled
CNTs.
The general observation of this overall discussion of the Raman spectra in Fig. VII.8(b+c)
is that all samples ϑ show a rather similar response on first sight. This is especially the
case for the mildly respectively not oxidized samples ϑ00 and ϑ02, also compared to ϑA02
that has been treated with acetonitrile only. Two differences are the position and intensity
of the sHEM and the RBMs which is due to a resonance effect of the carbon nanotubes.
Therefore, most of the modifications from the pure CNT spectrum mentioned above should
be attributed to a reaction with the acetonitrile and not to the {Mn4} cluster.
According to the TEM measurements and to the reaction pathway, a Raman signal
originating from or at least related to the {Mn4} functionalization should be strongest for
sample ϑ30. Indeed, the corresponding spectra do show some differences, namely in the
P and R mode intensities and the S mode position. This is a starting point for a further
analysis of the spectra in the following subsections. There, I will compare the different
oxidation strengths of the {Mn4}-functionalized carbon nanotubes with the samples that
have been treated in acetonitrile only to reveal trends in the data.
For this analysis, one has to keep in mind that the R and S modes must be attributed
to a reaction with the acetonitrile because they also appear in the spectrum of sam-
ple ϑA02. Nevertheless, they depend on the degree of decoration because they are clearly
differnt in sample ϑ30. The P -mode, on the other hand, must be attributed to the {Mn4}-
functionalization as such because it cannot be found in any spectrum of samples ϑA00
and ϑA02.
The S and P modes
The S mode of sample ϑ30 is slightly red-shifted by about 4 cm−1 to ωS = (1523.0 ±
0.4) cm−1. This is shown in Fig. VII.11 where the results of the least-squares fits of the
entire maps of all measured samples are reported. Sample ϑ30, denoted by the crosses,
has a spectrum that is clearly distinct from the other samples. This cannot be explained
with a simple calibration error because, e.g., the R mode does not shift correspondingly.
Additionally, the S positions of the intentionally functionalized samples ϑ00 to ϑ03 are also
slightly redshifted.
This shift is a first indication that the {Mn4} cluster modifies the electronic structure of
the functionalized carbon nanotubes although the origin of the S peak remains unknown.
This interaction depends on the degree of {Mn4} coverage that was found to be by far
strongest for sample ϑ30 in the TEM measurements.
A mode that only appears for the {Mn4} functionalized samples is the P peak. Conse-
quently, I attribute it to the CNT-{Mn4} hybrid system. In the following, I will correlate
its intensity to the degree of oxidation and to the number of carbon nanotubes. A similar
analysis will be made fo the R mode in the next subsection.
The degree of functionalization can be quantified by normalizing the P with the G mode,
i.e. with the number of carbon nanotubes. The degree of functionalization is expected to
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Figure VII.11: Positions of the
R and S modes of samples ϑ.
Filled symbols denote the not-
functionalized samples ϑA00 and
ϑA02, open ones the shortly ox-
idized and functionalized ϑ00 to
ϑ03 and crosses ϑ30 with 30min
of oxidation. Error bars are
from the least-squares fits as in
Fig. VII.8.
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depend on the COOH group density if it is carried out as described in section VII.2. The
total defect density, i.e. all deviations from a simple carbon nanotube wall like tube ends,
holes, or attached chemical groups, is determined by the D/G ratio [Dre00]. The D mode
is thus not a direct measure of the COOH density but the two are still intimately linked
(cf. sections II.1.3 and II.1.4).
The D mode is masked by several surrounding peaks and a least-squares fit becomes
unreliable. The P mode obviously cannot be fitted in samples ϑA00 and ϑA02 because it is
absent. It is furthermore often of an intensity too low to be fitted reliably in samples ϑ00
to ϑ03. A numerical integration of the modes as described in appendix A is thus the
preferred analysis procedure. This approach can obviously not at all distinguish the true
D mode from its surroundings. I therefore use the full area between 1240 cm−1 and
1370 cm−1 that I call D˜. The true D mode is the major component of D˜ because it is
D˜/G ≈ D/G when compared to pristine CNT spectra as the one given in Fig. VII.8(a).
Numerically integrated and fitted areas follow the same trend discussed below but it is
less accentuated for the latter.
The result of this analysis is shown in Fig. VII.12. It seems that the oxidation time
does not have an influence on the D˜/G ratio and that the values are rather scattered.
One reason might be the three additional, acetonitrile-related modes that mask the true
D peak. The scatter in the data becomes larger when turning to the least-squares fit
result. A second reason for the scattering can be local inhomogeneities in the sample, i.e.
that certain areas contain more amorphous carbon that leads to an overestimation of the
carbon nanotube D intensity.
The numerically integrated P/G is plotted against the D˜/G ratio in Fig. VII.12. Negative
values shaded in gray stand for an absent P mode, i.e. an overall downward curvature.
Measurements with |P/G| ≤ 10−3 seem to be flat. As expected from their shape, all
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Figure VII.12: (a) Numerically in-
tegrated relative intensity of the
P mode vs. that of the D˜ mode,
i.e. the D mode superimposed
with its surrounding signals. Sym-
bols in the gray area denote an ab-
sent P mode. Filled symbols stand
for acetonitrile-only, open ones for
shortly oxidized and functionalized
samples and crosses for 30min oxi-
dation. Error bars estimate the un-
certainty on the background deter-
mination.
spectra from samples ϑA00 and ϑA02 do not show any sign of a P mode. The mildly
oxidized and {Mn4} functionalized samples ϑ00 to ϑ03 sometimes do and sometimes do
not exhibit a sizable P mode. Sample ϑ03, that experienced the strongest oxidation, also
shows the highest intensity within this subset. Sample ϑ30, finally, clearly has the strongest
P mode. It is, according to the reaction pathway and to the TEM measurements, the most
decorated specimen. The P mode, although it cannot be attributed to a specific vibration,
can therefore be used for a spectroscopic detection of a successful functionalization. It
must not be attributed to the acetonitrile because it cannot be observed in the respective
samples ϑA00 and ϑA02 and also cannot be related to only physisorbed {Mn4} clusters
because the pristine {Mn4} Raman spectrum does not exhibit any mode there.
The R mode and the concept of sterical hindrance
Another difference in the spectra of the various samples ϑ is the shape and intensity of the
R peak. It becomes smaller and broader for sample ϑ30 which also reflects in the increased
uncertainty of the peak position (cf. Fig. VII.11). This will be analyzed as for the P mode
in the previous subsection (cf. Fig. VII.12).
Fig. VII.13 shows the numerically integrated R/G versus the D˜/G ratio for all mea-
sured spectra. The samples fall into three groups. The long-oxidized samples ϑ30 show a
relatively low R/G ratio except for one spectrum that suffers from a poor signal-to-noise
ratio. The shortly or not at all oxidized samples ϑ00 to ϑ03 fall in the middle of the graph
while samples ϑA00 and ϑA02 (acetonitrile treatment only) have the highest R/G relative
to their D˜/G ratios. This behaviour is highlighted by the gray area in Fig. VII.13.
This R mode must be attributed to either physisorped acetonitrile (CH3CN) molecules
or to a reaction with the carbon nanotubes because it can also be found on samples ϑA00
and ϑA02 that have not been exposed to the {Mn4} complex.
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Figure VII.13: Numerically in-
tegrated relative intensity of the
R mode vs. that of the D˜ mode,
i.e. the D mode superimpo-
sed with its surrounding signals.
The gray bar highlights the re-
gion of the shortly resp. not ox-
idized and {Mn4}-treated sam-
ples. Filled symbols stand for
acetonitrile-only, open ones for
shortly oxidized and function-
alized samples and crosses for
30min oxidation. Error bars es-
timate the uncertainty on the
background determination.
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Pure acetonitrile exhibits four modes in the investigated wavenumber region, namely at
1373 cm−1, 1406 cm−1, 1447 cm−1, and 1519 cm−1. The first and third one are assigned to
CH3 deformations, the second one is a combination mode between a CH3 rocking and a CC
bending [Nee64]. The R mode that is strongest for samples ϑA00 and ϑA02 (acetonitrile
treatment only) lies within this wavenumber region and agrees in energy with a CH3
bending observed on correspondingly functionalized carbon nanotubes [Bas05]. The other
acetonitrile modes cannot be found, indicating that the CH3CN molecules are not simply
physisorbed on the carbon nanotubes.
The transfer of the CH3 group from the acetonitrile molecule to the carbon nanotube
can most likely be explained by a two-step process, namely a hydrolysis of the acetonitrile
and an esterification of the CNT. The first step is very slow but starts right after the
production of the acetonitrile.
Acetonitrile contains trace amounts of water that react via
CH3CN + 2H2O −−→ CH3COOH + NH3 (VII.5)
to acetic acid. When the carbon nanotubes are immersed for two weeks in the acetonitrile,
the following reaction will eventually take place despite the low concentration of the acetic
acid
CH3COOH + CNT−OH −−→ CNT−O(C−O)CH3 + H2O. (VII.6)
A direct esterification of the carbon nanotubes is possible but expected to be much slower
than the presented process because it happens on the timescale of reaction (VII.6). Both
schemes require OH groups the acid molecules can access. They are generated by the
oxidation [Li11a] and are already present in small amounts on the as-grown CNTs. Some
of these sites are blocked if the carbon nanotube is decorated with the large {Mn4} clusters
as illustrated in Fig. VII.14. This would explain why the {Mn4}-free samples ϑA00 and
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ϑA02 have the highest R/G ratio compared to their D˜/G ratio while sample ϑ30 falls well
below the shortly oxidized samples ϑ00 to ϑ03 as shown in Fig. VII.13. The acetonitrile-
only samples ϑA00 and ϑA02 give full access to the OH sites (upper side of the illustration)
while the strong {Mn4} coverage of sample ϑ30 (lower side), as confirmed in the TEM
measurements, sterically hinders process (VII.6). A continuous oxidation can furthermore
lead to a significantly higher concentration of COOH compared to OH groups, i.e. less
CH3 functionalization sites at all because some of the OH will react to COOH [Ger11].
Figure VII.14: Illustration of the concept of sterical hin-
drance. A {Mn4}-decorated carbon nanotube (bottom side)
has less available OH sites for a acetate functionalization
than a pristine one (upper side). Molecule sizes are to scale.
The R mode has not been observed in as-prepared dispersions of CNTs in acetonitrile,
taken at the same excitation wavelength [Deb11]. The authors could, on the other hand,
detect an appreciable downshift of the G mode position that they attributed to an in-
teraction of the π electron systems of the carbon nanotubes and the C−−N bond of the
acetonitrile. This cannot be measured for my samples, again indicating that the ace-
tonitrile molecules are fully removed as such and that the changes in the Raman spectra
should be attributed to chemical reactions that only happen on the longer time scales of
the week-long functionalization process.
Comparison of the P, R, and S modes
The concept of sterical hindrance of CH3 decoration agrees with the expected reaction of
the {Mn4} cluster with COOH sites on the carbon nanotubes. It furthermore agrees with
the expectation that stronger oxidized CNTs offer more attachment sites for the cluster
as measured with the TEM. They show a much stronger decoration for sample ϑ30 which
agrees with a greater number of blocked OH sites. It is, on the other hand, only an indirect
proof of functionalization.
The S mode as such must also be attributed to a reaction of the carbon nanotubes
with the acetonitrile. There seems to be an electronic interaction with the {Mn4} cluster,
leading a redshift (see Fig. VII.11). The P mode, on the other hand, seems to be directly
related to the {Mn4} functionalization because it cannot be observed on samples ϑA00
and ϑA02 which were only treated with acetonitrile (cf. Fig. VII.12). Both phenomena
remain phenomenological because an assignment to a specific vibrational mode of the
CNT-{Mn4} system is not possible in the framework of this thesis. They are both not a
simple combination of the constituents because neither the Raman spectrum of the {Mn4}
nor the one of the carbon nanotubes has a feature in this region.
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A further comparison of the R/G ratio that gives an indirect proof of {Mn4} functional-
ization to the possibly more directly depending P mode intensity and S mode position, i.e.
a combination of the data displayed in Figs. VII.11 and VII.12 is given in Fig. VII.15. The
relationship of the P/G with the R/G ratio is given in part (a). Fig. VII.15(b) shows the
relationship of the S mode position with the R/G ratio. The data point at R/G ≈ 0.01 of
sample ϑ30 that is apart from the other values in both plots originates from a spectrum
with a poor signal-to-noise ratio and is not further considered. An evolution from samples
ϑA00 (no {Mn4} treatment) to the strongly oxidized ϑ30 can be observed in both plots,
with the second strongest oxidized sample ϑ03 (right-pointing triangles) being closest to
ϑ30 especially in part (a).
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Figure VII.15: (a) Comparison of P to the R mode intensities calculated by numerical integration,
both normalized to the G mode. (b) Position of the S mode vs. numerically integrated R/G ratio.
In both plots, filled symbols denote the not-functionalized, open ones the shortly oxidized and
functionalized samples and crosses the 30min oxidation. Error bars estimate the uncertainty on
the background (numerically integrated data) resp. on the fit parameter (position of S).
The tendencies of the discussed P , R, and S modes therefore agree with each other and
also with the expected chemical functionalization route, i.e. stronger decoration for longer
oxidation times. Some individual Raman spectra of samples ϑ00 to ϑ03 resemble to the ones
of sample ϑ30 in regard of these modes, a behaviour not observed for the not {Mn4}-treated
samples ϑA00 and ϑA02. This can be explained by the non-homogeneous Mn decoration
measured with HAADF STEM (Figs. VII.4(b) and VII.5(a+b)). All functionalized samples
have areas with a Mn agglomeration. If the laser is focused on a region with several of
these spots, a signal comparable to the most densely decorated sample ϑ30 should be
expected.
To summarize, the P , R, and S modes can serve as spectroscopic evidence for a
{Mn4} functionalization as shown by the comparison of the TEM and Raman measure-
ments. This is an important aspect for the integration of {Mn4}-decorated carbon na-
notubes into transport devices because Raman spectroscopy can be used more easily for
a routine investigation and does not require the elaborate sample design introduced in
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the previous chapters. It is also a non-invasive technique and can be applied before the
transport experiments. It has, on the other hand, a much worse spatial resolution unless
turning to near-field microscopy.
The TEM and Raman experiments do not give much information about a possible inte-
gration of {Mn4}-functionalized carbon nanotubes into electrical transport devices. The
D/G ratio that is not much larger than for pristine CNTs is a first hint that an integration
should be feasible in terms of integrity of the carbon nanotubes. I will further investigate
this issue in the next section and analyze the impact of functionalization upon electrical
transport properties. A third aspect will be the defect evolution with the oxidation time
which is an important aspect for the functionalization procedure.
Summary
• Raman measurements of the {Mn4} cluster, the samples ϑA00 and ϑA02 that have
been treated with acetonitrile but not functionalized further, and samples ϑ00 to
ϑ30 that have been treated with a {Mn4} solution are presented in the wavenumber
region between 1100 cm−1 and 1850 cm−1.
• The {Mn4} cluster displays a multitude of peaks grouped in four wavenumber regions
that are attributed to its various organic components.
• The majority of the spectral changes due to the {Mn4} functionalization process
must be attributed to a reaction with the solvent acetonitrile. Three modes, named
P , R, and S show a dependence with the degree of {Mn4} decoration as determined
from the TEM measurements.
• The P mode only appears in spectra that have been treated with the {Mn4} complex.
It is a new mode of the hybrid system because it cannot be observed in the constituent
spectra. The S mode red-shifts for strong {Mn4} decoration. Both may serve as
spectroscopic evidence for a successful functionalization.
• An indirect evidence for {Mn4} functionalization is a reduced R mode which is
attributed to a CH3 group originating from the acetonitrile. The large {Mn4} cluster
sterically hinders this reaction, and intentionally functionalized samples thus show
a reduced R mode intensity.
VII.5 Transport measurements on functionalized carbon
nanotube networks
Influence of oxidation and functionalization on room-temperature conductivity
The TEM and Raman measurements lead to the conclusion that 30min oxidation time
strongly modifies the carbon nanotube reactivity to the {Mn4} cluster. The first minutes
of oxidation, on the other hand, show a weak but finite modification of this reactivity.
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These results cannot clarify whether the degree of decoration is a continuous process with
time or rather changes abruptly after a certain degree of oxidation. Another aspect that
has not been addressed so far is the integrability of the functionalized carbon nanotubes
into (quantum) transport devices.
Both issues, the time dependence of the reactivity to the {Mn4} complex as well as the
influence on the conductivity are addressed in the following transport experiments. These
are carried on carbon nanotube networks and as a function of oxidation time, functional-
ization, temperature, and magnetic field. The oxidation is furthermore monitored via the
network Raman response.
This has been done by contacting an as-grown carbon nanotube network with 70 nm
thick Pt pads on an amorphous quartz substrate using electron gun evaporation with a
shadow mask (samples η). The contact separations are between 0.2mm and 4mm. The
electrical measurements in this subsection have been carried out at room temperature
in a probe station8 in a four-terminal configuration with a current-biased sweep between
±10μA. Fourier-transformed Raman spectra are recorded at an excitation wavelength of
λL = 1064 nm in a VERTEX 70 FT-IR spectrometer from Bruker Optics. This Raman
setup has the advantage to probe a large section of the network at once with its millimeter-
sized focus. This reduces the sensitivity to local variations of the network. Oxidation has
been performed at 450◦C in air as for the functionalization experiments reported above.
Typical resistance curves are given by the coloured traces in Fig. VII.16 that are normal-
ized to the resistivity of the respective pristine nanotube network, i.e. contact combination.
The oxidation behaviour of the conductivity neither depends on the contact distance nor
on the network density. The resistance drops to about 40% of its original value within the
first 7min of oxidation. It has a minimum after about 10min and starts increasing again
until it saturates at about (55. . . 65)% of the value at t = 0. This evolution is attributed
to the network alone and not to the contacts because all measurements are conducted
in a four-probe configuration. The D/G ratio that is concurrently monitored rises by
a factor of about 1.5 during the first minute of oxidation and then saturates within its
measurement accuracy.9
This evolution can be divided into four regions that can be explained by the different
oxidation states of the carbon nanotubes (see section II.1.4):
(0. . . 1)min: The D/G ratio almost doubles while the resistance drops by about one
third of its original value. A rising D/G ratio indicates the creation of defects as
is expected for an oxidation. These are predominantly phenol (OH) and ketone
(C−O) groups [Zha03] that are expected to reduce the resistivity via chemical p-
doping [Pan04]. Other possible mechanisms that cause a resistance decrease like
crosslinks between different CNTs or shells of a multiwalled carbon nanotube [Kis04,
Mik03] are unlikely under these rather mild oxidation conditions because they require
two defects being created within a subnanometer distance.
8Süss MicroTec EP6, equipped with Keithley 2400 and 2420 multimeters.
9The exact temporal development in the first minutes depends on the sample and the data analysis
(numerical integration or fit). A saturation only after 2min oxidation time can also be observed.
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Figure VII.16: Normalized resis-
tance for different network sec-
tions (coloured traces) and aver-
aged D/G ratio (black) of the
CNT network on sample ηox as
a function of oxidation time t at
450◦C. D/G ratios have been cal-
culated numerically from Raman
spectra recorded at an excitation
wavelength λL = 1064 nm. The
variation on the D/G ratio due to
the position on the network is in
the order of 10%.
(1. . . 7)min: The D/G ratio remains constant while the resistance decreases further to
about 40% of its original value. The first can be attributed to two effects, namely an
equilibrium between the removal of amorphous carbon, the creation of new defects,
and a change of the defect nature while keeping their number constant [Zha03]. It is
likely that both mechanisms are at work because the removal of amorphous carbon
should result in less perturbations on the π electron system of the CNTs what agrees
with the reduced resistance. Changing the initial defects to their next oxidation
state, i.e. carboxylate groups (COOH) [Ger11], does not change the nature of the
doping [Wan06] and should not strongly modify the resistance.
(7. . . 12)min: The network resistance goes through a minimum while the D/G ratio re-
mains constant. This is a crossover from the regime of the first minutes of oxidation
to the next state where the destruction of carbon nanotubes starts to dominate over
the beneficial doping effects.
≥12min: The resistance rises while the D/G ratio remains approximatively constant. The
defects created so far enlarge further, resulting in a partial decomposition of the car-
bon nanotubes. This has been reported for similar experimental conditions [Spu09]
and is observed on the few uncovered sections of sample ϑ30 in the TEM measure-
ments (not shown). The resistance values for t ≥ 45min become unreliable because
the contacts started to degrade. The D/G ratio remains still constant because the
oxidation mainly enlarges existing defects. Indeed, the overall Raman signal inten-
sity is observed to drop continuously from one oxidation step to the next [Slo12]
what agrees with the ongoing removal of amorphous carbon and the decomposition
of carbon nanotubes (not shown).
The carbon nanotube conductance properties are thus altered by the oxidation but the
CNT network remains sufficiently intact to mediate an electrical current. The effects of
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the second functionalization step, i.e. the ligand exchange and treatment with acetonitrile
will be investigated in the following. Four samples of the η series have been prepared for
this purpose, η00, η02, η30, and ηA02 which have undergone a functionalization with {Mn4}
or acetonitrile after various oxidation times as listed in table VII.2.
The Raman spectra of these samples do not change before or after functionalization
(not shown). This is due to an unfulfilled resonance condition of the {Mn4} cluster at this
excitation wavelength (cf. Fig B.3 in appendix B). The network resistivity drops from its
as-grown value depending on the oxidation duration as can be seen in Fig. VII.17. This
decrease agrees with the above measurements on sample ηox.
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Figure VII.17: Network resistance in dependence of the functionalization, normalized to the value
before functionalization. Every trace denotes a different contact combination, i.e. network section.
The resistivity dependence on functionalization gives rather ambiguous results but some
general trends can be extracted. The resistance rises again after functionalization in
most of the samples. This rise is strongest for sample ηA02 which was immersed in pure
acetonitrile only. The intentionally {Mn4}-functionalized samples η02 and η30 show a
weaker increase, η02 even has network sections where the resistivity remains constant.
The not-oxidized sample η00 does not have a clear development after contact deposition,
the resistance rises for higher network densities and drops for lower densities as determined
by the initial resistance.
These findings of the resistance dependence upon treatment with the acetonitrile and
the {Mn4} complex agree with the concept of sterical hindrance of the unintended func-
tionalization with CH3 by the {Mn4} cluster, as reported in the previous section VII.4.
According to their Hammett parameters, a phenol group (C6H5OH) will have stronger
doping effects on the carbon nanotube than a toluene group (C6H5CH3) [Ham37]. The
exchange reaction CNT−COOH −−→ CNT−COO{Mn4} should, on the other hand, not
significantly alter the character of the carboxylate group. If the treatment with pure ace-
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tonitrile replaces the phenol by toluene groups, the carbon nanotube doping decreases
and the nanotube resistance consequently increases. This agrees with the observation in
Fig. VII.17 (lower right). If a mildly oxidized sample is functionalized with {Mn4} clusters,
on the other hand, some of the OH sites are blocked and the resistance increase is less
pronounced (cf. Fig. VII.17, top row). This effect should be strongest for the harshly
oxidized sample η30 but instead the resistance is found to increase almost as strong as
for the not functionalized sample ηA02. Here, the decoration is so strong as observed in
the TEM measurements (cf. Fig VII.4) that the carbon nanotube π system and thus the
current flow are perturbed.
An optimal amount of oxidation can be found for the preparation of transport devices
comparing the resistivity with the Raman and TEM measurements. The conditions of
sample ϑ30 are too harsh for a reliable construction of a transport device consisting of
an individual carbon nanotube because CNTs start to decompose and the decoration is
too strong to detect the effect of single {Mn4} clusters on the transport. Completely
unoxidized carbon nanotubes, on the other hand, may statistically not offer any reaction
sites on the contacted region of the transport device. A mild oxidation in the order of
a few minutes as for samples ϑ01 to ϑ03 should result in reliably, but not too densely
functionalized CNTs. The oxidation should be shorter than seven minutes where the
network resistivity is observed to rise again, i.e. to pass into the regime with severe defect
concentration.
Variable range hopping in carbon nanotube networks
The temperature dependence of the conductivity as well as the magnetoresistance of three
samples has been investigated to determine the influence of the {Mn4} functionalization
on these properties. They are named ηCref for a pristine carbon nanotube network and ηC00
(ηC30) for a {Mn4}-functionalized samples with no (30min) prior oxidation. The fabrication
was carried out as for the above discussed η series. Magnetotransport measurements have
been carried out in a 4He flow cryostat (cf. section III.4) equipped with a Keithley 2636
multimeter.
All samples show a monotonous increase of their resistance upon decreasing temperature;
two exemplary curves of samples ηC00 and ηC30 are depicted in Fig. VII.18. Such a dependence
is a property of the carbon nanotube network. These can exhibit a variable range hopping
(VRH) transport [Mot69, Mot79, Kim98, Efr75]. In this regime, commonly found in
strongly disordered systems, the current is not mediated via a conduction band but the
electrons hop from one localized state or impurity to the next. It is ostensive for a carbon
nanotube network that the charge carriers have to migrate from one CNT to the next
and that a single CNT also tends to split into several conductive islands due to intertube
interactions.
The electrons choose a trajectory in a way to minimize both the energetic and spatial
distance between neighbouring islands. The resistance is then given by
R(T ) = R0 exp
[(
T0
T
)( 1d+1)]
, (VII.7)
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Figure VII.18: Resistance vs. temperature
of samples ηC00 (upper green) and ηC30 (lower
red curve), in the low- and high bias regime,
respectively. Fits are according to eq. VII.7.
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where R0 and T0 are fitting parameters and d gives the dimension of the transport [Mot79].
The temperature curves indeed show these dependences as illustrated by the black curves
in Fig. VII.18 that are the results of least-squares fits to the data. The dimensionality
of the transport is sensitive to the applied bias voltage and ranges between d = 1.2 for
VB = 2mV and d = 1.8 for VB = 50mV. It is also slightly influenced by the network
density. The electrical transport in the flat carbon nanotube network is obviously limited
to two dimensions (high bias) and Coulomb interactions [Yan10a, Jai07] further reduce the
dimensionality at low electron energies (low bias). These behaviours have been reported
for several experiments on carbon nanotube networks [Jai07, Kim98, Yan10a]. Other
models like thermal fluctuation-induced tunneling [Sal08] or weak localization [Yan10a],
also reported for carbon nanotube networks and disordered systems, do not agree with
the measured data.
The networks exhibit a nonohmic behaviour for temperatures T  20K as is demon-
strated in Fig. VII.19 for the strongly functionalized sample ηC30. This is expected in the
variable range hopping model where the energy for the transition from one site to the next
is provided by the temperature or, alternatively, by the electric field if the voltage across
the network is sufficiently large [Gra92],
VB >
kBT
e
· 1
r
· Δx,= O(0.1V) . (VII.8)
Here, r denotes the typical distance between two sites and Δx is the contact separation.
In this case, the resistance can be approximated by [Kim01, Gra92]
R(VB, T ) = R(VB = 0, T ) exp
(
eVBr
kBTΔx
)
. (VII.9)
Indeed, all three samples can be described by this dependence for sufficient bias voltages
as shown in Fig. VII.20 with fits for |VB| ≥ 0.5V.
Samples ηCref and ηC30 have a negative magnetoresistance for temperatures below 200K.
A corresponding curve for T = 3.6K is shown in Fig. VII.21 where it reaches ΔR/R0 :=
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Figure VII.19: IV -characteristics of sample ηC30 between 4K and room temperature. (a) As-
measured curves. (b) Current is normalized to the differential resistance at VB = 0 to accentuate
the non-ohmic character for T < 20K.
(R(B) − R(B = 0))/R(B = 0) = 3.5% for B = 1T for both samples. Thus, the magne-
toresistance behaviour is not modified by the presence of the magnetic Mn(II) ions in the
vicinity of the carbon nanotubes at these low fields. This is due to the S = 0 antiferro-
magnetic ground state of the {Mn4} complex that breaks up only at much higher fields as
shown by the SQUID measurement (see appendix B, Fig. B.3(a)).
The low-field magnetoresistance of both samples can again be explained by the variable
range hopping model. Here, a suppression of destructive interference of the forward mov-
ing electrons leads to a decrease of the resistance [Rai93, Vav05, Fuk79]. The mechanism
is similar to the universal conductance fluctuations introduced in section III.3.2 and also
involves a magnetic flux enclosed in a current loop [Vav05]. This particular finding is
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Figure VII.20: Resistance vs. bias voltage of
samples ηCref (blue), ηC00 (green), and ηC30 (red).
The gray fits are according to eq. (VII.9) for
|VB | > 0.5V (dashed line). Temperature is
T = 4K.
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also expected for weak localization [Vav05] but it could not describe the previous resis-
tance measurements. Therefore, the variable range hopping model is expected to be the
dominant mechanism also for the magnetoresistance.
Figure VII.21: Magnetoresistance
vs. magnetic field of samples ηCref
(blue) and ηC30 (red). The black
fits are quadratic for |B| < 250mT
and magnified in the inset (blow-
up for |B| < 300mT). Tempera-
ture is T = 3.6K and bias voltage
is VB = 400mV.
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In summary, the low-temperature transport measurements can all be explained with
variable range hopping commonly observed in carbon nanotube networks. The functional-
ization process does not alter the dependences on temperature as well as on electrical and
low magnetic fields. This agrees with the transport measurements at room temperature
where most changes could be attributed to doping effects. The strong decoration after
30min of oxidation does not significantly alter the network properties reported in this sec-
tion although the functionalization process itself leads to a clear resistance increase. The
low-field magnetoresistance is not affected by the functionalization because the Mn(II)
ions remain in their S = 0 ground state.
Summary
• The resistance of a carbon nanotube network reduces upon oxidation due to p-
doping of the generated groups. If the conditions become too harsh, the network
starts to decompose and the resistance rises again. An optimum oxidation time for
the functionalization process of some few minutes can be derived from these findings.
• The effects of the unintended CH3 functionalization and the sterical hindrance of
this process by the {Mn4} clusters can also be observed in the resistance change
before and after the grafting process.
• The low-temperature transport properties of pristine and {Mn4} functionalized car-
bon nanotube networks can be explained by variable range hopping. The magne-
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toresistance is not affected by the {Mn4} clusters because they remain in their S = 0
ground states for the investigated low fields.
VII.6 Conclusions and outlook
The functionalization of carbon nanotubes with an antiferromagnetic tetramanganese com-
plex by a carboxylate ligand exchange has been monitored with high-resolution transmis-
sion electron microscopy and spectroscopy, Raman scattering, and electrical transport.
Only the combination of these techniques can comprehensively characterize the function-
alization process.
The TEM measurements clearly detect the presence of Mn on the samples and show a
dependence of the degree of decoration with oxidation strength as is expected from the
chemical ligand exchange process. The transport experiments confirm this oxidative defect
generation via the doping effects of the various groups. Raman measurements show one
mode (the P -mode) that is directly attributed to the {Mn4} cluster and can monitor the
increasing decoration upon stronger oxidation. They also detect an unintentional esterifi-
cation of the carbon nanotubes from the acetonitrile solvent that is sterically hindered by
the {Mn4} complexes.
The presented results are an important step towards devices for spintronic applications
made of individual, functionalized carbon nanotubes. For this, the {Mn4} cluster needs to
be replaced by a molecular magnet with a finite spin in its ground state. This could e.g.
be a {Co4} cluster that is identical to the studied {Mn4} complex except for the metal
ions and their intramolecular coupling. Therefore, all experiences gathered on the {Mn4}
like the chemical functionalization process, its detectability in Raman spectroscopy, or the
optimum oxidation strength can be directly applied to a {Co4} decoration. These carbon
nanotube hybrids would have the advantage to have the magnetic center very close to the
transport channel due to the cluster geometry.
The experience with the carboxylate ligand exchange and the carbon nanotube chemi-
stry can also pave the way for a different class of materials, the so-called spin crossover
complexes [Bou11, Med11]. These have two metastable states, a low- and a high-spin
configuration that can be switched by various stimuli like temperature, light, and, most
interesting for the transistor-like carbon nanotube devices, electric fields [Bou11]. These
transitions can be rather sharp and spin lifetimes infinitively long. They would, however,
need a grafting via an amine backbone because a direct ligand exchange would be too
harsh. Nevertheless, this reaction involves the same carboxylate defects as studied in this
chapter for the {Mn4} complex. The spin crossover complex would also have free ligands
that could serve as spectroscopic handle for Raman scattering or for the elemental analysis
in the TEM to monitor the integrity of the molecules.
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Summary
• Carbon nanotube functionalization with a tetramanganese(II) complex, based on a
carboxylate ligand exchange, has been investigated with TEM, Raman, and electrical
transport measurements. These measurements can only be interpreted jointly.
• The TEM spectroscopy reveals the presence of Mn on the samples. The decoration
with the {Mn4} clusters increases with the oxidation time because more COOH
attachment sites are created. The mildly oxidized samples have a typical cluster
distance of several nanometers.
• The Raman spectrum of the hybrid system has contributions from the {Mn4} com-
plex and the solvent acetonitrile. The latter also depends on the degree of decoration
via a sterical hindrance mechanism. The dependence on the oxidation time can be
reproduced.
• Resistivity measurements on oxidized and functionalized carbon nanotube networks
detect an oxidative doping and agree with the results obtained by the other tech-
niques. They furthermore hint to use an oxidation time of a few minutes to have a
sizable amount of COOH defects and to preserve, at the same time, the structural
integrity of the carbon nanotubes.
• Low-temperature magnetotransport measurements on these networks detect a vari-
able range hopping mechanism that is not affected by the functionalization. The
cluster remains in its S = 0 ground state for fields below 1T.
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Conclusions and outlook
This thesis presents experiments that connect the structure of various nanoscaled assem-
blies, namely carbon nanotubes, tetramanganese-decorated carbon nanotubes, and InAs
nanowires, to their electrical and optical properties. This is achieved by correlating ex-
perimental techniques that probe a multitude of physical properties on the very same
specimen. The presented correlation of transmission electron microscopy, Raman spec-
troscopy, and low-temperature quantum transport can thoroughly describe the sample,
with each technique contributing information not accessible by the others.
This correlation is possible with a novel sample design that I have developed in the
course of this thesis. It is fabricated by standard electron beam lithographic methods on
a commercial transmission electron microscopy membrane. This setup is compatible with
a variety of nanostructures and fabrication procedures because it is inert against almost
any chemical environment and stable over a wide temperature range.
The capability of this sample design has been demonstrated by a comprehensive charac-
terization of an individual triple-walled carbon nanotube transport device. I could deter-
mine the shell diameters by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy and compare
these results to a Raman spectrum and to the electrical resistance of the specimen. With
this information in hand, I can in turn narrow the identification of the innermost wall to a
few possible semiconducting chiralities and pinpoint the outermost wall as the most likely
metallic transport channel.
I have measured Coulomb blockade on two additional carbon nanotube devices with this
sample design. They consist of a two-fold bundle of single-walled carbon nanotubes and an
individual triple-walled carbon nanotube, respectively, as determined unambiguously by
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. These are, to my knowledge, the first
reported quantum transport measurements unambiguously conducted on such systems.
Both stability diagrams clearly deviate from a simple carbon nanotube pattern and can
only be interpreted with the knowledge of their structure.
The two strands of the bundle turn into two parallel, tunnel-coupled quantum dots at
cryogenic temperatures. The full system develops new molecular orbitals of bonding and
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antibonding character. I can observe both cases, demonstrating that the also antibonding
orbitals can contribute to the electrical transport. This hybridized quantum dot system is
additionally capacitively coupled to a nearby metallic island. This leads to reproducible
apparent gate switches that produce asymmetric, Fano-shaped gate traces.
The second, triple-walled carbon nanotube device has only one shell that defines its
electrical transport characteristics. It breaks into a serial double quantum dot with a
capacitive coupling, leading to a sawtooth-like shape of the Coulomb diamonds.
The interpretation of the above measurement results on structurally simple systems was
only possible by the joint interpretation of several experimental techniques. The presented
strategy becomes even more crucial when turning to an intended increase of complexity by
fabricating hybrid molecular structures as, e.g., functionalized carbon nanotubes. They
potentially have new properties that can be exploited for future spintronic devices. Such
a functionalization needs to be monitored because the quantitative degree remains a sta-
tistical process.
I have characterized the covalent grafting of tetramanganese complexes onto carbon na-
notubes by an exchange of carboxylate groups. Their degree of functionalization can be
controlled by the oxidation time, i.e. the number of defects induced on the carbon nano-
tubes. Transmission electron microscopy directly demonstrates the successful decoration
and repartition of the manganese. These results are compared to Raman spectroscopy
measurements that are found to depend indirectly on the degree of functionalization.
The antiferromagnetic S = 0 ground state of the complex limits its applicability for spin-
tronic devices. On the other hand, its manganese core can readily be replaced by different
metals, leading to a finite magnetic moment. The experience on covalent carbon nanotube
chemistry, gained by the experiments in this thesis, widens the choice of molecules to, e.g.,
molecular magnets or spin crossover complexes [Med11]. This latter class of materials has
a magnetic center that can have two configurations, a low- and a high-spin–state. They
are structurally distinct, leading to long lifetimes and sharp transitions. Switching is inter
alia possible via an electric field and could be directly implemented into the field effect
transistor structure of the transport devices [Med11]. An exemplary complex with an
iron(II) center is sketched in Fig. VIII.1 [Cec01].
Figure VIII.1: Example of a spin crossover
complex [Cec01]. It is an polypyrazolylbo-
rato iron (II) complex where the iron can has
two metastable spin states. A nanotube could
be connected by replacing one of the CF3
groups with an amine. The others could be
replaced by spectroscopy handles for Raman
and transmission electron microscopy mea-
surements.
The ligands of the tetramanganese or spin crossover complexes can be altered to make
them directly detectable in transmission electron microscopy and Raman scattering by
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incorporating heavy elements and Raman-active functional groups. This would yield in-
formation on the integrity of the clusters after the functionalization.
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
Figure VIII.2: Preliminary results on InAs nanowires. (a) The Fourier transform of the universal
conductance fluctuations yields the size of the enclosed areas [Fri09b]. One dimension is limited
by the nanowire diameter, the resulting length of the second side is given by the blue line. The
vertical dashed lines indicate the zinc blende (ZB) segment lengths as determined by transmission
electron microscopy. (b) TEM measurement taken under the same conditions as in chapter V. The
conduction band minimum of the wurtzite (WZ) and zinc blende (ZB) crystal phases is sketched
relative to the Fermi energy (vertical dashed line). The nanowire is contacted above the white
dashed line. (c) Exemplary quantum dot measurement on an InAs nanowire at T = 0.35K that is
yet to be investigated in the TEM.
The correlation of different investigation methods is not only important for carbon na-
notubes but also for other self-assembled nanostructures such as InAs nanowires. I have
measured the temperature dependence of the phase coherence length via universal con-
ductance fluctuations on four such devices. They exhibit two distinct behaviours although
the nanowires have a statistically identical stacking fault density as determined by high-
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resolution transmission electron microscopy. These differences are thus attributed to point
defects or to thermal strain during the cooling cycle.
Recent experiments performed with my novel sample layout on InAs nanowires suggest
a direct influence of the stacking faults on the universal conductance fluctuation pattern
itself. The size of some closed trajectories that are responsible for the fluctuations corre-
lates with the area of the zinc blende segments. These results are given in Fig. VIII.2(a+b)
where the Fourier transform of the universal conductance fluctuations taken at T = 0.3K
is correlated to the zinc blende segment length. This relationship should be confirmed
with additional measurements on nanowires of different stacking fault densities.
Another issue still under debate is the quantum dot formation in InAs nanowires. The
size, estimated from the charging energy via a capacitive model, does not correspond to
the contact spacing in most reported measurements [Sch10, Dic10b]. The barriers are thus
assumed to be formed between two wurtzite segments. The presented sample layout is
therefore the most promising way to validate this assumption. A stability diagram has
already been taken on such a system and is shown in Fig. VIII.2(c). The length scale of this
quantum dot experiment is now to be compared to a high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy measurement, revealing the crystal structure. An effective sample length can
also be extracted by tuning the nanowire into a Fabry-Pérot regime [Kre10]. This requires
a good decoupling from the environment for which my sample design is perfectly suited.
Holographic measurements with the transmission electron microscope probe the poten-
tial landscape of the specimen. If a current flows through the nanostructure one obtains
the voltage drops with nanometer precision [Lic08]. This experiment can be conducted
with my novel sample design to directly study the influence of individual defects and
functional groups on the electrical resistance.
These conducted and proposed experiments have the potential to accurately compare
theory and experiment because small variations of a nanostructure, indistinguishable in
standard transport measurements, can be identified and modeled. This can help to resolve
ongoing debates on established material systems like carbon nanotubes and InAs nano-
wires but also thoroughly characterize emerging compounds like functionalized carbon
nanotubes, MoS2, or topological insulators.
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A Numerical integration of the Raman signals
The numerical integration of the Raman signals of the CNT-{Mn4} hybrids is illustrated
in Fig.A.1 by analyzing the R mode of an arbitrary spectrum of sample ϑ03. Numerical
integration boundaries for the various modes are given in table A.1. The background is
assumed linear and determined by taking the average intensity in a region up to Δω =
5 cm−1 symmetrically around the integration boundaries. This Δω is varied to estimate
an error on the background. The mode intensities are then averaged values for these
various backgrounds with integration performed by a trapezoidal rule. Error bars give the
respective standard deviation.
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Figure A.1: Routine for numerical inte-
gration of the Raman spectra, exemplarily
shown for an R mode of sample ϑ30. Trape-
zoidal integration is performed between the
red lines. A linear background is estimated
by averaging the intensity in the shaded re-
gions and given by the dashed line.
The integration boundaries for the S and G mode overlap as given in table A.1. The nu-
merically integrated S mode intensity is therefore subtracted from the likewise determined
G mode value.
This numeric integration is sometimes more reliable than a least-squares fit, especially if
modes of low intensity or above a large background need to be described. Two converged
fits using the same model but with only slightly different starting conditions1 can converge
1Both are chosen by eye using the peak-o-mat software [Kri07] and describe the data equally well.
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Mode D˜ P R S G
Lower bound [cm−1] 1240 1365 1435 1508 1465
Upper bound [cm−1] 1370 1405 1465 1545 1675
Table A.1: Integration boundaries for the Raman spectra of the {Mn4}-functionalized samples ϑ.
into rather different fits as illustrated in Fig. A.2, using the same spectrum as for Fig. A.1.
A convergence as for the lower, red trace was chosen if possible.
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Figure A.2: Two converged least-squares fits of the same spectrum of sample ϑ03 as used in
Fig. A.1, sharing the same model and almost identical starting conditions. Large differences can
especially be observed for the D, P , and R modes.
B Additional information on the {Mn4} complexes
The bulk {Mn4} complex and the {Mn4}-carbon nanotube hybrids have been investigated
by several other investigation methods to establish the chemical functionalization process.
This section gives additional SQUID magnetization measurements and a UV-vis absorption
spectrum in Fig. B.3.
The magnetization curve of the reacted {Mn4}-CNT hybrids is not the sum of its con-
stituents. In fact, the carbon nanotubes withdraw electrons from the Mn core and weaken
the antiferromagnetic coupling. The attached cluster can therefore reach the paramag-
netic already at weaker magnetic fields. A similar effect has been shown by replacing the
acetate in the ligand with a more electron-withdrawing trifluoroacetate [Kam09]. This
is a clear indication that a reaction with the carbon nanotubes takes place, leaving the
clusters largely intact. This is the process expected from reaction VII.3.
The UV-vis spectrum shows that the {Mn4} cluster is completely off-resonant for long
wavelengths λ ≥ 1000 nm. Changing the solution agent only slightly shifts the maxima
around λ = 400 nm.
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Figure B.3: (a) SQUID magnetization measurement on the reacted {Mn4}-CNT hybrids, the
{Mn4} cluster, and bulk CNTs (from top to bottom). Magnetization is normalized to the com-
position of the hybrids. (b) UV-vis absorption spectrum of the {Mn4} complex, dissolved in
acetonitrile.
A thermogravimetric analysis of the bulk {Mn4}-CNT hybrid is furthermore published
in [Mey12].
C Process parameters
A comprehensive list of all process parameters used for the samples prepared as described
in chapter IV and with measurements presented in chapters IV (sample α), V (sample ℵ),
and VI (samples ζ and ξ) are given in table C.3.
The {Mn4}-decorated samples presented in the chapter VII are prepared on DuraSiN
DTM-25233 meshes (samples ϑ) or on amorphous quartz substrates, respectively. Carbon
nanotube CVD growth has been done with CVD for 10min at a temperature of 860◦C.
The CNT networks on the quartz substrates have Pt contacts of 70 nm thickness defined
by a shadow mask with electron gun evaporation in a Leybold L560.
Membrane Substrate
Current [nA] 2 2 resp. 15
Dose [μC/cm2] 1000 500
Resolution [nm] 12.5 12.5 resp. 50
Table C.2: Process parameters for the electron beam lithography performed on the samples re-
ported in chapters IV, V and VI. The second set of numbers for writing on the substrate are the
coarse parameters for the outer parts of the contacts.
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Sample α Samples ζ, ξ Samples ℵ
Internal name ATR6 LGR14 NKR1
Type CNT CNT InAs NWs
Chapter IV VI V
DuraSiN DTF-2523 DTM-25232
Preparation Oxygen Plasma (2min, 600W, 200ml/min, TePla 300)
Spincoating 12min@180◦C; AR-P669.07, 7,000min−1, 35 s; 12min@180◦C
e-beam (marker) Both (fine) Membrane only
Development 1min@AR600-55, 20 s@IPA
Marker structure 2 × 3 : 15min SF6 RIBE 5nm Ti/60 nm Pt
Lift-off 3 d@Acetone, Oxygen Plasma (1 h, 600W, TePla 300)
e-beam (catalyst) Membrane only —
Development 1min@AR600-55, 20 s@IPA —
Lift-off 30 s@Acetone, 55◦C, 380min−1 —
Growth CVD: 10min@860◦C MOVPE
Locating SEM AFM SEM
e-beam (contacts) Both (3×) Both
Development 1min@AR600-55, 20 s@IPA
Cleaning (RIBE) — 2 s O2 RIBE
Cleaning (plasma) — 30 s Ar+
Contacts 5 nm Ti/60 nm Au 2nm Cr/60 nm Pd 10 nm Ti/120 nm Pt
Lift-off 3 d@Acetone
Imaging SEM
Table C.3: Process parameters used for the samples with individual nanostructures investigated
in this work. The settings for electron beam lithography (e-beam) are listed in C.2. The machine
used for reactive ion beam etching (RIBE) is an Oxford Ionfab 300+.
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Nomenclature
The following table gives a comprehensive list of all used symbols and abbreviations. Some
quantities are indicated with a non-SI unit if this the common usage.
Vectorial symbols are indicated by an arrow. Their modulus is denoted if it is omitted.
Operators are marked by a ˆ sign.
Also the sketches share a common colour coding as far as possible. Electrons are always
red while positive charges are blue. The samples are green. Elements are coded gray for
carbon, blue for nitrogen, green for oxygen and red for manganese.
(n,m) Carbon nanotube chiral indices
αD Drain lever arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V/V
αG Gate lever arm (Gate voltage to energy conversion) . . . . . . . . . . . . . eV/V
αS Source lever arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V/V
β Prefactor for UCF amplitude, cf. eq. (III.13)
δG Universal conductance fluctuations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e2/h
0 Dielectric constant of the vacuum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F · m−1
r Relative dielectric constant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Γ Half width at half maximum
γ Proportionality constant relating lϕ and BC , cf. eq. (III.17)
gcd Greatest common divisor
Hˆ Hamiltonian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eV
 Reduced Planck’s constant  := h/(2π) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Js
λF Fermi wavelength. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .nm
λL Raman laser wavelength . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nm
D Diffusion constant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cm2/s
μ Charge carrier mobility . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cm2/(Vs)
μi Chemical potential . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eV
ν CNT Family index mod (n − m, 3) ⇒ ν ∈ [0, 1, 2]
ν ′ CNT branch number 2n + m
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Nomenclature
ω Raman shift . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cm−1
Φ Magnetic flux Φ := B · A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .h/e
Φ0 Flux quantum Φ0 = h/e
σ Conductivity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S/m
σδG Root mean square of the UCFs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e2/h
τ Lifetime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s
θ Carbon nanotube chiral angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ◦
D˜ D mode with additional features from acetonitrile
σ Pauli spin matrix
Γ Crystallographic point of highest symmetry
a1,a2 Graphene base vectors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Å
B Magnetic field. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .T
ch Carbon nanotube chiral (circumference) vector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .nm
k Wave vector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cm−1
q Phonon wave vector. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cm−1
r Position vector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nm
τ Carbon nanotube translational vector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nm
κ Wave vector around K or K ′: κ = k − K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cm−1
A,B Graphene crystal sublattices
aCC C-C atom distance (graphene) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Å
BC Correlation field . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T
C Capacity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F
CS Spherical aberrations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .μm
D Diameter or CNT defect Raman mode . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .nm
d Dimensionality of the system (d ∈ [1, 2, 3])
E Energy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eV
e Electron charge
e− Electron (red)
EC Quantum dot charging energy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eV
EF Fermi energy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eV
EG Bandgap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eV
EL Laser energy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eV
EAdd Addition energy
Eph Phonon energy, with ph=(RBM,D, G±. . . ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eV
E
M/S
ii (Optical) transition energy for metallic (semiconducting) CNTs . . . eV
EST Interaction energy between transfer and spectator dot . . . . . . . . . . . . . eV
G Conductance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Nomenclature
G± CNT high-energy Raman modes
G0 Conductance quantum G0 = e2/h
h Hybridization parameter
h Planck’s constant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Js
I Source-drain current . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nA
IR Raman scattering intensity
IS EELS intensity
IX EDX intensity
K,K ′ Crystallographic points
kB Boltzmann constant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J/K
kF Fermi wave vector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/m
l A length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nm
le Elastic mean free path. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .nm
lT Thermal length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .nm
M Magnetization. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . emu/g
m∗ Effective mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . me
me Electron mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . kg
N An integer (N ∈ N)
n Charge carrier density . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cm−3
nS Surface charge carrier density. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .cm−2
T Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .K
t Time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s
vF Fermi velocity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m/s
vF Fermi velocity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m/s
VB Source-Drain or bias voltage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .mV
z Dimension along the nanostructure’s axis
Zf Defocus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nm
2DEG Two-dimensional electron gas
C Contrast transfer function
AFM Atomic force microscopy
BF Bright field
CNT Carbon nanotube
DOS Density of States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eV−1
e-beam Electron beam lithography
EDX Energy-dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy
EELS Electron energy loss spectroscopy
FEG Field emission gun
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Nomenclature
FWHM Full width at half maximum
HAADF High-angle annular dark-field
HEM High-energy mode (G±)
HRTEM High-resolution transmission electron microscopy
HSQ Hydrogen silsesquioxane
MBE Molecular beam epitaxy
NW Nanowire
PMMA Polymethylmethacrylate
RBM Radial breathing mode
SA-MOVPE Selective-area metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy
SEM Scanning electron microscopy
sHEM Super high-energy mode
SQUID Superconducting quantum interference device
STEM Scanning transmission electron microscopy
STM Scanning tunnelling microscopy
TEM Transmission electron microscopy
TGA Thermogravimetric analysis
TMIn Trimethylindium
UCF Universal conductance fluctuations
VRH Variable range hopping
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Index
AFM, 48
CNT
atomar structure, 5, 6
band structure, 7, 9
catalyst, 44
chemical properties, 15, 91, 108
chirality, 6, 55, 71
growth, 44, 49
oxidation, 15, 111–113
phonons, 13–15, 39
quantum dots, 38–39
van-Hove singularities, 9, 10
Confocal microscope, 22
Constant interaction model, 35–36
Contact resistance, 53, 59
Correlation field, 33, 62
Coulomb
blockade, 33–40
diamonds, 36–38, 73–81
oscillations, 35, 72, 83
staircase, 36
Cryostat
3He, 40
dilution, 40
electronics, 41
flow cryostat, 40
Dirac cone, 8
EDX, 25, 93–94
EELS, 25, 94–97
EF-TEM, 25, 98
Electron beam lithography, 47
Fermi
energy, 27
Graphene
atomar structure, 5
band structure, 7
phonon modes, 14–15
Hybridization, 79–81
InAs nanowires
deposition, 49
growth, 45–46
polytypism, 16–18, 63–66
properties, 16, 57
Index, 188
Kataura plot, 54
Landauer-Büttiker formalism, 28
{Mn4}
grafting, 91–93
properties, 90–91, 126–127
Raman spectrum, 99–100
Nomenclature, 185
Phase-coherence length, 29, 33, 60–63,
65–66
PMMA, 47, 56, 65, 71
Quantum dot, 34
addition energy, 36
avoided crossing, 79–80
charging energy, 34, 74, 83
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Index
excited states, 74
gate switch, 72, 75–79
parallel dots, 73
serial dots, 85–87
Raman spectroscopy
data analysis, 22, 125
instrumentation, 21–23
resonance profile, 12–13
sample α, 52–56
samples η, 111–119
samples ϑ, 99–111, 125
Raman spectroscopy
resonance profile, 54–56
Sample
ℵ, 58–66
α, 50–56
η, 91–93, 111–120
ϑ, 91–111, 119–120
preparation, 47
ξ, 69–70, 81–88
ζ, 69–81, 87
SEM, 48, 50, 58
sHEM, 102
Single electron tunneling, see Coulomb
blockade
TEM
instrumentation, 26
introduction, 23, 26
membranes, 47
sample α, 51, 53–56
sample ξ, 81–82
sample ζ, 71–72
samples ℵ, 64–65
samples ϑ, 93–99
scanning TEM, 24, 95–97
Thermal length, 29, 60–62
Transport, 53
CNT network, 111–119
diffusive, 27
elastic, 27
instrumentation, 41
low temperatures, 59–63, 72–88,
115–119
room temperature, 52, 70, 111–115
UCF, 29–33, 59–63
amplitude, 60, 62
measurement, 33
Variable range hopping, 115–119
Wurtzite, 16, 64–65
Zinc blende, 16, 64–65
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